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Transliteration

We use the following transliteration map to convert Arabic texts into Latin script. Quotes are
written in the original transliterated phrases as in the corresponding source.

Arabic Transliteration Arabic Transliteration Arabic Transliteration
ٔ ʾ ذ ḏ ق q
ا ā ر r ك k
أ a ز z ل l
إ i س s م m
آ ā ش š ن n
ب b ص ṣ و w
ت t ض ḍ ؤ ʾ
ث ṯ ط ṭ ه h
ج j ظ ẓ ى y, ī
ح ḥ ع ʿ ي y, ī
خ ḫ غ ġ ئ ʾ
د d ف f ة t
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Abstract

Textual descriptions of pre-modern geography offer a different view of classical geography. The
descriptions have been produced when none of the modern geographical concepts and tools were
available. In this dissertation, we study pre-modern geography by primarily finding the existing
structures of the descriptions and different cases of geographical data. We first explain four ma-
jor geographical cases in pre-modern Arabic sources: gazetteer, administrative hierarchy, routes,
and toponyms associated with people. Focusing on hierarchical divisions and routes, we offer
approaches for manual annotation of administrative hierarchy and route sections as well as a
semi-automated toponyms annotation. The latter starts with a fuzzy search of toponyms from an
authority list and applies two different extrapolation models to infer true or false values, based on
the context, for disambiguating the automatically annotated toponyms.

Having the annotated data, we introduce mathematical models to shape and visualize regions
based on the description of administrative hierarchy. Moreover, we offer models for comparing
hierarchical divisions and route networks from different sources. We also suggest approaches to
approximate geographical coordinates for places that do not have geographical coordinates—we
call them unknown places—which is a major issue in visualization of pre-modern places on map.

The final chapter of the dissertation introduces the new version of al-Ṯurayyā, a gazetteer
and a spatial model of the classical Islamic world using georeferenced data of a pre-modern atlas
with more than 2, 000 toponyms and routes. It offers search, path finding, and flood network
functionalities as well as visualizations of regions using one of the models that we describe for
regions. However the gazetteer is designed using the classical Islamic world data, the spatial
model and features can be used for similarly prepared datasets.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Iṣṭaḫr: with kasrat and sukūn after “ḫ” and a nisbat from it is Iṣṭaḫrī and Iṣṭaḫrzī
with the extra “z”. [It is] a city in Fārs from the third “climate.” Its length is seventy-
nine degrees and its width is thirty-two degrees, and it is one of the most prominent
fortresses, cities and regions of Fārs.... Al-Iṣṭaḫrī says: as for the city of Iṣṭaḫr, it
is a city with the center of the capacity of a mile, which is one of the oldest and
most famous cities of Fārs, and it was the residence of the king of Persia until Ardašīr
turned to Gore...., and has a mosque known as the mosque of Sulaymān, peace be
upon him. Some of the Persians claimed that the king who was before the Ḍaḥāk was
Sulaymān the son of David, he said: it was in the old days on the city of Iṣṭaḫr fence
and demolished, and built of mud, stones and plaster to the left of the ..., and Qantarat
Ḫurāsān out of the city on the door of the following Ḫurasan, and behind Qanṭarat
buildings and houses are not old.

Yāqūt al-Ḫamawī, Dictionary of Countries (Muʿjam al-Buldān)([1, p. 211])

The example in the pre-modern geographical source given above, offers geographical and cul-
tural information about an extremely important historical location in the southwest of modern
Iran, known as Iṣṭaḫr (Staḫr in Pahlavi). Yāqūt provides some regular categorical descriptions
that allow us to compare all these settlements with each other and understand how they are related
to each other. He also cites a major earlier geographer named al-Iṣṭaḫrī. Among the many things
a medieval reader would have learned from his lexical efforts are onomastics, specifically, naming
conventions. Yāqūt explains the pronunciation of the toponym by specifying the Arabic vowels
or ḥarakāt. In addition, he explains the derived adjectives and modifiers (in Arabic, nisbat equiv-
alences): for instance, Iṣṭaḫrī or Iṣṭaḫrzī with the extra “z,” each of which designates someone or
something associated with Iṣṭaḫr.

Beyond the extract cited above, we also learn administrative divisions of the Fārs province (a
Persian speaking region very roughly equivalent to Modern Iran). At the widest level, there are
climes (iqlı̄m, pl. aqālı̄m) that, as noted by [2], refers to regional entities of different size, shape,
and provenance1.

1The following is a complete list of iqlı̄ms as per al-Iṣṭaḫrī’s division of the pre-modern Islamic world: Diyār
al-ʿArab (in modern Saudi Arabia), Baḥr al-Fārs (Persian Gulf), al-Maġrib (at Northwest Africa), Miṣr (Egypt),
al-Šām (West Asia, east of the Mediterranean Sea), Baḥr al-Rūm, al-Jazīrat (the northern part of the area between
the Euphrates and Tigris rivers, Upper Mesopotamia), al-ʿIrāq (Iraq), Ḫūzistān (at the southwest of modern Iran,

1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

Then, within each of these, there are regions, and within those there are settlements, such as
Iṣṭaḫr. Al-Iṣṭaḫrī explains that Iṣṭaḫr is located in the third clime, which is called Fārs. Further-
more, he specifies this location down to the level of the village of Iṣṭaḫr, known as Darābaǧird, in
the subregion of Iṣṭaḫr. The descriptions also include the type of divisions and settlements, such
as province (iqlı̄m), district (kūrat), and village (qaryat).

In addition, here are some lines that Yāqūt later provides to his readers with further informa-
tion:

• First, about routes and distances between locations, as in this example: “... between Iṣṭaḫr
and Šīrāz there are twelve farsaḫs.” Farsaḫ is a pre-modern Persian unit to measure distance
based on time and was originally the distance that can be traveled by foot within one hour
(students of Greek history may be familiar with parsang, the earlier form of this word).
The term survives today and is still used in Iran, but it now designates a fixed length of
approximately 6 km ([3]) rather than the inherently variable (and practical) measure that
varies with the difficulty of the terrain: a farsaḫ up hill is much shorter than a farsaḫ on a
flat and easy surface.

• Second is spatial information, by which we mean the physical dimensions of the city or a
geographic entity itself. We learn that the length of Iṣṭaḫr is 79 degrees and its width is 32

degrees, or the city Iṣṭaḫr has “a center of the [capacity] of an [Arabian] mile.”

• Finally, we learn the relative geographical locations of places. For instance, in the entry for
Aṭrābulus, a city in al-Šām Province (in modern Syria), Yāqūt says ([1, p. 216]): “Aṭrābulus
is located at the coast of Syrian see and between al-Lāḏiqiyyat and ʿAkkat” and in another
entry for a city with the same name in North Africa, he says ([1, p. 217]): “a city at the
[western] end of Barqat [Lybia] and beginning of [the region] Ifrı̄qı̄yyat.” This explanation
specifies the location of a place and distinguishes the locations of the same name.

This specific entry within Yāqūt’s geographical lexicon employs a technical vocabulary that is
shaped around the same categories: administrative divisions, routes and distances, and relative
spatial location. Other entries are patterned similarly, providing us information that makes it
possible to do large scale comparative analysis. For example, when describing al-Šām Province
([1, p. 312]): “It (al-Šām) has five junds2: jund of Qinnasrīn and jund of Dimašq and jund of
al-Urdunn and jund of Filisṭīn and jund of Ḥimṣ.”

It is the structural similarity in descriptions of all places of Yāqūt’s and other geographers’
categories that has made them such important resources. For example, one of their key applica-
tions in the non-digital field has been to provide the basis for modern encyclopedic efforts, such
as the widely consulted Encyclopedia of Islam (EI). These encyclopedias are typically written
formulaically, using categories derived from these geographies3.
bordering Iraq and the Persian Gulf), Fārs (at the southwest of modern Iran), Kirmān (at the southeast of modern
Iran), al-Sind (in modern Pakistan and the northwest of modern India), Arminīat and al-Arrān and Azarbayjān (at
Modern Azerbaijan, Armenia and northwest of modern Iran), al-Jibāl (at the west of modern Iran), al-Daylam (the
mountainous regions of North Iran, at the southwest coast of the Caspian Sea), Baḥr al-Ḫazar (at the northwest
coast of the Caspian Sea), Mafāzat Ḫurāsān (the desert in the center of modern Iran), Sijistān (south of modern
Afghanistan), Ḫurāsān (at the northeast of modern Iran and Afghanistan and southern part of Central Asia),
and Mā-warāʾ-l-nahr (at lower Central Asia roughly corresponding to modern-day Eastern Uzbekistan, Tajikistan,
Southern Kazakhstan and Southern Kyrgyzstan).

2For the definition of jund, see [4]
3For example, as written in the entry of Iṣṭak̲h̲r in EI2 ([5]):
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Historically, computer scientists have been using this data (including relationships between
locations) to form datasets with structures to cover the geographical entities and relations. These
datasets are the basis of the computational approaches we employ for modeling and visualizations
of geographical concepts which illustrate the thinking at the heart of this dissertation.

Our goal, then, has been to develop a method of data extraction suitable for small- and medium-
sized texts in Arabic (and other languages that use right-to-left scripts) that extracts data in ways
that empowers humanists to pose and answer questions in relation to texts containing geographical
information. More specifically, the developed method of data extraction and modeling enables
what is sometimes called distant reading. According to [6, 7], distant reading is an approach
that uses algorithms and tools provided by the computer science domain (i.e., to count, map,
graph, and visualize) to analyze textual data instead of using traditional ways to read texts—so-
called close reading. Close reading determines the central themes and analyzes their development
to interpret a text passage and for humanists, the value of distant reading lies in helping make
meaningful choices in terms of what they read closely [8].

To address this research goal, this dissertation introduces an iterative data annotation and
extraction method for specific geographical cases that occur in similar patterns in textual descrip-
tions. Once extracted, that data can then be manipulated and modeled, offering further insights
in the distant reading of the textual data. We have also developed a gazetteer ([9]) and a spatial
model based on similar data structures that researchers can extract using the method described
in this dissertation. The methods, models, and visualizations provide a zoomed-out view of part
of the information in textual sources and can be used in distant reading, as a complementary to
close reading.

For example, and to further illustrate what follows, administrative divisions can be modeled
as tree structures. Administrative divisions represent the way a land, which is the subject of a
description, is divided into subordinate regions or encompasses other subregions and settlements
in a top-down order. This means that the area in question (here the classic Islamic world) is
divided into major provinces, each province is divided into subordinate regions, which in turn
encompass either subregions or settlements. In other words, if we look at the way that division
has occurred historically, we can see an area that includes smaller subregions, which in turn goes
further, to include sub-units of settlements, and so on. This implies a hierarchical, and not a linear,
relationship between the entities, which are super-regions, regions, subregions, and settlements.

Another example of such a structure could be an organizational structure (see Figure 1.1). The
hierarchical relationship can be represented as a tree structure and the level of hierarchy depends
on the granularity of the description. It has a root that is the highest-level entity and the only
grandparent of all other entities. The root is the parent of a set of entities and each of those
entities might be a parent of one or more entities. In other words, entities have either parent-child
or sibling relationships; the root has no parents and siblings. Each entity is called a node. The

a town in Fārs. The real name was probably Stak̲h̲r, as it is written in Pahlavi; the Armenian
form Stahr and the abbreviation ST on Sāsānian coins point in the same direction. The form with
prosthetic vowel is modern Persian; it is usually pronounced Istak̲h̲ar or Iṣtaḥar, also with inserted
vowel Sitak̲h̲ar, Siṭak̲h̲ar, Siṭark̲h̲; cf. Vullers, Lex.Pers.- Lat., i, 94a, 97a, ii, 223, and Nöldeke in
Grundr. der Iran. Philol ., ii, 192. The Syriac form is Iṣṭaḫr (rarely Iṣṭaḫr), in the Talmud probably
Istahar (Megilla 13a, middle). According to the statements of Persian authors, the town received
its name from the lakes or swamps there. Perhaps, however, it is better to be derived with Spiegel
(Erânische Altertumskunde , i, 94, note I) and Justi (Grundr. der Iran. Philol., ii, 448) from the
Avestan stak̲h̲ra “strong, firm”; for the latter word cf. Chr. Bartholomae, Altiran. Wörterbuch , p.
1591.).
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Figure 1.1: An imagined example of a tree structure to store an organizational hierarchy. The head of the orga-
nization is the CEO and all the other departments are positioned at a lower level. Each entity is a node and is
connected to one or more entities by an edge that represents their relationship.

Figure 1.2: Part of the divisions according to al-Iṣṭaḫrī’s description for the Fārs province. The area that he
describes is divided into major provinces, such as Fārs, al-Šām, and al-ʿIrāq. Iṣṭaḫr is then given as a region in
Fārs, in which not only villages (such as village of Darābaǧird) are located but cities such as the city of Iṣṭaḫr
are located. The hierarchical representation informs us in a formalized way that we have an ambiguity. It means,
the same string, Iṣṭaḫr, can designate a region or a city. In annotating our sources, we need to distinguish (where
possible and/or appropriate) between region and city. The type of divisions are shown as a property of the edges
that connect the nodes. The higher level nodes are containers of the lower level nodes, as mentioned in the original
text.

nodes are connected by edges that represent the relationship between each pair of connected nodes.
Two connected nodes (parent-child) are connected by only one edge and no more.

In the quote with which this chapter began, both Yāqūt and al-Iṣṭaḫrī mention that Iṣṭaḫr is
placed in a province (iqlīm) called Fārs. Since Fārs is one of the provinces according to al-Iṣṭaḫrī’s
divisions of the Islamic World, the tree will have the Islamic World as the root, Fārs as a child
(internal tree node), and Iṣṭaḫr as a grandchild (tree leaf). Figure 1.2 illustrates this description.

Routes and distances connect the places (subjects of description). Each route section thus
has a start and an end point and is of a specific length. These lengths can vary within sources,
including time-based measures (e.g., a conventional day’s travel) or more straightforward measures
of length (e.g., farsaḫ). We may not be sure whether a unit defines time of travel or distance in
space. By using descriptions such as those of al-Iṣṭaḫrī, we can access and define these lengths.

Beyond defining individual routes, a set of route sections, which is described as a variety of
paths to connect a set of places, forms a network of routes. In other words, in a set of places,
some pairs are related through routes. Therefore, there are two main sets of objects: places and
routes. This description can be represented using an abstract data structure called graph, which
models the relations among places in a more sophisticated way than just treating each route
section individually. Similar to the tree structure described above, graphs represent places with
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Figure 1.3: (Left): A sample graph showing the relation between a set of objects. In the context of a route network,
each node (A to G) represents a place and each edge represents a path between the connecting nodes. Each edge
also has a label that specifies the length of the edge or the distance of a route, which is called the weight. (Right):
A (part of the) graph from the above pre-modern example representing the route (edge) between Iṣṭaḫr and Šīrāz
(nodes) that is measured as five farsaḫs

nodes (also called vertices) and routes with edges. Each place can be connected to zero, one, or
any number of other places so that, unlike the tree structure, each pair of places is connected with
multiple routes (edges). This means that multiple paths between two places that are explained in
a text can be represented by a graph.

Additionally, a graph does not represent a hierarchical structure and, consequently, it has no
root node. Accordingly, a graph properly models all the aspects of descriptions of routes in a
connected way. Figure 1.3 (Left) illustrates an example of a graph in which each node represents
a place and each edge is a route, characterized by a label that specifies the length of a route—
distance between two places—called weight. Figure 1.3 (Right) is an individual route section taken
from al-Iṣṭaḫrī that describes a route from Iṣṭaḫr to Šīrāz with the length of five farsaḫs. As can be
seen in this figure, the graph on the left shows the connectivity map of a sample area by bringing
all the individual route sections together.

In this dissertation, we offer an approach for annotation, extraction, modeling, and visualiza-
tion of data on the administrative divisions and route networks described in geographical sources.
Our focus is on classical Arabic geographical sources, for which no significant advances have been
achieved in the language-based tools to the best of our knowledge.

The current lack of tools is therefore addressed by this dissertation, which introduces specific
models to fill the gaps in the datasets produced based on textual description, such as missing
coordinates and representation of regions. Furthermore, this work enriches these new models
by visualization and mapping, which in turn opens up exciting new possibilities for historians.
Mapping not only visualizes narratives; it also becomes a narrative itself to connect various com-
munities, regions, and locations that are difficult to see and to discover deeper ways to understand
narratives. While these visualizations do not explicitly explain historical events and phenomena,
they are a way of interpreting textual narratives and thus, the significance of the approaches we
introduce in this dissertation is not just in relation to mapping and visualization; rather, it of-
fers an approach that can expand the scale of the research that humanists undertake on textual
sources. Geographical models (or new understanding of space) produced with these approaches
can offer valuable geospatial context for the interpretation of historical sources.

Chapter 2 of this dissertation begins by taking a close look at the related work on gathering and
using geographical concepts and information in humanities disciplines. This provides an overview
of the state-of-the-art approaches that have been engaged in humanities studies to produce data
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and knowledge. The chapter starts with works that use Geographic Information System (GIS)4

technologies as a common approach to managing geospatial data, mapping, and visualizations.
GIS, according to [10], is the root for historical geographical information analysis. It has been
used in humanities disciplines such as History for the last two decades and a great number of
studies use GIS technologies for data storage and mapping.

The second section of this chapter reviews studies related to identifying and gathering geo-
graphical information from textual sources. This section covers annotation, Natural Language
Processing (NLP), georeferencing, and geoparsing. A third section covers digital gazetteer devel-
opment and explains a number of related projects to show how development has proceeded. In the
final section, we review a number of studies on modeling geographical data and discuss the ways
for which modeling approaches have been introduced to produce tools for information gathering,
representation, and analysis.

Chapter 3 explains four major geographical use cases, to which we introduce an annotation
scheme, data extraction, and modeling techniques. Each case is explained according to the struc-
ture and type of descriptions and the information they provide, together with examples. These
cases are chosen from classical Arabic sources; however, similar cases might occur in other classical
languages.

Chapter 4 discusses an exploratory approach for extracting geographical information from tex-
tual sources. Toponym detection approaches and standards are significantly different for modern
sources since they tend to use more standardized place names. Toponym identification issues are
similarly present in different languages; however, language-specific challenges still pose a signifi-
cant number of problems. The aim of this chapter is therefore to develop a data annotation and
extraction method that can be applied to cases that share similarities even though they are in
different languages. Data extraction and analyses can facilitate distant reading of the text. The
iterative nature of this method, which starts with annotation, is described in a few steps. An-
notation facilitates data extraction and producing data structures from the specific information
described in textual sources. We describe an annotation scheme to tag two major geographi-
cal cases, using OpenITI mARkdown, as an inline annotation approach. OpenITI mARkdown
is designed to cover a wide range of information in a text, ranging from structural elements to
morphological and semantic elements in small- and medium-sized texts. Using the mARkdown,
we then describe the annotation of complex narrative patterns of geographical descriptions, such
as administrative divisions and routes.

In addition to the manual annotation, in this chapter we will also explain an iterative semi-
automatic annotation approach using machine learning techniques. This approach is an alternative
method to annotated toponyms in longer texts to which manual annotation may not be efficiently
applicable. Based on this annotation approach, we then propose a method for expanding the
initial toponymic data used for toponym annotation. This means the data that is produced in this
stage identifies new toponyms from the context, which can then be added to the initial toponymic
data. Toponymic data can be used as a reference for pre-modern toponym identification and
resolution [11] and can act like a reference gazetteer. Furthermore, this chapter explains the data
extraction steps after annotation as well as the conventional data structures for the extracted
geographical entities to produce datasets that can be used in digital tools and techniques.

4Geographical Information Systems is a framework to create, manage, analyze, and map all types of data. GIS
is designed to connect geographical data to a map, integrating location data.For more information, see https:
//www.esri.com/en-us/what-is-gis/overview.

https://www.esri.com/en-us/what-is-gis/overview
https://www.esri.com/en-us/what-is-gis/overview
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Chapter 5 offers applications of the data gathered from the geographical sources in a number
of models and visualizations. This is the next step after data extraction in the iterative method,
which is explained in Chapter 4. We introduce models related to administrative divisions, route
networks, and so-called unknown places5, and aim at the following applications: 1) representing
administrative divisions and route networks; 2) comparing descriptions of divisions and route
networks in different sources; and 3) estimating geographical coordinates of unknown places.

In the first section of this chapter, we introduce a number of mathematical models to repre-
sent the geographical position and extent of the pre-modern regions. For each model, we discuss
whether it fits well into the textual description of the underlying data, the advantages and disad-
vantages, and ways to improve it. The second section explains comparison models for representing
similarities and differences between different geographical descriptions of the same geographical
entity. Two models are discussed in this subsection: 1) a comparison model for administrative
divisions; 2) a simplification and comparison model for route networks. One can apply the first
model to learn how two sources divide the same area at different levels of the hierarchy of geo-
graphical divisions. The second model facilitates creating a simplified version of a route network
from the source description. Two simplified networks of an area, each based on an individual
source description, can then be used in studying the differences and similarities of the network
descriptions of that area. The third section introduces a model to estimate the geographical loca-
tion of unknown places. We describe the spatial calculations that are required to find the possible
coordinates and implement the model using sample data.

Chapter 6 introduces al-Ṯurayyā, a gazetteer and a spatial model of the classical Islamic
world, which is built on the earlier version of this work. This chapter shows another use case
for the data extracted from the textual descriptions and how the data is applicable as a basis of
models and implementations for explanatory use cases. The first part of this chapter explains the
functions of gazetteers, which provide access to the places, route sections, and relevant technical
information through the search function. The relevant available sources of toponymic information
are accessible—following the idea of Linked Data.

The second part of Chapter 6 describes a spatial model that is designed to provide an analytical
tool for historical events and phenomena by performing complex queries, such as pathfinding and
network flood. Additionally, it provides visualization of pre-modern regions using one of the
described models in Chapter 5. The current implementation adds interactivity to search and
network query features, maps of the regions, and accessibility to a primary source and available
external sources when showing the information of the places to the earlier version.

5Applying various methods of toponym identification might still leave toponyms that are not matched to any
geographical latitude and longitude for various reasons, for example, if a place no longer exists or its name has
changed over time. We call these toponyms unknown places.



Chapter 2

Related Work

In this chapter we review related work in the Digital Humanities that deals with geographical infor-
mation. The review covers the major topics that deal with gathering and preparing geographical
data in textual sources and using this data in tools and models, as related to the work in this
dissertation. We begin with the use of Geographic Information Systems (GIS) in the humanities
because, as mentioned in the introduction, GIS is the root for historical geographical information
analysis. There is a great potential to use GIS in various disciplines and all historians use GIS to
some extent ([12]). We will then review studies relating to the production of geographical data
through natural language processing, georeferencing, geoparsing, and annotation. This section
also includes an explanation of toponym identification and resolution. The topics in this section
focus on extracting geographical information and mapping places to geographical coordinates. We
then review academic work on gazetteer development, which provides human and computer access
to a dictionary of locations defined with place names and geographical coordinates. The final sec-
tion focuses on the modeling of geographic data and reviews approaches that can be reproduced
to help gain deeper insights into data.

2.1 GIS
GIS technology has been used in the applied sciences since its emergence in 1960, and over the last
two decades has also been applied to digital research within disciplines such as History ([13]). A
growing interest in the study of space, place, and landscape, and the refinement of the application
of quantitative methods and computational approaches, as [13] states, has also increased the use
of GIS technologies in literary studies ([14, 15, 7, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20]). This interest is largely rooted
in GIS’s availability ([21]). In this section, we will review a number of studies that use GIS as a
common spatial technology for storing data and mapping to see how space and place are being
analyzed, and how such technologies have been used. GIS technology is based on a simple model
that gives each database object a location in space1. This model therefore offers opportunities to
handle data by mapping it to an existing map or using it to populate a map ([22]). In fact, GIS

1According to [22, p. 11]: “Among the GIS community this term is used in a very similar way to the term
location. Spatial data are data that refer to locations, and where a GIS book might say ‘consider the role of space’,
a historian may well say ‘consider the role of location’. There is, in fact, a slight difference in definition as space is
a scientific way of defining location, usually through a coordinate system, thus ‘a location in space’ usually means
a location that can be defined using one or more coordinates.”

8
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technology integrates different information related to a specific place to its geographical location
on a map. Additionally, it facilitates visualization of locations (see [21]).

The application of digital mapping and GIS in the humanities has been influenced by recent
developments in GIS technologies. This application has now converged on new methods called
historical geographic information systems (HGIS) and also Spatial Humanities or Geohumanities
([23]). According to [24, p. 66]), “HGIS scholarship combines historical geography and spatial and
digital history with databases that record both locations and time thus enabling maps (including
animations) to illustrate changes over time” (see, for example, [21, 25, 26, 27]). [10, p. ix-xxii]
mentions the use of geographical technologies when referring to Spatial Humanities, defining them
as: “geographical technologies to develop new knowledge about the geographies of human cultures
past and present.” [10] also states that the origin of Spatial Humanities is HGIS.

The past decades, in particular, have witnessed the application of geographical technologies to
research in humanities disciplines and projects, such as [28, 29]. The expression, the “spatial turn”
(see [30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 25, 35, 36]), as [37] states, is often mentioned in relation to GIS technology
and new geographical technologies, which make mapping easy and accessible. [38] discusses the
importance of “spatial analysis” in humanities scholarship and states that it is “not just about
mapping, but it is also about trying to broaden the reach of humanities research.”

[35, 10, 21, 39, 40, 19] explain how spatial methodologies have been used in humanities in
recent years. Some humanities disciplines, such as Archaeology, have used GIS technology since
the early 1980s ([41]), while other disciplines, like History and Literary Studies, have only begun
to use it more recently ([13]). Gathering information and creating datasets is an underlying step
to data analysis and delivering applied contributions to knowledge. This is where a wide range of
research topics cover the use of GIS, and, in general, geographic technologies, spatial analysis, and
statistics in various disciplines, such as Archaeology, History, Literary Studies, and Linguistics.

Archaeology has a spatial nature and was the very first discipline to use geographical tech-
nologies. The spatial dimension of archaeological practice has led to the utilization of GIS
(see [41, 42, 43]) and other spatial technologies, such as Remote Sensing and GPS (see [44, 45]).
Spatial analysis has been widely used in studying the excavations and other trends in Archaeology.
As a more recent phenomena in Archaeology, as [19] states, the study of spatial description in
archaeological textual sources applies corpus and computational linguistics techniques to extract
geographical and contextual information ([46]). Also, projects like [47] explore texts for archae-
ological place names through visualizations. [48] states that mapping has been recognized as a
practice in archaeology. This study, considering the intersection of mapping and archaeology,
explores the ways of generating archaeological data and contributing to methodological and the-
oretical problems in archaeology by mapping. According to [48], use of alternative cartographic
methods in archaeology connects to the spatial humanities, spatial history, and digital archaeology
([49, 21, 50, 19, 39, 51]) and further engagement with mapping, visualization, and digital technol-
ogy is being pointed out (see [52]) while [53] argues the lack of explicit engagement in historical
archaeology despite the use of mapping methodologies.

Unlike Archaeology, history, as [19] states, has only more recently begun to use geographical
methods. Similar to Archaeology, GIS technology has been used by historians to find methods
that help find answers to particular research questions. Historical GIS (HGIS), as a dynamic
and diverse subfield, has recently applied GIS to the qualitative analysis of historical sources
(see [54, 55, 56]), although the initial focus was quantitative exploration of economic and political
data such as [57, 58]. Furthermore, recent experimental research in HGIS combines spatial and
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corpus analysis ([59, 60]). [61] introduces a methodological experiment that combines geographical
visualization, algorithmic thinking, and text mining to examine whether and how they advance
our understanding of Chinese architecture in the literati’s knowledge. Virtual 3D modeling and
visualization of historical places is another example where GIS is integrated with other technologies
([19]); for example, see [62] and The Virtual St Paul’s Cathedral Project2.

In Literary Studies, as [19] states, the power of GIS and related technologies is changing the
interpretation of the material, imaginative, and discursive geographies in both individual sources
and large corpora. Digital literary atlas projects, such as the Cultural Atlas of Australia3, [63],
and [64], adopt the idea that literary critics use maps as “analytical tools that dissects the text in
uncommon ways and bring to light relations that would otherwise remain hidden”, as [14, p. 3]
states. [19] notes that the value of maps in generating a kind of abstraction from textual sources
underlies the methodological premise of such projects. According to [19], this abstraction helps to
create new research questions and to guide critical examinations.

However, despite its popularity, the integration of Spatial Humanities approaches in literary
studies faces some obstacles. One issue is the complexity of geography in literary works that makes
it hard to model using GIS techniques ([65]). Also, in fictional literature, geography, as [66, p. 19]
states, “can create its own space, without physical restrictions”, thus mixing uncomfortably with
non-fictional locations in projects such as the literary digital atlas. To overcome these issues, new
practices and frameworks are required for interdisciplinary collaboration. Moreover, to show the
contribution offered by the practices and frameworks employed in the analysis of literary texts,
further scholarship is required. In this regard, Stanford Literary Lab models the use of crowd-
sourcing to generate an “emotional map” of the English metropolis to study literary geography
by visualizing the significance of the toponyms mentioned in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century
novels4. [67] at Lancaster University applies data mining approaches and GIS technologies to
represent the English Lake District in literature. At the University of Edinburgh, the LitLong
project5 applies text mining approaches and georeferencing (see Section 2.2) to extracts of early
modern and contemporary literary works and uses GIS technologies to generate a topography of
Edinburgh as a literary city on a map. This map provides interactive explorations of the city via
a web interface and mobile application.

2.2 Natural Language Processing (NLP), Georeferencing,
Geoparsing, and Annotation

In this section we review the state of research on NLP, geoparsing, georeferencing, and annotation.
Several projects have been dedicated to the production of digital material that facilitates search
functionality and makes them available online (see the report in [68]). Many topics use digital
material in location-based approaches that cover a long list of analyses related to places; for ex-
ample, place of birth or death, stops on an itinerary described in a travelogue, locations of castles,
and city borders. Production of digital material, advances in and availability of geographical tech-
nologies, and growing interest in and familiarity with the recent available tools (e.g., open-source

2https://vpcp.chass.ncsu.edu
3http://australian-cultural-atlas.info/CAA/index.php
4https://digitalhumanities.stanford.edu/projects
5https://litlong.org

https://vpcp.chass.ncsu.edu
http://australian-cultural-atlas.info/CAA/index.php
https://digitalhumanities.stanford.edu/projects
https://litlong.org
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GIS software6) highlights the potential of Spatial Humanities to advance humanities scholarship
([19]). As this study offers, advances in automated geoparsing ([69]), is an example that shows
this potential. Applying geographical technologies to digital material allows one to apply another
category of research topics: text analysis tools and approaches.

Geospatial analysis of texts, as a challenging task, entails techniques, such as geoparsing, to
gather information as well as other digital methods to produce material for distant reading based on
the gathered data. Such analysis, at a minimum, enables mapping, as noted by [19]. A considerable
amount of literature has been published on exploration and recognition of geographical references
in raw text, either manually or through customized Named Entity Recognition (NER) techniques
in recent years, as [70] states. Previous attempts at gathering geographical information from
textual sources were mostly focused on finding named entities, either by annotation or specialized
NLP techniques to automatically summarize the geographical content or extract various patterns
from unstructured texts. NER is a crucial constituent of NLP that enables identification of names
of various domains, such as people and places, through the recognition of linguistic patterns,
according to [71]. This approach has great potential for large-scale information extraction.

Geoparsing entails recognition of spatial terms, such as place names, in an unstructured text.
Geoparsing is also known by other names, such as georecognition, toponym recognition, and geo-
tagging ([72, 73]). It is useful since the results of geoparsing a text can be mapped to geographical
coordinates—known as “geocoding” or “toponym resolution”—and can make use of geographical
tools and technologies in analyses and visualizations. Geoparsing free text is widely used in infor-
mation retrieval. Some of the geoparsing applications that are applied to modern material include:
automated image tagging, web page annotation, and social media analytic ([74]). In fact, geopars-
ing and geocoding can be seen as complementary fields of recognition and geographic information
recognition ([72, 75]). Geoparsing requires both toponym identification (e.g., Alexandria in a given
passage refers to a place) and toponym disambiguation (e.g., Alexandria in that passage refers to
the famous city in Egypt or a suburb of Washington, DC, or some other particular Alexandria).
Toponym identification relies on two NLP approaches: NER (which identifies named entities such
as place names and personal names) and Named Entity Matching (NEM). NER, according to [72]
can be seen as a specific application of NLP and usually relies on linguistic properties such as
part-of-speech tags7 ([74]). As [73] states, NER is a crucial part of geoparsing ([77, 78]). Named
Entity Matching (NEM) refers to toponym identification based on an authority list (similar to
VIAF.ORG8 for authors) such as a reference database, tag set, or gazetteer.

Toponym resolution (or geocoding) is a particular subset of the more general NEM task. To-
ponym resolution refers to the approaches that link a toponym (geographical entity) to a spatial
interpretation in physical space for each geographic reference. A gazetteer is a special kind of
authority list for geographic entities. In particular, it provides geographical coordinates expressed
in latitude and longitude locating places and in some cases polygons bounding regions in space.
Toponym resolution includes searching for a match among gazetteer entries and then disambigua-
tion if there are multiple places with the same name (for instance, Washington designates in the
US multiple cities as well as a state). We will describe the work on a gazetteer in Chapter 6.

6Examples are: QGIS, a free and open source geographic information system (http://www.qgis.org) and Map-
Window (http://www.mapwindow.org).

7Georeferencing that is applied to free text also involves NER and toponym resolution approaches (see [76]).
8According to the description at http://viaf.org: The Virtual International Authority File combines multiple

name authority files into a single name authority service. The goal of the service is to lower the cost and increase
the utility of library authority files by matching and linking widely-used authority files and making that information
available on the Web.

http://www.qgis.org
http://www.mapwindow.org
http://viaf.org
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There are many gazetteers that serve different functions. Very large, contemporary gazetteers
can contain both too much information and not enough. When we are scanning texts that were
produced more than a thousand years ago, we do not want to be matching place names from
North America (e.g., Alexandria, VA, or Troy, NY). At the same time, when we are working
with historical sources, we may need to add information about places that do not appear in
gazetteers for the contemporary world (e.g., Geonames9) or for other areas of the pre-modern
period (such as Pleiades.org, which has focused primarily on the Greco-Roman world). Thus
we have begun developing a gazetteer for the pre-modern Islamic world, which we will discuss in
detail in Chapter 6. [72] describes the process of spatially encoded data—which includes geographic
references—and surveys the techniques for extracting the information and geoparsing methods.
It also provides an overview of the available tools that typical applications utilize for recognizing
spatial language in textual sources.

Georeferencing ([69, 76]) assigns spatial footprints to geographic entities that appear on a map
or in a text. Georeferencing on a map means using a modern map to locate points and polygons
in a modern coordinate system. Georeferencing in a text is to link the place names to authority
lists of place names, such as gazetteers, which have spatial info and allow us to map the place
names. It has been a challenge in geospatial technologies ([33]), nevertheless, it is a common
method to digitize the geographical information on maps, including historical maps that are not
connected to any geographical infrastructure. It facilitates automatic spatial analyses of toponyms
as geographical entities, such as placing the entities on a map or providing spatial search capability
([76]). Automatic georeferencing can be applied to the texts in natural languages in which the
geographical information is in the form of place names.

In addition to NER, another class of NLP techniques allows automatic annotation within a text.
In this regard, various work has been done on the identification of word classes, such as adjectives,
nouns, verbs, and adverbs, in a text using part-of-speech (POS) annotation: POS categories help
to find place names alongside the word form, such as proper names; adjectives help to catch the
context related to landscape ([19]). Semantic annotation ([79]) adds another level of conceptual
indicator to names or concepts in a text. Moreover, named entity disambiguation (NED, see [80])
connects to available data and knowledge bases to build a link between an identified toponym
and a canonical reference. Similarly, toponym resolution provides geographical coordinates for the
identified toponyms. A combination of NER and assigning coordinates is reflected in geoparsing
attempts.

The increasing interest in using NER and NED technologies in digital humanities produced
promising results ([81]); however, the application of NER technologies to classical corpora ([82,
83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88]) poses numerous problems and few studies deal with historical issues, as [70]
states. Additionally, NLP methods are not yet fully reliable in humanities scholarship and there
are challenges to be met, such as losing contextual information or spelling variations in pre-modern
corpora ([81]). A significant number of studies to date have mainly addressed issues of qualities of
digital versions and OCR outputs, European or classical languages, or variant spelling ([89, 90, 91]).
Problems of geoparsing10 for toponym identification in text, mostly covering heuristics for toponym
resolution, have also been discussed widely in prior studies ([92, 60, 93, 94, 95]). Many studies
in this area have primarily drawn on rule-based or pre-existing statistical NER models to solve

9Examples are: GeoNames (http://www.geonames.org/) and GNIS (http://nhd.usgs.gov/gnis.html).
10Geoparsing, as a special toponym resolution approach, is an automatic process that resolves place names in

natural language to toponyms in a geographic gazetteer with geographical coordinates.

http://www.geonames.org/
http://nhd.usgs.gov/gnis.html
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toponym identification issues, mainly in the field of geographic information retrieval (GIR) and
are well-known and widely discussed with regard to a variety of genres, including historical texts
([96, 94, 97]).

In historical corpora, as [70] states, combining GIS and NLP technologies has improved success-
ful identification and analysis of toponymic information, often using relatively simple techniques
that automatically identify toponyms and disambiguate them by matching them against reference
gazetteer entries ([19, 60, 98, 20, 99, 100]). Historical collections require NER systems that can
work with classical languages and gazetteers ([101, 102, 103, 19, 104, 105]). Most of these works
use one NER system, whiles [70] introduces a combined system. In this regard, for advancing the
computational analysis of vast historical corpora, [106] leverages the combined benefits of NLP,
Corpus Linguistics, Machine Learning, and Spatial Analysis.

For less commonly studied languages, such as Arabic, the challenges are more salient. Despite
the extensive literature on NER, few studies on the Arabic language could be found ([107, 108,
109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115]). Several works address the complexity of morphological and
syntactic variations in modern Arabic NER. However, even fewer studies deal with classical Arabic,
the main language of the written tradition of the Islamic world.

Beside NLP techniques—or computational linguistics, which is drawn from computer science—
another category of techniques is rooted in corpus linguistics. This category includes the devel-
opment of text analysis methods. Advances in the power and storage capacity of computers
encouraged the development of methods that leverage new computational resources as well as new
searching and analysis software to analyze large quantities of digitized texts.

According to [19], five major methods have contributed to the Corpus Linguistics discipline
and enable researchers to discover linguistic patterns by offering semi-automated approaches that
allow researchers to analyze far more textual data than they could with purely manual analysis.
These methods are: (1) frequency lists, which show how frequent and, in an extended version,
how distributed different words are in a text and enable researchers to concentrate on specific
features of a corpus and help them to understand the importance of a word in a corpus; (2)
concordances, which provide the context for each word in a corpus, and which in turn allow
a researcher to discover patterns (and spatial patterns in a geographical context) that appear
within that context; (3) n-grams, which are consecutive lists of a specific length (n) of words that
appear within a text; (4) comparison of different frequency lists using keywords, which juxtaposes
frequency lists for different texts (or corpora), which employs statistics to recognize words that
occur more in one corpus versus another, and which can reveal useful topics (the list of words can
also be used for further analysis); and (5) collocation, which detects which words regularly occur
close to each other in a text and can be used by researchers, in a geographical context, to find
topics related to the place names (or other geographical entities) in a corpus.

Corpora themselves are spaces and can be mapped. The combination of corpus linguistics
methods and GIS, [59] explains a method to create, analyze, and visualize a database of place
names and considers how the combination of collocation, keywords, and semantic analysis facil-
itates visualization of the meanings associated with particular place names. An example of the
application of this method mentioned in this research is a map that shows the distribution of
mentions of concepts, such as war or money, in a corpus.

Below are some examples of works that show how digital approaches aid extraction of geo-
graphical information in textual sources and how the information contributes to and informs the
research in different fields of humanities.
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• [104] focuses on geoparsing and outlines projects11 that customize and use the Edinburgh
Geoparser ([116]) for particular datasets and applications. The Edinburgh Geoparser is a
system developed by the Edinburgh Language Technology Group (LTG) to automatically
recognize toponyms in text and to disambiguate them. In the disambiguation step, several
gazetteers, such as GeoNames12 can be used to match the place names to the corresponding
entries with latitude and longitude. Initially, it was configured for modern texts, but more
recently the geoparser has been adapted for application to historical and ancient texts and
modern-day newspaper text ([85, 117, 118, 119]).

• Using a georeferenced corpus consisting of texts from Royal Commissions in 1863 and 1893,
[120] explains an approach to summarize the reports on fish stock and to evaluate the
perception of changes in sea fishing stock. This study combines text mining approaches—
computer-assisted qualitative data analysis (CAQDAS)—and GIS technology to compare
the two texts and demonstrates the usefulness of this combination in historical analysis. To
apply CAQDAS13 to this corpus, this study starts by OCRing the corpus and generating
the following material to use in analyses: meaningful units of evidence, word frequencies,
selecting keywords and terms, tagging, locating and refining the co-occurrence of keywords
in close proximity, and keywords in context. [120] discusses two inquiries based on the data
extracted from the texts and how this approach can “launch a spatial history of practices,
knowledge, and attitudes associated with sea fishing in Britain.”

• [121] argues the importance of geographical tools and technologies in studying the literary
representations of landscapes as a complement. Using LITSCAPE.PT ([122])—Atlas of Lit-
erary Landscapes of Mainland Portugal—project as an example, this study explains how
integration of traditional reading practice with distant reading, GIS, relational databases,
and collaborative works facilitates classification and analysis of excerpts of Portuguese lit-
erature (350 works dating from 1843 to 2014). The aim of LITSCAPE.PT, as [121, p. 59]
states, is “to examine how literary representations of Portugal’s landscapes have changed
over time.” The two outcomes that are presented as case studies, according to [121, p. 57],
include: “documenting the evolving literary geography of Lisbon” and “exploring the repre-
sentation of wolves in Portuguese literature.”

• Geotagged sources and digitized historical texts offer new ways for exploring how places
are described. [123] explains a project that explores notions of place in a range of digital
sources, including modern user-generated content14 as well as digitized historical documents
such as Text+Berg ([124]). This combination, as [124] argues, is an opportunity that enables
representation of different conceptualizations of the same place with theoretical underpin-
nings from, for example, Geography and Information Science. Ambiguity, vernacular names,
ways of using concepts in different locations and by different groups, automatic generation of
macro-maps from historical texts in space and time and, finally, techniques for characterizing
and comparing regions based on the terms used to describe them are the issues that [124]
mentions while exploring written representations of landscape. This study, through a set of

11The projects include: The Trading Consequences Project: Georeferencing Nineteenth Century Text, The GAP
Project: Georeferencing Classical Texts, and The GAP Project: Georeferencing Classical Texts.

12https://www.geonames.org
13This study uses MAXQDA software (https://www.maxqda.com/).
14For example, Flickr (www.flickr.com) or Geograph (www.geograph.org.uk).

https://www.geonames.org
https://www.maxqda.com/
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case studies, argues that engagement with written representations of space goes beyond the
measurements of Euclidean space, which GIS facilitates, and yields a more exact conception
of place ([19]). Using local information helps to gain insight into the ways in which a concept,
such as a hill, has a different meaning in Great Britain than in Switzerland.

• Similar to [123], [125] states that a Euclidean conceptualization of space is not adequate
for modeling networks of different natures and systems of knowledge exchange and that it
is necessary to move beyond this. Using an example, [125] proposes the combination of
features of GIS and network representations. This combination integrates intellectual and
technological geographies—which show the spatial distribution of knowledge—and network
representations of relevant actors and documents in the history of knowledge exchange in
Early Modern Europe. [125] then argues that spatial humanities approaches are helpful in
reconstruction of the spatial distribution of actors and documents, which might be more
useful than trying to explain knowledge exchange by focusing on The Republic of Letters
as one entity consisting of scholars. This study, inspired by “deep map” introduces a “deep
network” that the combined method can help to construct.

2.3 Gazetteer
Recently, digital humanities scholars have been increasingly relying on digital historical gazetteers.
There is a need to cover places and historical periods in gazetteers and provide human and auto-
matic access to them [126] With improvements in digitization of historical texts and improvements
in the algorithms of extracting place names, the potential of indexing the data on place names
has become more and more achievable ([127, 128]). But, what is a gazetteer? They are defined as
place name directories that provide geographic locations of place names as well as some descrip-
tion of the places themselves. Each entry includes at least one name, one feature type, and one
location ([69]). According to [126], in many print atlases, place names, geographical coordinates,
and a page location are listed in a gazetteer at the back of the volume. However, local gazetteers
in China, for instance, have been a repository for many details about places, on a scale that
ranges from provinces to towns to temples and rivers ([129]). Other gazetteers might have more
information. For instance, Georgette Cornu’s Atlas ([130]) is a collection of printed maps that
shows the geographical position of places in the classical Islamic world as well as their type; for
example, town or village. Additionally, maps of provinces specify which province the toponyms
belong to. Accordingly, it also proposes divisions of the Islamic world, by categorizing toponyms
in the provinces.

A number of attempts have simply developed digital versions of gazetteer texts and do not
provide a map view, while other works have focused on online, map-based implementations of
features to provide the immediate requirements of a gazetteer and/or expanding it with spatial
models and functionalities. In what follows, we will provide an overview of a few projects of
the latter type and will consider the following approaches as indicative of major examples that
represent prominent methods. Moreover, we will briefly explain some related projects that serve
similar purposes.

Pleiades ([131]), as a gazetteer, is a member projects of Pelagios15 ([132]) that provides search-
15Pelagios is “a community-driven initiative that facilitates better linkage between online resources documenting

the past” ([131, p. 1]).
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able entries to toponyms of the classical world. This was initially limited to the Roman world,
however, with Pelagios 3, it has begun to partially expand its scope, including to some parts of
the classical Islamic world. The entries are enriched with a list of relevant information, such as
geographical coordinates, URIs, references, various names, place types, and references, and are
available in different formats, like JSON, KML, and XML. Pleiades has conventional approaches
to link its contents consisting of text, images, media, 3D objects, online databases, and so on. One
of these conventions regarding the name of a place is to reference it using the gazetteer URI; for
example, referring to the possible location based on existing literature. Another important con-
vention is that the resulting metadata of that place should be openly available online. Therefore,
extensive information on a place can be extracted while it is visualized on the map.

Other similar projects employ the same functionality as Pleiades on a smaller scale, such as
the PastPlace Historical Gazetteer16 ([133]) and the Digital Atlas of the Roman Empire, which is
extended to an atlas with searchable modern and ancient names. The Syriac Gazetteer17 is yet
another example of a geographical reference work for places of variant type or size relevant to Syriac
studies. Data is provided in a database of all places with or without geographical coordinates and
a series of maps is available to represent the places with geographical location.

The temporal gazetteer of Chinese history, CHGIS ([134]) is another approach to develop
a gazetteer by integrating other types of information, such as administrative units and temporal
concepts. It compiles the source texts for Chinese local gazetteers into “Dynastic Gazetteers.” This
project’s objective is to offer a flexible tool, in the form of a database of places and administrative
units. In doing so, it creates “a continuous time series of records that track changes in place name,
administrative status, and geographic locations” (see http://sites.fas.harvard.edu/~chgis/
pages/intro). Its data model requires administrative units in existence at a particular time,
place names, administrative status (feature type), administrative hierarchy for a particular place
instance, and changes to a particular administrative unit over time. Thus, when a new place is
being added to the CHGIS database, it needs the following parts: change in place name; change
in administrative status; change in location or boundary. Developed as a temporal gazetteer web
service, it provides name, type, temporal span, spatial details (feature type and coordinates), and
source and data source for each entry that one searches for. The underlying data enables searches
for administrative units and capitals for any given time in Chinese history, building customized
digital maps for particular times and places, or joining customized datasets for spatial analysis,
thematic mapping, or other specialized statistical modeling of interest.

Combining other types of geographical data, such as trade routes and connections, enables
network analysis and spatial models based on the underlying route network. The majority of digital
gazetteers represent geographical information with a certain level of granularity for the entities
represented—such as village, city, or province. Although this approach has proven successful in
a large number of applications, this functionality, according to its primary aim, is inadequate
when studying other major historical aspects, such as movement and travel, where geography and
correlation of places play a fundamental role.

Integrating routes and places, ORBIS ([135]) introduces a historical geospatial network model
of the Roman world with a primary focus on depicting different types of travel. The model
reconstructs the costs of travel between different points both financially and time-wise to illustrate
the possible paths to travel through the Roman Empire and offers primarily perspectives on the

16http://www.pastplace.org
17https://syriaca.org/geo/index.html

http://sites.fas.harvard.edu/~chgis/pages/intro
http://sites.fas.harvard.edu/~chgis/pages/intro
http://www.pastplace.org
https://syriaca.org/geo/index.html
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movements. Consisting of a digital archive of sites and routes using data from both primary
sources and computational geography simulations about travel ([136]), ORBIS combines tools,
archives, and publications to introduce a new genre and represent the nature of movement and
the dynamic behind it (see [137, 138]).

The Heritage Gazetteer of Cyprus (HGC)18 aims to gather the historic geography of Cyprus
from different sources into a gazetteer. The gazetteer entries consist of two types: monuments,
which are assigned geographical coordinates, and a group of geographical entities, such as villages,
for which a polygon is assigned, since the precise location is unknown. Transliterations of place
names are a challenge; resources are in various languages, which makes identification of place
names challenging. This project is not limited to the classical world, as modern administrative
regions and toponyms are named using the available transliteration references. It provides a rich
description of place names and a specific place name is not preferred over another as a default
name.

The PastPlace project provides entries for data on Wikidata as well as Vision of Britain
Through Time19 to prove the use of Wikidata as a gazetteer. It goes further than minimal
gazetteer entries and provides place encyclopedias, describing localities and their relationships
with other geographical entities.

In this dissertation, our approach to developing a gazetteer not only contains the gazetteer
features (similar to the Pleiades), it also engages administrative units in the models and visualiza-
tion, as implemented in CHGIS. Moreover, inspired by ORBIS, it combines a network of routes
and implements a spatial model of the classical Islamic world in a set of functionalities.

2.4 Modeling
[15, p. 1-2] says that he aims to move “from texts to models, then; and models drawn from three
disciplines with which literary studies have had little or no interaction: graphs from quantitative
history, maps from geography, and trees from evolutionary theory.” Having in mind the common
phrase “all models are wrong. Some are useful”, we now dig into the modeling in geographical
data, specifically pre-modern geography, and explain the development of this concept in a number
of works as a way to represent data for analysis.

[139, p. 255] defines modeling as “the heuristic process of constructing and manipulating
models” and a model as “a representation of something for purposes of study,” or “a design for
realizing something new.” This study explains that a model has two effects, which highlights the
distinction between a model and an idea: first, it is computationally tractable to help us see the gap
between what we know and what we can computationally obtain; and second, it is manipulable,
which requires productions (e.g., diagrams and objects) that can be handled in a rather short time
and underscores the process more than the product. A model, unlike a concept, attempts not to
freeze a phenomena into a historical abstraction and instead, attempts to catch the dynamic and
experiential aspects of it ([139]). Manipulability requires interactivity of a model and this means,
a model has something, such as a diagram, that can be handled in a reasonably short time. To
give a clearer idea of this time frame, it is useful to mention ([140]) where it, in the early significant
developments of computer modeling in the 1950s, states that the lifetime of a model could be days
or weeks, not years.

18http://www.cyprusgazetteer.org
19http://www.visionofbritain.org.uk

http://www.cyprusgazetteer.org
http://www.visionofbritain.org.uk
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The definition of a model in [139, p. 257] represents modeling as “a temporary state in a
process of coming to know rather than fixed structures of knowledge.” Therefore, the two phases
of modeling, construction and manipulation, might be indistinct. This means, modeling intends to
gain detailed knowledge and the knowledge gained from a model can be used in return to improve
the model ([139]).

As [141] states, since history is closely connected to geography, spatial relationships are of
great importance and historical explanations must recognize this connection. The potential roles
of spatial models can be: 1) they help articulate spatial relationships; or 2) they provide missing
data or knowledge by an inference capacity that hypothesized spatial relationships give.

[141] shows the application and potential of modeling techniques developed for contemporary
geography in ancient geography. It gives examples of studies that have introduced models with lit-
tle or no attention to spatial analysis of the information available in the maps, for instance [142].
A few studies, such as [143, 144], have used spatial analysis, but they are limited to drawing
Voronoi polygons around centers and/or using statistical analysis to explore patterns or correla-
tions between geographical entities such as settlements or archaeological sites. Spatial interaction
models are occasionally used in a number of studies, but they often focus only on interaction and
use primitive models, such as the gravity model ([145]). Introducing spatial interaction models,
[141] states that there are broader categories of models for particular applications and notes how
extending modeling concepts can be used for locational analysis and spatial interaction. Using
the evolution of shopping center structures in Leeds as an example, [141] explains a model that
describes this evolution. To show the general structure and potential application of the model
in historical analysis, this study then extends the model to apply it to an ancient application:
investigation of the emergence of the polis in Ancient Greece around the eighth century ��.

Site catchment analysis studies initially triggered the interest in modeling ancient movement in
the 1970s ([146, 147]) and computer modeling of pathways and movement networks in Archaeology
has been a subject of interest since the early 1990s, according to [148]. [149, 150] are examples of
the first studies that introduce approaches to reconstruct ancient pathways using GIS. According
to [148], a considerable amount of literature has focused on achieving reconstructions of ancient
routes and movement patterns by incorporating the influential factors into the models. This study
gives an overview of different approaches of pathways and movement networks in Archaeology and
shows the importance and complexity of understanding ancient movement based on computer
models. Additionally, this study summarizes the major issues of the approaches from a theoretical
and methodological perspective. Below are samples of the studies in various areas related to
modeling ancient paths and movement.

[151] works on territories of settlements and[152, 150] utilized cost surfaces for calculating and
analyzing the movement around settlements. [149] adds calculation of least-cost paths (LCPs)
to quantitative approaches of construction of ancient movement patterns and pathways. Other
studies, such as [153] focused on movement capability. A number of studies focus on calculating
other costs of movements, such as expenditure of energy for walking distances ([154, 155]), and
movements through waterways ([148, 43, 156]). Many studies, as [148] states, focus on reconstruc-
tion of movement in ancient networks and model linear connections to predict movement using
LCP toolboxes in GIS. Instead of just relying on the linear routes that a raster GIS environment
provides, a number of studies have explored a more realistic approach for predicting movement
patterns ([157, 158, 159, 51]). Another approach to model movement is agent-based modeling
(ABM), which models goal-oriented and dispersal movements by simulation of the environment
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to which the agents react, while also interacting with other agents ([160, 161, 162]).
A number of studies explore approaches to modeling potential movements to cover highly

variable routes and incomplete datasets for modeling pathways. [163] develops a method to provide
a movement proxy by calculating the average cost of moving from a grid cell (in the network) to
other cells in an arbitrary radius. Similarly, [164, 165] calculate “potential path fields” and then
sum accumulated cost surfaces for each grid cell. These two approaches can be used to analyze
movement potential at various scales. As an alternative approach to produce movement potential
maps, [166] offers a different weighting system based on a similar idea of calculating the costs from
each node to other ones and assigning higher weight values to closer areas. [167, 168, 169, 158]
experiment another approach by calculating multiple LCPs between settlements on the edges of
each region and accumulating the values. [170, 171] calculate LCPs from starting points in a
region to either the edges of the study region or to a number of settlements within a specified
radius and [172] similarly calculates LCPs between random settlements that are positioned at
variable distances. The idea of hydrological flow accumulation is being used by [173] to introduce
an approach of accumulating cost surfaces, which [174] then experimented with to produce a focal
mobility network.

Network analysis is another field that has been widely used in archaeological and historical
studies (see [175, 176]). Studies in this field focus on topics like trade and communication networks
(e.g., [177, 178, 179, 180, 181, 182]) and social network development (e.g., [183, 184, 185]).
Reconstructing the network of connection, several studies have examined the potential of network
analysis techniques for path modeling ([186, 173, 187, 188, 189, 190, 191, 192]).

Network (re)construction, as [148] states, requires different techniques to the path modeling
used in GIS, as it limits simultaneous direct connections between multiple nodes. Common and
efficient network construction techniques intend to limit the number of connections based on
the number of the closest neighbors and/or their distance ([148, 193, 194, 195, 196, 197]). The
gravity model is a common approach to limit the direct connections that can be used for network
construction. [198, 199, 200, 201] have introduced methods to calculate the strength of interaction
between the nodes based on the gravity model and limit the connections accordingly. It is very
common that the data is not complete enough to construct the network. Studies such as [202, 203,
204, 191] have explored adding simulated nodes in the predicted proper locations in the network.

Network analysis techniques provide local and global metrics ([205, 206]). Local metrics, such
as node degree, are primarily about the position of the individual nodes and can be used to
study the hierarchical structure of the network. Global ones, such as clustering coefficients, help
when studying the connectedness of the network. Analyses based on the network edges focus
on the weight of the edges to understand the importance and strength of connection ([185]).
Additionally, [186, 207] engage node size in assigning weight to the edges. Space syntax [208, 209]
is an alternative approach, which uses the routes for analysis instead of the flows that go to and
come from the nodes. [171, 188] combine space syntax and LCP modeling. Moreover, [184, 202,
190, 196, 203] combine node-based approaches and path models.

[210] introduces a methodology to model the travel costs of the Iberian Peninsula in the Roman
transport network by assigning values to the network connectivity. The purpose is to reconstruct
the transport conditions as a way of analyzing Roman infrastructure and transportation systems.
Using Network Analysis and Social Network Analysis, the results of this study help with un-
derstanding the characteristics of geographical positions of centers and cities and explain some
economic, political, and social dynamics.



Chapter 3

Classical Geographical Cases

Information related to places is ubiquitous in historical studies. Events, people, social and cultural
phenomena, indeed almost any part of history, are related to one or more identifiable locations
([12]). It is then no surprise that in various historical studies and modes of analysis, geographical
descriptions have been used in many ways by many scholars.

Geographical information in pre-modern sources is described based on the pre-modern under-
standing of the globe and functionality of the landscape. Pre-modern descriptions of geography
not only in classical Arabic but in languages such as classical Chinese, Greek, and Latin, include
various functional types of constructs that describe the landscape in terms of its use in pre-modern
societies, such as for navigation and administration. Independent from the social and cultural con-
text of the source, the linguistic and expressive basis of these constructs allows us to identify and
specify them. The most important constructs across the classical sources can be classified as
follows:

• Names of places (toponyms).

• Space segmentation: this can be geographic features (e.g., rivers, mountains) or on more
arbitrary administrative or diplomatic decisions.

• Routes: these form a relation between places, most usually expressed with distance esti-
mates. Other conditions, such as orientation and direction specifications, can often appear
as additional context. This type of information can be part of a complete route path or
itinerary, or part of a network (for this distinction, see 3.2, below).

• Geographical orientation: this can be contextualized indications of directions, movements,
or placements in the landscape.

The constructs in various sources are dependent on the purpose and viewpoint of the sources.
For instance, comprehensive geographies are more concerned with hierarchical data, functional to
the definition of national boundaries, whereas route descriptions and distance estimates are much
more relevant in travelogues. Two of the above categories are especially relevant, not only in terms
of their role as individual geographical entities, but also for the purpose of modeling, which are
hierarchical data describing administrative divisions as well as routes and distance.

In the following sections we will discuss prominent geographical cases as they appear in major
pre-modern Arabic sources.

20
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3.1 Gazetteer
Gazetteers stem from the pursuit of a form of encyclopedism, which wishes to provide descriptive
geographical information for places. That is, the encyclopedic perspective of a gazetteer implies
the intention to record a complete knowledge set. Accordingly, a gazetteer provides a typical
dictionary-like list of entries of geographical names of any structure or composition, social statistics,
and environmental features of an area or region, such as a continent, country, or town, together
with the related information on those places. A gazetteer can also take the form of any structure
of comprehensive descriptions of places that offer the above information. The information given
might be enriched with a map or atlas and can involve the geographical location, direction, or
position of a subject, measurements, and dimensions of geographical elements such as mountains
and water bodies. A formal definition of a gazetteer is introduced in ISO 19112:20191 (p. 5),
which defines it as:

A directory of geographic identifiers describing location instances. It will contain ad-
ditional information regarding the position of each location instance. It may include
a coordinate reference, but it may also be purely descriptive. If it contains a coordi-
nate reference, this will enable transformation from the spatial reference system using
geographic identifiers to the coordinate reference system. If it contains a descriptive
reference, this will be a spatial reference using a different spatial reference system with
geographic identifiers, for example the postcode of a property.

According to this definition, the geographical location of a geographical place may be contained
in a gazetteer entry. Place names may also be associated with one another through the ways in
which the location and any further specification of a name is described.

Gazetteers of the pre-modern world obviously do not include information on modern concepts,
and instead follow the classical understanding of geography in their descriptions. As an example,
geographical locations and positions are described by cardinal directions in pre-modern societies.

A prominent example of a gazetteer from the early Islamic word is Dictionary of Countries
(Muʿjam al-buldān) [1], written by Yāqūt b. ʿAbd Allāh al-Ḥamawī al-Rūmī (1179–1229 CE).
This book sums up almost all medieval Islamic knowledge of the globe with more than 1, 000, 000

words2, which, as [211] notes, has made it an indispensable and regularly consulted book and an
excellent source for reference even to the present day. For every place, arranged in alphabetical
order, the author provides an entry in the form of a dictionary with philological information
together with the exact spelling of the names. Additionally, it provides the geographical position
and boundary of the listed entries as well as other available information such as mountains, deserts,
seas, and islands. In addition to geography, it covers a vast range of information, drawn from fields
including archaeology, ethnography, history, anthropology, and the natural sciences.

Figure 3.1 shows the first two entries in the hamzaht and tāʾ section. The first entry is a name
of a kūrat (region) and he provides information about the name, geographical location (in eastern
Miṣr/Egypt), and the capital city in this region. The second entry is a fortress in al-Andalus.
Yāqūt also provides vocalizations for each entry.

1“Geographic information – Spatial referencing by geographic identifiers,” International Organization for Stan-
dardization, Standard, 2003. For more information, see https://www.iso.org/standard/26017.html.

2The digitized edition is available at https://raw.githubusercontent.com/OpenITI/0650AH/master/data/
0626YaqutHamawi/0626YaqutHamawi.MucjamBuldan/0626YaqutHamawi.MucjamBuldan.Shamela0023735-ara1.
mARkdown.

https://www.iso.org/standard/26017.html
https://raw.githubusercontent.com/OpenITI/0650AH/master/data/0626YaqutHamawi/0626YaqutHamawi.MucjamBuldan/0626YaqutHamawi.MucjamBuldan.Shamela0023735-ara1.mARkdown
https://raw.githubusercontent.com/OpenITI/0650AH/master/data/0626YaqutHamawi/0626YaqutHamawi.MucjamBuldan/0626YaqutHamawi.MucjamBuldan.Shamela0023735-ara1.mARkdown
https://raw.githubusercontent.com/OpenITI/0650AH/master/data/0626YaqutHamawi/0626YaqutHamawi.MucjamBuldan/0626YaqutHamawi.MucjamBuldan.Shamela0023735-ara1.mARkdown
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Figure 3.1: The first two entries from Yāqūt’s
Dictionary of Countries ([1, p. 87]) at the
beginning of the Section of hamzat and tāʾ
and what comes next. The first entry reads:
“Atrīb: with fatḥ then al-sukūn and kasrat for
al-rāʾ and yāʾ with sukūn and bāʾ: name of
a kūrat in eastern Miṣr (Egypt). It is called
Atrīb b. Miṣr b. Baysir b. Ḥam b. Nūḥ, peace
be upon him, and his story was mentioned in
Miṣr, and the capital of this area is ʿAyn al-
Šams, and ʿAyn al-Šams is a ruin, of which
only traces of ancient remain.” The first part
of the second entry reads: “Itrīš: with kasrat
then al-sukūn and kasrat for al-rāʾ and yāʾ
with sukūn, and šīn muʿjamat: it is a fortress
in Andalusia ...”

Among other works of a similar nature, another ex-
ample of the comprehensive collection of geographical
knowledge and description is al-Muqaddasī’s The Best
Division for the Knowledge of the Provinces (Aḥsan al-
taqāsīm fī maʿrifat al-aqālīm) [212, 213], which stands
as a prominent representative of Arabic geography in
the tenth century CE. Constructing his work with in-
tentional thoroughness and following a different struc-
ture than Yāqūt, al-Muqaddasī provides a subjective
and technical method of compiling his works and of-
fering first-hand knowledge. Through a precise practice
of the description, he organizes the knowledge by coun-
tries, instead of places, and represents the positions by
descriptive language. Al-Muqaddasī describes the realm
of Islam in fourteen regions; six Arab regions as well as
eight regions of non-Arabs, including those in modern
Iran, Afghanistan, and North Africa. The structure of
his geographical description shows a multi-level hierar-
chy of administrative divisions, from the level of major
provinces down to settlements. He starts at the top with
the province, followed by their description, and then be-
low comes the districts, with their major towns and other
existing types of settlements/sites. Paying close atten-
tion to the districts and their categorization, he describes
other types of micro-regions in the hierarchy of adminis-
tration and provides all the local specific vocabulary.

Here, the encyclopedic approach to description tends to cover an exhaustive representation of
all the above-mentioned components from various angles, such as geography, climate, productions,
culture, weights and measures, trade and money, taxes, customs, juridical and theological schools
Qurʾānic readings, sacred places, power in place, and movements ([211]). Al-Muqaddasī describes
the movements through connections and route sections that connect settlements and regions. For
each province, he describes the network of routes, chiefly in a ramified shape, but also taking a
linear form when describing itineraries. Detailing the routes with distances, he provides measure-
ments in the regional and local units used in pre-modern society. By describing these connections,
the route network of each region is thereby shaped as a graph of places and routes.

3.2 Routes and Travelogues
Connections and trade routes, which represent the movements in pre-modern societies, are a
significant part of pre-modern spatial descriptions in the works of geographers, travelers, and
historians. Generally, the introduction of connections and routes appears in the form of individual
route sections through which at least two places are connected. The routes are mostly characterized
by distances expressed in classical units. These can be miles in Roman society, as indicated in [214],
or leagues, as an additional equivalent in the case of Britain and Gaul. They can also be stadia,
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such as the measurements in [214], or can be given as a stage (marḥalat)3, parasang (farsaḫ),
day, or mile (mīl) in Muslim societies as the way al-Muqaddasī specifies distances. Additional
details might be provided while describing the connections—such as indications of geographical
orientation or conditions of travel—depending on the granularity and intention of the description.
Despite this range, three parts are always essential to form an individual entity and define its
structure: 1) the start or subject; 2) the end or object; and 3) the distance or predicate.

The description of connectivity by introducing route sections can conceptually be part of an
itinerary (of any type) or a route network. These two entities cover major parts of such descriptions
while their conceptual distinction might not be reflected explicitly in the text. In fact, the context
of the description might be enough to imply its type (i.e., whether it is part of a route network or an
itinerary). This distinction is functional to computational extraction and modeling workflows and
we will discuss this in further detail in Section 4.1.1.2. Based on this distinction, a route network
is a comprehensive description of the travel system, trade routes, and, in general, connectivity in
terms of its spatial extent. Examples of a route network description could be a narrative describing
several connecting routes in an area or one describing routes that have a central place in common.

Al-Muqaddasī provides detailed and comprehensive descriptions of routes for every region that
he introduces. As mentioned in Section 3.1, he structures his work by describing countries or
provinces with various hierarchical administrative divisions. When it comes to the lower level
divisions, he allocates significant room to describe routes that connect settlements and, in some
cases, the neighboring regions. His descriptions mainly shape a network by bringing all the pieces
together. He does this in various ways:

• He introduces a list of routes connecting a consecutive list of places to explain a path from
one place to another, which, in fact, shapes an itinerary. The start and end places are often
major cities through which many places are connected.

• He describes all the possible routes that start from a major city and connect to other places,
either in the form of an itinerary or individual routes. The description follows a ramified
pattern: a set of routes starting from one central point, which is often an important city.

• He describes individual routes that connect two places, which is not necessarily part of an
itinerary or a network.

For the route sections, al-Muqaddasī often offers a distance and the measurement units given
are provided according to the local area that he describes. However, he describes the routes in
various forms and the descriptions offer, in general, a network of routes, which illustrate all the
possible connections and the shape of connectivity in the corresponding area. Figure 3.2 is a short
example (3.2a in Arabic and 3.2b in English) from this book, where the author describes the routes
from Mecca (Makkat) to Suqyā Banī Ġifār (and further to al-ʿArǧ), with each section specified
by a pre-modern unit, a stage of travel.

As an itinerary, a linear route is indicated in the shape of a path from a source to a destination
along which the author lists places in a progressive way, often connected through the respective
distances. According to the definitions, both network and itinerary route types have the same
structure of description and building parts, but the method that an author uses to introduce and
describe them indicates the distinction. That is, a linear form is used for an itinerary, whereas

3[212, p. 89]) defines a stage (marḥalat) as: “We have reckoned the marhala (stage) at six farsakhs or seven.”
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(a) Arabic ([213, p. 106]) (b) English, translated by Basil Collins [212, p.89]

Figure 3.2: A short passage from al-Muqaddasī’s book describing route sections and distances in the Peninsula of
the Arabs (Jazīrat al-ʿArab)

a route network is ramified throughout multiple centers that are connected by multiple routes or
paths.

Travel literature, also called a travelogue, is a literary genre that specifically describes itineraries.
In this form, authors explain their own travels in general as one or multiple itineraries. Beside the
route information, distances, travel conditions, and other valuable geographical details, a trav-
elogue includes any related information of events, experiences, and places, as well as cultural,
social, and geographical features and phenomena. The eleventh-century author Abū Muʿīn Nāṣir
b. Ḫusraw b. al-Ḥārith al-Qubāḏiyānī al-Balḫī’s travelogue ([215]) is an example of the descrip-
tion of itineraries, here while he explains his travels through Iran, Syria, Palestine, and Egypt.
Nāṣir-i Ḫusraw introduces the routes and places one after another along his journey. He often
characterizes the routes by distances, which provides all the essential parts of this geographical
entity. However, his description does not focus on the geographical aspect of the area that he
visits; rather, his book provides important information on routes and connections in the form of
an itinerary (See a part of his journeyfrom Naysābūr to Fusṭāṭ in Figure 6.8. The visualization is
described in Section 6.3.2).

3.3 Administrative Hierarchy
Systematic division on an empirical territory (of any type, but particularly imperial) is fundamen-
tal to administrative and hierarchical descriptions in geographical sources. In fact, administration
forms a concept that could, to some extent, be inspired by the geography of the territory. Ad-
ministrative divisions are in fact non-atomic spatial entities, which can be defined as higher level
classifications of places as atomic entities.

Premising various levels of hierarchy, we would argue that a general model of description can
cover arbitrary levels, including those cases where one basic level of hierarchy is demanded by a
specific requirement; for example, the area covered by the source as a “macro-region.” Adminis-
trative hierarchical descriptions explain categorization of places as the lowest-level geographical
entities within container entities. The higher levels of divisions contain lower-level divisions under
the name of a division. In other words, a set of places are grouped in micro-regions and these
regions form possible macro-regions. Each division can have its own type (geographical, concep-
tual, or political) as a property. The regions together shape a country or province according to
the source. Such descriptions provide a comprehensive pattern of hierarchical descriptions.

One example of a comprehensive description is al-Muqaddasī’s book ([212, 213]). It starts with
provinces, as the highest-level regions, which include smaller regions as subregions, which in turn
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include more subordinate regions or settlements. This pattern forms a hierarchical tree from the
provinces down to the settlements in various levels. For example, in the following passages al-
Muqaddasī explains how The Peninsula of the Arabs, as a highest-level region/province, is divided
into four major subregions of a specific type, and that the first subregion, al-Ḥiğāz, contains its
capital as well as other types of settlements ([212, p. 64]):

This is the form of the Peninsula of the Arabs. We have divided this region into four
extensive provinces, and four large districts. The provinces are al-Ḥiğāz, al-Yaman,
‘Umān, Hajar. The capital of al-Ḥiğāz is Makkat; among its towns are Yaṯrib, Yanbu‘,
Qurḥ, Ḫaybar, al-Marwat, al-Ḥawrā’, Juddat, al-Ṭāʾif , al-Jār, al-Suqyā (Yazīd), al-
‘Awnīd, al-Juḥfat, and al-‘Ušayrat: these are the larger towns. Lesser towns are
Badr, Ḫulayṣ, Amaj, al-Ḥijr, Badā Ya‘qūb, al-Suwariqiyyā, al-Fur‘, al-Sayrat, Jabalat,
Mahāyiʿ, Ḥāḏat.

In historical studies, administrative units are of particular interest, for which [127] gives a
few reasons. One reason could be that the evolution of administrations/institutions and their
relationships are the main focus when studying institutional history. The history of units and
how their boundaries changed are interesting topics when studying politics and military history;
governmental records are the focus of many archivists. Another reason is that many historians
focus on the information mostly gathered by administrative units, and the boundary of the specific
unit throughout the relevant data is required for longitudinal analysis of that information.

3.4 Geographical Aspects of Biographical Data: Toponyms
Associated with People

Biographical data and collections, one of the most prominent genres of classical Islamic liter-
ature, contain a wide range of valuable information. This information covers individuals and
social, occupational, and religious groups, historical events, as well as locations and time peri-
ods. The geographical aspect, expressed in toponymic data, is of great importance to further our
understanding of the social geography of the Islamic world. Studying this aspect of biographical
collections sheds light on the major social transformations that the Islamic community underwent
during the early history.

As [216] states, various collections cover geographical and chronological scope in different sizes
and organizations by mentioning toponyms related to biographies. In fact, toponymic data men-
tioned in biographies implies a connection between any type of individuals to places of birth/death,
places they visited or traveled to, places they lived, or places to which they relate in any way. As
an example, al-Ḏahabı̄’s (d. 748/1348 CE) History of Islam (Taʾrı̄ḫ al-islām), a major biographical
collection, significantly covers the geography of corresponding biographies ([217]). Its geographical
scope includes almost 340 toponyms with frequencies of five and higher ([216, p. 35]). It specifi-
cally covers the major populated regions and emphasizes Lower and Upper Mesopotamia (al-ʿIrāq
and al-Jazīrat), Northeastern Iran (Ḫurāsān), Syria (al-Šām), Egypt (Miṣr), Spain (al-Andalus),
and Northwestern Africa (al-Maġrib). Other collections, such as Šaḏarāt al-ḏahab fī aḫbār man
ḏahab of Ibn ‘Imād al-Ḥanbalī (d. 1089/1678 CE), has similar geographical coverage in relation
to the biographies.
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Toponymic data enables researchers to track the importance of particular places and changes
over time. Typically, biographies mention multiple places that represent many-to-many relations
to be considered in mapping and geographically contextualizing the biographies. As noted earlier,
mentioning certain places in a biography implies an affiliation between the protagonist of the
biography and those places. Therefore, from a geographical point of view, locations of any type
are the geographical entities, which are associated with people, time, and other locations. The
locations can, efficiently, be reviewed by putting them on a series of maps to draw the big picture,
yet studying the locations individually is neither logical nor does it necessarily provide a broad
view of this kind of information in biographical collections.

Having established these basic cases, we will now turn to the process of annotating, extracting,
and modeling the geographical data of various types. We will represent how each type can be
annotated, formatted using proper data structures as well as a few modeling and visualization
approaches for the types of the data we explained in this chapter.



Chapter 4

Geographical Textual
Descriptions: Annotation and
Extraction

Identification and extraction of geographical information from historical texts enables innovative
spatial analysis. In this chapter, we will discuss an exploratory approach for extracting geograph-
ical information from textual sources. This approach, introduced by [217], combines quantita-
tive and qualitative analyses, or, to use more recent terminology, distant and close reading (see
Figure 4.1). Put simply, the approach takes advantage of meaningful linguistic patterns in geo-
graphical descriptions and is applied to the geographical types described in Chapter 3. The wider
objective is thus to develop a method for data extraction that could be applied to similar use
cases.

Figure 4.1: Iterative algorithmic analyses of textual
resources ([218])

In this chapter, we will take the approach first
suggested by [217] and refine it to gain results for
two specific use cases: the descriptions of admin-
istrative hierarchy and the descriptions of routes.
With this approach we will reduce text in a natural
language to a machine-readable abstraction which
is then analyzed. The resulting abstractions can be
represented and visualized for the analysis of the
relations between spatial entities, which can offer a
new perspective on already studied texts.

The approach that we use here is conceptualized
in Figure 4.1 and, as can be seen, it is an iterative
process, since it is impossible to resolve complexi-
ties of a natural language from the first attempt. The diagram makes clear that the steps are
interconnected, reflecting the iterative nature of the entire process, through which the improve-
ment of the process and results are ensured; that is, each iteration helps to improve the results.
The process starts with working on a machine-readable version of a source (the back circle in
Figure 4.1) with an initial humanistic understanding of the content and internal regularity from

27
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Figure 4.2: Iterative process of analyzing geographical sources ([218])

which one can create an abstraction of the source. The creation of such an abstraction requires
one to annotate the logical structure and the relevant information in the source, which will then
facilitate automatic extraction of this information.

After annotation, one can proceed to extract the annotated data for transformation into a
desired format, such as CSV (or TSV), and then represent the extracted data. In fact, the
extracted data is an abstraction of the source to which digital analyses can be applied. The
analyses can be used in humanistic interpretation of the source in close reading. Although the
steps are explained in order, it does not necessarily force a strictly defined procedure following
these ordered steps. As indicated in Figure 4.1, at each step, where enrichment of the earlier
results is required, one can return to the previous step. In other words, this approach integrates
close reading into the process of data extraction and analysis.

Figure 4.2 illustrates an example of this process applied to geographical sources that starts
with tagging logical structures and geographical descriptions. The tagged data then can be ex-
tracted and converted into suitable data structures. The tagged data includes toponyms that
need to be identified for further mapping and visualization. After the data is extracted from the
textual source, we can employ computational approaches to match the toponyms against reference
gazetteers. But, we always need to iteratively move back and forth between the steps to enrich the
data by gathering more contextual information that may be required for the disambiguation of
results (see [218]) for a detailed explanation of this process applied to two pre-modern geographical
sources).

Table 4.1 shows how various types of geographical sources can be processed in a similar manner:
starting with tagging of the required data, and then proceeding to extracting, representing the data
with a proper data structure, and visualizing. For administrative hierarchies and route networks,
we will explain a manual annotation approach to make use of meaningful linguistic patterns
of geographical descriptions and access them through computational methods. For gazetteers
and geographical data in biographical collections, We will discuss a semi-automatic process that
relies on text-mining approaches. Regardless of the data extraction approach applied, we then
take similar steps of data preparation and analysis, which are designed to be applicable to texts
containing structurally similar descriptions.
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Administrative
hierarchy Routes Toponyms associated with

people Maps Gazetteer

Input text text text image
text (can be combined
with geospatial data
to generate maps)

Data extraction:
OpenITI mARkdown annotation annotation annotation annotation annotation

Data extraction:
text mining approaches – – text mining – text mining

Data
representation tree network table tree, table, network dictionary

Visualization + + + + +

Table 4.1: Various geographical cases can be processed with a similar approach. This approach takes different types
of inputs and includes similar steps of processing, while each step may use different techniques. Administrative
hierarchy, routes, toponyms associated with people are the data types that live in texts, maps are visualization, and
gazetteers are source texts that can be combined with geospatial data to generate maps. Gazetteers can include all
three data types.

4.1 Annotation
Annotation is a method for providing meaningful indicators to textual information written in a
natural language. The purpose of annotation is to facilitate automatic data extraction. Annotation
can be “inline,” where the data and annotation are stored together, or “external” (or, stand-off),
which keeps the annotation separate from the text. In this section, we will focus on two major
geographical cases and discuss an annotation approach that is specifically tailored so that right-
to-left languages can tag geographical information in narrative sources.

4.1.1 Manual Annotation of Geographical Texts
Manual annotation is efficient for analytical tagging of semantic structures in relatively short texts.
We apply manual annotation to the logical structure of a text as well as to hierarchical divisions
and routes descriptions. As mentioned above, most efforts to annotate geographical data focus
on tagging toponyms and references to geographical entities through manual or computational
approaches, such as NER. An example of an annotation tool, which can be used to do manual
and semi-automatic annotation, is Recogito1, an online platform for annotating geographical texts
and images. This approach, however effective, is still limited to toponyms as atomic geographical
objects and only covers a limited subset of geographical concepts. Annotating complex struc-
tures requires substantial effort for constructing meaningful relations that can be manipulated by
computational methods.

An appropriate vocabulary and standard is essential for annotating spatial narratives of pre-
modern sources. However, so far, this has been missing from previous annotation attempts. Widely
used standards like TEI XML or EpiDoc include basic schemes for named entities in general ([219])
and do not support annotation of semantic geographical relations and descriptions.

In addition to this gap, the complexity of working with left-to-right and right-to-left languages,
paired symbols (such as angle brackets), and connected scripts in the same document, as [217]
states, urges the use of a simpler and more efficient tagging scheme that simplifies the annotation
process instead of adding more complications. This simplicity allows one to gain the best results
as we aim at annotating almost all the corresponding material in the whole process.

1https://recogito.pelagios.org

https://recogito.pelagios.org
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A few attempts have been made toward semantic tagging. For example, [220] suggests a
tagging method by engaging NLP and machine-learning approaches that take language-dependent
characteristics into account. However, such approaches are limited to specific language-dependent
patterns and are mainly introduced to be applied to modern sources.

In light of these limitations, the method proposed here offers a way to annotate geographical
descriptions of administrative divisions and routes which, even though they provide similar infor-
mation, may appear as individual structure and vocabulary. Here we do not focus on the existing
computational approaches to annotate such texts, which represents another research perspective,
rather, our way requires methods such as machine learning based on adequate amounts of train-
ing data on semantic patterns, where training models might be different for data from different
textual sources. This approach has the distinct benefit that the outcome will not only provide
a list of toponyms, which is the main focus in most annotation studies, rather it can offer more
sophisticated geographical entities, such as a hierarchy of an empire or a trade network of an area.

OpenITI mARkdown ([221]) creates an easy-to-use and lightweight tagging scheme that con-
sists of language-independent patterns built on regular expressions to assist the conversion of raw
texts into machine-actionable format ([221]). It provides tagging options for a variety of logical,
structural, and analytical patterns as well as recurrent and regular linguistic patterns, which is
easily expandable. It also serves practical purposes through a bottom-up approach, where system-
atic patterns are tagged and classified without any intervention into the text. In addition, it can
be converted to TEI XML for archival purposes. We utilize this approach to annotate descriptions
of administrative hierarchies and route sections.

Annotation starts with the logical structure of the text; this is crucial in the whole process
as it facilitates the ability to work with smaller units. The logical structure may also contain
valuable information, and annotation makes them accessible for computational use, such as the
major province names in the chapter headers in al-Muqaddasī’s book. We will discuss this in more
detail in the next section.

4.1.1.1 Administrative Hierarchy

Working with semi-structured textual descriptions that follow a fairly regular pattern is straight-
forward. Such descriptions are not always available for all historical contexts but they do exist
in many languages. We illustrate how we can extract structured information from these natural
language sources by capturing their semi-formal structure.

Here we take an example of comprehensive geography, al-Muqaddasī’s book, that thoroughly
describes the classical Islamic world, including each province and its geographical organization
and route network. The annotation is designed to be used for other similar descriptions at any
level of granularity. As mentioned in Section 3.3, al-Muqaddasī describes hierarchical divisions
in detail and uses locally relevant terminology for major geographical units. He introduces the
highest-level divisions in the logical structure of his book. Thus, tagging the logical structure gives
an overview of the major provinces of the classical Islamic world as presented in this book.

Using OpenITI mARkdown, Figure 4.3 shows the headers of logical units of his text highlighted
in distinct colors for headers of different levels (colors follow the rainbow spectrum). The current
version is implemented in EditPad Pro2, which supports custom highlighting and a navigation

2OpenITI mARkdown is not dependent on any particular editing environment. The current scheme implemented
in EditPad Pro customizes the highlighting.
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scheme. The red color corresponds to the chapters (tagged with ### | —level 1 heading), the
orange color represents the sections included in a chapter (tagged with ### || —level 2 heading),
and the yellow color points to the sub-subsection (tagged with ### ||| —level 3 heading). This
method facilitates the arbitrary level of nested sections in the structure; for example, the sub-
ordinate section in the last section above (level 3) should be tagged with ### |||| (level 4) and
so on.

Figure 4.3: Tagging logical units in al-
Muqaddasī’s book ([212, 213]). This figure
is a folded view of a chapter, showing only
a number of headings in the chapter that
describes the Peninsula of the Arabs. The
lines highlighted in red (tagged by ### |
) are first-level section headings of different
province, which are, in English, Jazīrat al-
ʿArab (The Peninsula of the Arabs), iqlı̄m of
al-ʿIrāq (The region of Iraq), iqlı̄m of Aqūr
(The region of Aqūr, and iqlı̄m of al-Šām (The
region of al-Šām) in the order of appearance
in the figure. The lines highlighted in or-
ange (tagged by ### || ) are second-level
(sub)section headings on general descriptions
of each province, which are, in English, “A
Summary Account of Conditions in this Re-
gion.” The lines highlighted in yellow (tagged
by ### ||| ) are third-level (sub-sub)section
headings—descriptions of routes and distances
within each province—which are, in English,
“The Distances”. Image source: [218].

The structure given in Figure 4.3 represents the
list of the classical Islamic world provinces in the
tenth century that al-Muqaddasī calls iqlı̄m, follow-
ing the Greek κλίμα. We therefore tag the divi-
sions as the following pattern in the scheme sug-
gests:
WORLD: PROVINCE > REGIONS (of type) >
SETTLEMENTS (of type).

In this pattern, the whole classical Islamic world
is considered as WORLD, which is divided into
PROVINCEs. Each PROVINCE consists of one or mul-
tiple subordinate regions of specific type(s). Each region
may be divided into one or more subregions or may in-
clude a set of settlements of particular types. The order
in the hierarchy of places and divisions is implied in a
description of a region containing other regions or settle-
ments. To clarify these implications, the scheme explic-
itly defines this order by means of predefined keywords.
For example, REG1 (in the below patterns) indicates
that the toponym is a region and is located at the first
level. If this region is divided into subregions, those will
then be tagged by REG2. TYPEs indicate the keywords
that the author assigns to the toponyms while introduc-
ing them; these are preserved as in the source book. They also characterize the relations between
the container and the included entities that can be used in data structures, such as trees, graphs,
or more sophisticated structures like ontology, to preserve the type characteristics of toponyms.
The patterns of this scheme for tagging divisions are listed below:

• #$#PROV toponym #$#TYPE type of region #$#REG1 (toponym #)+

• #$#REGX toponym #$#TYPE type of region #$#REGX (toponym #)+

• #$#REGX toponym #$#TYPE type of settlement #$#STTL (toponym #)+

For each piece of text that describes any type of divisions, we would choose an appropriate
annotation pattern from the list above. Toponyms and types (of toponyms) in the above patterns
are replaced with the names and terms from the source. In other words, terminology used in the
source to categorize geographical entities is recorded as well (toponym and type of region/settlement
in the above-mentioned patterns). Keywords, such as PROV, REG1, REG2, TYPE, STTL, act
as indicators to produce information triples. Entities are connected through a TYPE, as OpenITI
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mARkdown offers, and all together they produce triples of SUBJECT > PREDICATE > OBJECT
in the text. SUBJECT and OBJECT are the container and the contained toponyms, respectively,
which are connected through a type (PREDICATE). As a result, we obtain a regulated system of
indicating administrative hierarchies that can be manipulated computationally.

Figure 4.4 shows a fragment of al-Muqaddasī’s book ([213, p. 68-69]) describing the divisions of
the Peninsula of the Arabs tagged in the OpenITI mARkdown. The annotated lines are highlighted
and each line holds both the original text, which appears immediately before this line, and between-
the-lines annotation. For instance, the first highlighted line is the annotated version of the previous
line where al-Muqaddasī talks about the major first-level divisions of the Peninsula of the Arabs,
which are of two different types: kūrat (province) and naḥiyat (district). Here is the corresponding
passage from this book([212, p. 64]): “We have divided this region into four extensive provinces and
four large districts. The provinces are al-Ḥijāz, al-Yaman, ʿUmān, Hajar; the districts al-Aḥqāf,
al-Ašḥār, al-Yamāmah, Qurḥ.” The description give names of four kūrats and four naḥiyats. The
annotation of this information is as below:

#$#PROV Jazīrat al-ʿArab #$#TYPE kūrat #$#REG1 al-Ḥijāz # al-Yaman
# ʿUmān # Hajar

Next comes the districts (naḥiyats) that are first level regions and, similar to the provinces, we
have tagged them using the REG1 keyword:

#$#PROV Jazīrat al-ʿArab #$#TYPE naḥiyat #$#REG1 al-Aḥqāf # al-Ašjār
# al-Yamāmat # Qurḥ

In the next annotated lines, al-Muqaddasī mentions the capital (qaṣabat) and the major cities of
the al-Ḥijāz kūrat, respectively:

• #$#REG1 al-Ḥijāz #$#TYPE qaṣabat #$#STTL Makkat

• #$#REG1 al-Ḥijāz #$#TYPE mudun ummahāt #$#STTL Yaṯrib # Yanbuʿ #
Qurḥ # Ḫaybar # al-Marwat # al-Ḥawrā’ # Juddat # al-Ṭāʾif # al-Jār # al-
Suqyā (Yazīd) # al-ʿAwnīd # al-Juḥfā # al-ʿUšayrat

Al-Muqaddasī then proceeds to list other minor cities and we have annotated the remainder in a
similar manner. All these lines that we have added to the text are, in fact, individual data triples,
and taken together they form the hierarchical division description.

4.1.1.2 Routes and Travelogues

Al-Muqaddasī gives a fairly regular and detailed description about how to get from one place to
another. As with the hierarchical structures we can mine these routes as structured data. Similar
to hierarchical data, the OpenITI mARkdown offers a pattern for annotating routes that connect
settlements and have distance properties as shown in the annotation pattern below:

#$#FROM toponym #$#TOWA toponym #$#DIST distance as recorded
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Figure 4.4: Inline tagging of hierarchical data in al-Muqaddasī’s book ([213, p. 68-69] and [212, p. 64]). For English
translation of this passage see the cited paragraph in Section 3.3. Image source: [221].

This pattern also creates data triples, describing the start (FROM), the end (TOWA), and
the length (DIST) of a route section, which records the value and units as mentioned in the
source. The limited length of the keywords in the annotation patterns is intended to simplify the
manipulation of the strings in the computations, since all the keywords will be treated as strings
that need to be parsed. These pieces of information are the building blocks of a network or an
itinerary. Figure 4.5 shows a few lines of al-Muqaddasī’s book where he talks about the routes
and distances in the Peninsula of the Arabs. Each highlighted line annotates an individual route
section. For example, the first line introduces the route from Makkat (Mecca) to Baṭn Marr and
then, in the next line, from there to ʿUsfān, with each taking one day of travel (marḥalat). The
annotation of these routes using the OpenITI mARkdown is given below:

• #$#FROM Makkat #$#TOWA Baṭn Marr #$#DIST marḥalat

• #$#FROM Baṭn Marr #$#TOWA ʿUsfān #$#DIST marḥalat

Figure 4.5: Route sections with inline tagging in al-Muqaddasī’s book using OpenITI mARkdown([213, p. 106] and
[212, p. 89-90]). Image source: [221]. For English translation of the route sections, see Figure 3.2b.

In another example, Figure 4.6 shows the OpenITI mARkdown applied to two pre-modern
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(a) Greek source route sections ([222]) (b) Latin source itinerary ([214]). Image source: [218].

Figure 4.6: Using OpenITI mARkdown for annotating route sections in left-to-right languages. The mARkdown
scheme is configured for left-to-right scripts in EditPad Pro.

Greek and Latin geographies. In these examples, the mARkdown scheme is configured for left-to-
right scripts in EditPad Pro.The highlighted lines hold annotations, each representing individual
sections. This sample represents an adaptation of the OpenITI mARkdown to other languages.

Another approach could be to keep the same keywords and add a fourth part to the triples
that indicates the typology. For example, in the following patterns #$#ITIN and #$#NETW
add type information to the route section:

• Network: #$#FROM toponym #$#TOWA toponym #$#DIST distance #$#ITIN

• Itinerary: #$#FROM toponym #$#TOWA toponym #$#DIST distance #$#NETW

The first tag set adds new information to the mARkdown without any intervention into the
structure of annotations and triples, whereas the second adds more flexibility by adding various
types without changing the existing keywords ([218]). The application of this typology might differ
depending on the source and utilization of the existing information. For example, the geographical
image of the Roman Empire in Itinerarium Antonini ([214]) is structured as a list of connections
between places. In other words, the exhaustive representation of the geography happens through
the description of the travel connections in a ramified pattern and, accordingly, we treat this
itinerary as a network description. Furthermore, accurate information on the routes and distances
is systematically given in alternative paths that encapsulate the travel routes and can be seen
as micro-regions. These micro-regions are provided in macro-regions and provide a hierarchy of
routes that suggest a hierarchy different from that which we derive from administrative descriptions
([223, 224, 218]). Therefore, tagging this information with hierarchical tag sets does not seem to
be a suitable approach as it may construct a false picture. On the contrary, the above-mentioned
patterns appear to be a suitable way to annotate this information, which might happen together
with the route network data in geographical descriptions, to preserve the itineraries as macro-
routes and also to better circumscribe an area. This circumscription, however when tagged as
itineraries, can also be used as contextual information for toponym disambiguation ([218]).

4.1.2 Semi-Automatic Toponym Annotation
In this section, we will introduce a semi-automated process of toponym identification and dis-
ambiguation. The idea is to match all occurrences of toponyms in a text against a prepared list
of toponyms in various forms (with all frequently occurring Arabic prefixes that combine differ-
ent conjunctions and prepositions), and develop a process that offers manual and semi-automatic
disambiguation as well as extrapolation models based on the disambiguated toponyms.

To do this we will employ gazetteer entries to identify and extract toponyms together with their
contextual information; thus, in this process, the initial extracted data is a list of tokens that are
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matched against the gazetteer. We will then manually disambiguate matches to identify toponyms,
classifying them manually as true or false (based on evaluation of the contextual information).
Manual disambiguation provides data for implementing two extrapolation models of true and false
toponyms. These extrapolation models use contextual information that occurs in disambiguated
matches to extrapolate true or false matches on new data. Measurements in the extrapolation
models rely on two features: frequencies of toponymic n-grams3 and co-occurrences of neighboring
tokens at specific positions relative to toponyms. True toponyms—either manually disambiguated
or extrapolated—can then be tagged in the text, thus producing an annotated corpus.

Furthermore, we will use these models for defining context-driven features of a training set for
a supervised machine learning (ML) model. In fact, we create training and test sets for ML models
using the disambiguated data, which is produced either manually or by using the extrapolation
models. The results of the test will show how reliable it could be for disambiguation purposes.

4.1.2.1 The Annotation Process

We will now explain the details of the above-mentioned annotation process. Given an initial list
of gazetteer entries, we searched for all occurrences of toponyms, taking into account the Arabic
morphological rules where nominals take several classes of clitics. From the list of Arabic clitics,
the following can precede toponyms:

• Prepositions: bi- (by/with), li- (for, to)

• Conjunctions: wa- (and), fa- (and, then)

Combining these clitics and gazetteer toponyms, we generated a new list of tokens. This list
involves the original form and possible variants of toponyms in combination with the clitics. For
instance, for Baġdād, there are five entries: one entry for the original form, Baġdād, and four
further entries for the combination of Baġdād and clitics as below:

• bi + Baġdād (ببغداد)
• wa + Baġdād (وبغداد)
• wa + bi + Baġdād (وببغداد)
• li + Baġdād (لبغداد)
The rationale is that when the clitics proceed a toponym, they form a single token and conse-

quently they are recognized as a single token in the tokenization step. Since the gazetteer contains
only the original form of toponyms, a matching process against the gazetteer entries will miss other
frequent forms of toponyms (e.g., those in the Baġdād example above).

Adding the above-mentioned list to each gazetteer entry enlarges the initial list of toponyms
to search for and enables one to identify most of the occurrences of a specific toponym. Moreover,
it allows one to access the contextual information that occurs with all forms of toponyms, which
is crucial as the context is the basis of premises in the extrapolation models. In other words,
this approach is not based on string matching to identify the toponyms, which is widely covered
within the existing literature, rather, it is based on the context that toponyms appear in and the
words that often accompany the toponyms in a text. Hence, we extract all the toponyms in the

3[216, p. 76] gives examples of toponymic n-grams from four different sources.
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above list together with the preceding and following trigrams. The positions of extracted tokens
including toponyms are preserved to make them systematically accessible in the original text for
tagging the true matches. The position of the matched toponym is calculated in the text and all
the other surrounding tokens receive a relative position.

The identified toponyms are also automatically assigned a gazetteer URI, a name, and a link
to the source text. This link in combination with the position of toponym in the text facilitates
access to the toponym at the exact position where this match occurs. In addition, we define
“status” and “score” fields for each match that specify the disambiguation status and the scores
of the corresponding match that each extrapolation model calculates, respectively. Initially, we
assign predefined values to these fields, which will be updated during the disambiguation process
described later in this section. Below are the fields for a match in the dataset that we gather
initially:

• Complete match: a phrase that holds the matched toponym together with the surrounding
tokens. This means, we extract trigrams before and after the toponym and the toponym
appears at the middle position of a phrase, punctuated by square brackets, as Yemen/al-
Yaman in the below example.

الحسن ذلك فبلغ [[اليمن]] إلى مكة من
In English: “From Mecca to [[Yemen]], so reached that ...“

• Matched token: the matched toponym that is positioned in the middle of the complete match
(punctuated with square brackets in the phrase above) and will be disambiguated.

• Surrounding tokens: each token in the four words before and after the matched token is
preserved and specified with its relative position in the complete match.

• Matched position: the absolute position of the matched token (toponym) in the original
text.

• Gazetteer URI and name: the URI and the name of the gazetteer entry matched to the
token at the middle position.

• Link to the text to which the data belongs.

• Status and scores of extrapolation models: these values will be calculated by the extrapo-
lation models. The status holds the disambiguation status—whether the match is disam-
biguated as a false or a true match—and the score shows a calculated numerical value that
each mode yields.

After preparing the matches, we proceeded with the disambiguation process. The current im-
plementation of the process brings the identified toponyms one by one together with the extracted
context from the prepared dataset. It offers a set of predefined keywords for the status of the
current match from which the user can choose and assign a true or false status to the match. The
status is then saved and will be used in the extrapolation models.

It is also important to note that the disambiguation process is not fully manual as we have
implemented a few semi-automatic elements. One idea is to automatically disambiguate similar
cases. For instance, we use the “true always” status keyword to automatically set all the matches
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Figure 4.7: Toponymic n-grams (n = 2 to n = 7) in the phrase at the top line (see the English translation in
Section 4.1.2.1) that contain the toponym, which is the token in square brackets in the middle. For example, at the
top right is 4-gram, which is 3-gram+toponym+0-gram; next down is 5-gram, which is 3-gram+toponym+1-gram;
next down is 6-gram, which is 3-gram+toponym+2-gram. The toponyms will be replaced with a fixed string in the
output list.

of a specific toponym that is always a toponym. In other words, all mentions of the tokens that are
certainly toponyms in any context, such as Baġdād and its concatenated forms with clitics, will be
automatically disambiguated and labeled as true. When the user disambiguates such a toponym
for the first time and sets “true always” as the status value, this means that all occurrences of
that token in the text are definitely toponyms. Therefore, the process will label all the matches
of that toponym as “true” toponym and will exclude them from the disambiguation process.

Another way in which we have partially automated the disambiguation process is through the
extrapolation models. That is, the models are developed to automatically analyze the contextual
information of the matches and conclude the true or false status for each as the disambiguated
data grows. In the following section, we will explain these to models.

4.1.2.2 Extrapolation Models

4.1.2.2.1 Frequency of Toponymic N-grams

Using the already disambiguated toponyms with their true or false status, the first extrapolation
model is based upon the frequency of toponymic n-grams. It builds a dictionary of all toponymic
n-grams from the disambiguated toponyms, which have true or false status value and thus can be
called true and false toponyms, respectively. As an example, Figure 4.7 gives all the toponymic
n-grams in the phrase at the top line of this table. This model creates all the possible n-grams in
which the corresponding toponym is included. As in Algorithm 1, for each generated n-gram from
the disambiguated matches (Line 4) it updates the frequency of times that the n-gram appears
with true and false toponyms (Line 9) and calculates the precision value by dividing the frequency
of cases that it occurs in true matches by its total frequency (Line 11). Each n-gram is thus
assigned a precision value in the model, which offers a scoring system as a rubric for evaluating
the ambiguous matches.

Having now scored each of the n-grams with a proportional value, we applied this model to the
ambiguous matches—with initial status frequencies and score values of zero.The model receives
the scored n-grams—generated in Algorithm 1—as an input. It then creates a dictionary of all
toponymic n-grams from the ambiguous matches and checks them against the scored n-grams that
are generated based on the disambiguated matches. If the n-gram is among the scored n-grams
and has a precision value greater than 0.9, which means that in at least 90% of the cases this
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n-gram holds a toponym, then the corresponding toponym is evaluated as a true toponym. If the
precision value is less than 0.1, which means that in less than 10% of the cases the n-gram appears
with a toponym, the model extrapolates a false status for the toponym. For instance, if the phrase
“he died in” (tuwūffīya bi-) is always followed by a toponym in the disambiguated cases, it means
the next time that this phrase occurs in a sentence it will be followed by a toponym. In most of
the cases, the toponyms are surrounded by particular verbs and prepositions, such as “lives in,”
“moved to,” and “born in.” The high frequency of specific n-grams increases the probability of
occurrence of the same pattern, and vice versa. Those n-grams that have precision values greater
than 0.1 and less than 0.9 will be tagged for further examinations.

Algorithm 1: This algorithm prepares the extrapolation model for disambiguation of
toponyms based on the frequency of toponymic n-grams in the disambiguated data. For
each n-gram, we count the number of times that it occurs with true and false toponyms.
Then, dividing the frequency of the n-gram with true toponyms by its total frequency
yields the precision value of each n-gram. The precision value will then be used to tag
the undisambiguated toponyms as true or false matches.

1 function ngramExtrapolationModel (disambiguatedData)
Input : The dictionary of disambiguated toponyms with corresponding data including

the preceding and following trigrams.
Output: A dictionary of toponymic n-grams in the disambiguated matches, holding the

frequency of their occurrences with true and false toponyms as well as the
precision value.

2 ngramsModelDict← {}
3 for match in disambiguatedData.items() do

/* Generate the toponymic n-grams of the current disambigauted match. */
4 ngramList← generateAllNgrams(match)
5 for n in ngramList do
6 if n not in ngramsModelDict then

/* Initiate the n-gram key in the model dictionary. */
7 ngramsModelDict[n]← ‘‘true” : 0, ‘‘false” : 0, ‘‘total” : 0, ‘‘prec” : 0

8 end
/* Update the corresponding status (true or false) frequencies and precision values

for the current n-gram in the model dictionary. */
9 ngramsModelDict[n][match[‘‘status”]]+ = 1

10 ngramsModelDict[n][‘‘total”]+ = 1
11 ngramsModelDict[n][‘‘prec”]←

ngramsModelDict[‘‘true”]/ngramsModelDict[‘‘total”]
12 end
13 end
14 return ngramsModelDict // Return the model dictionary.

4.1.2.2.2 Co-occurrence Frequencies

The second extrapolation model is based on the co-occurrence frequencies of the same tokens at
the same position relative to a toponym (see Algorithm 2). Following the idea of co-occurrence of
similar surrounding tokens, this model focuses on the frequency of individual tokens that appear at
a specific position in the neighborhood of toponyms. For instance, assume the token “in” happens
x times at the position right before a toponym in a text, then the higher the value of x, the higher
the probability of finding toponyms after this token.
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Algorithm 2: This algorithm prepares the extrapolation model for disambiguation of
toponyms based on the co-occurrence frequencies of tokens surrounding the toponyms.
Each token at a specific position is assigned frequencies for the cases that occur with
true or false toponyms and, accordingly, a ratio value by dividing the frequency of its
occurrences with true toponyms by its total frequency. The ratio values are then used to
extrapolate true or false status for undisambiguated matches.

1 function frequencyExtrapolationModel (disambiguatedData)
Input : Dictionary of disambiguated matches with toponyms together with the

preceding and following trigrams.
Output: A Dictionary of token-at-position that has frequency of occurrences in the true

and false matches as well as the ratio of the keys that appear in true matches.
2 freqModelDict← {}
3 for match in disambiguatedData.items() do
4 for i in [0, 1, 2, 4, 5, 6] do

/* match["string"] is an array of tokens of the complete match that contains the
matched token together with the surrounding tokens. */

5 key ← match[‘‘string”][i] + ‘‘@” + i
6 if key not in freqModelDict then

/* Initiate the key of the current token@position in the model dictionary. */
7 freqModelDict[key]← ‘‘true” : 0, ‘‘false” : 0, ‘‘total” : 0, ‘‘ratio” : 0

8 end
/* Update the corresponding status (true or false) frequencies and ratio values for

the current token@position in the model dictionary. */
9 freqModelDict[key][match[‘‘status”]]+ = 1

10 freqModelDict[key][‘‘total”]+ = 1
11 freqModelDict[key][‘‘ratio”]←

freqModelDict[key][‘‘true”]/freqModelDict[key][‘‘total”]
12 end
13 end
14 return freqModelDict // Return the model dictionary.
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The model takes into account three positions before and after the matched token for each
match and creates a dictionary of tokens at a specific position. This means that each match, such
as the example in Figure 4.7, is an array of strings of length seven where the matched token is at
the position 3. We then use the surrounding tokens at the positions 0, 1, 2, 4, 5, and 6. Each token
at these positions is treated separately. For example, if token “A” occurs immediately before a
toponym in one match and immediately after a toponym in a different match, each will be an
individual case, although the token is the same in both. In fact, the new position of the same
token produces a different case and the occurrence of each token at a specific position is treated
individually. Therefore, the combination of tokens and their position is unique. In the above
example, we have taken into account token “A” at position 2 (“A@2”) and token A at position 4

(“A@4”).
The model creates a dictionary for each token at a specific position (Line 4) and, according to

the frequency of occurrences of each key in the true and false matches, it then computes a ratio
value for each (Line 7). For instance, if token “A”) has appeared x times at position 2 in true
matches and y times in false matches at the same position, the model will assign x and y values
to “A@2”), as its “true” and “false” properties, respectively. The model then uses the true and
false properties to computes the ratio of the true value x divided by the total value of true and
false properties, x + y, and does the same calculation for all the token, such as token “A” at the
position 3—”A@3”—or “B@1” and “C@2”.

Having the dictionary of tokens for the disambiguated matches together with co-occurrence
ratios, we next proceeded to create the same dictionary for the ambiguous matches. Tokens
in ambiguous matches are treated according to their occurrence in the disambiguated matches.
This means, if a key (i.e., token at a specific position) in the ambiguous matches exists in the
disambiguated matches, it gets the existing ratio. The tokens in the ambiguous matches that do
not exist in the disambiguated matches will have a ratio value of zero. Thus, each ambiguous
match will have six ratio values. The average of the ratios, called the score, will then be used to
disambiguate the ambiguous matches and extrapolate a true or false status for each. We assign
false to the matches with the score in the first and second quartiles and true to the matches with
the score in the forth quartile. The scores in the third quartile are marked for review.

4.1.2.2.3 A Supervised ML Approach

The heuristic approach that we explained in the previous subsection, produces a dataset for
evaluation. As mentioned before, the dataset includes a list of matched toponyms, the surrounding
tokens, and the disambiguation categories that the extrapolation models yield. The data that is
shaped around each toponym can be seen as context-driven information for each match. The
dataset is, in fact, a set of inputs mapped to outputs—(input, output) pairs.

Furthermore, the (input, output) pairs can act as a training set to learn a function that assigns
new inputs to outputs ([225]), which are ambiguous matches and the true and false values, re-
spectively. As [226] states, a supervised learning approach infers a function from a set of training
examples in a labeled training set. It is best understood as approximating the inferred function f

that maps input variables x to an output variable y by analyzing the training data, as shown in
equation 4.1:

y = f(x). (4.1)

Given a set of matches as examples, each labeled as a true or false match, we need a model
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that assigns true or false categories to unseen examples. This can be formulated as a classification
problem using a Support Vector Machine (SVM) model ([227]). A classification problem seeks a
model based on an existing set of examples. Each example is assigned a category. The model
then places the new examples into one of the categories. The SVM model can be seen as a set of
points in space so that their position forms clearly separated categories. Accordingly, the model
will predict one of the categories for new points and correspondingly position them in space.

In this research example, there are two main categories of true and false matches and an SVM
training algorithm builds a model to categorize the uncategorized matches. To apply SVM to
our problem, a few steps need to be performed. Currently, there is a dataset, which is gathered
through human experience (manual disambiguation) as well as measurements (the aforementioned
extrapolation models). The dataset includes matches that are mapped to their disambiguation
status, which the model will then use as inputs and outputs of a learned function, respectively.
We therefore needed to determine the input feature representation of the learned function by
transforming the input objects (matches) to feature vectors. Features involve representative in-
formation of the input objects. This representation is crucial since the model uses that to train
the function. Consequently, it affects the accuracy of outputs that the function predicts.

We prepared the input features of the training set using the following information: part-of-
speech (POS) of the matched token—at the middle position of a complete match and matched
against the gazetteer entries—which has to be a noun; part-of-speech of the preceding token,
which has to be a preposition; and the scores that the aforementioned extrapolation models
provides. To determine the part-of-speech, we used the Stanford part-of-speech tagger4 ([229])
and then represented the result tags of the token in question in binary values. Accordingly, if the
token in the position of toponym is recognized as a noun, we assign 1 to this feature, otherwise,
0. Likewise, 1 and 0 specify the second feature, the part-of-speech of the token preceding the
matched token. Value 1 shows that the preceding token is a preposition and 0 shows that the
token is not a preposition. The third feature, as mentioned above, is the score measured by one of
the extrapolation models. Similar to the part-of-speech values, we used binary values to represent
the outputs and specify true or false categories of the matched toponyms by 1 and 0, respectively.
The model then trains a function to distinguish between true and false matches according to the
part-of-speech of the token in question and the preceding token as well as the measured score of
the matches. In order to avoid an overfitting5 problem, we hold out part of this prepared dataset
from the training process and save it for testing. Therefore, we split the dataset into a training
set for training the model and a test set for testing the trained model on the unseen samples.
Without this process, the model would just repeat the labels of the samples that it has just seen
and therefore obtain a perfect evaluation; however, attempts to predict correct categories on yet-
unseen data might fail. The performance of predictions in the test then needs to be evaluated
using various scoring metrics.

Having prepared the data (approximately 1, 000, 000 records), in the first run we trained on
80% and tested on 20% of the data employing both linear and non-linear algorithms. Then, in the
second run we decreased the training set size to 50% and ran a test on the other 50%. The results
of each run are shown in Tables 4.2a and 4.2b, respectively. However, the results show more or

4In the time of implementing this idea, Stanford POS tagger was the best available tool to the best of our
knowledge. [228] is another tool that was published shortly after this project.

5According to the Oxford dictionaries (https://www.lexico.com/definition/overfitting), in statistics, over-
fitting is defined as “The production of an analysis which corresponds too closely or exactly to a particular set of
data, and may therefore fail to fit additional data or predict future observations reliably.”

https://www.lexico.com/definition/overfitting
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less similar performance for both runs. This means the samples and the accuracy of the input
features, even for a smaller portion of data, are enough to predict correct categories.

linear poly RBF [230] sigmoid
Accuracy 0.97 0.96 0.97 0.95
Precision(true category) 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.97
Precision(false category) 0.97 0.93 0.97 0.93
Recall(true category) 0.98 0.97 0.98 0.97
Recall(false category) 0.95 0.97 0.96 0.92
F-score(true category) 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.97
F-score(false category) 0.96 0.95 0.96 0.93

(a) Test size 0.2

linear poly RBF sigmoid
Accuracy 0.92 0.91 0.92 0.90
Precision(true category) 0.91 0.91 0.93 0.92
Precision(false category) 0.90 0.91 0.92 0.91
Recall(true category) 0.89 0.90 0.93 0.92
Recall(false category) 0.91 0.91 0.92 0.90
F-score(true category) 0.88 0.89 0.92 0.92
F-score(false category) 0.91 0.92 0.91 0.90

(b) Test size 0.5

Table 4.2: Evaluation of SVM model for toponym disambiguation using features of part-of-speech of the recognized
token and its preceding token, and the score calculated to extrapolate true or false toponyms, as explained above.

The results in Tables 4.2, as mentioned above, use the part-of-speech of the matched token
and that preceding it, and the score the second extrapolation method has measured based on
the co-occurrence of the neighboring tokens. In order to test its effectiveness on the training
process and the prediction performance of the function, we excluded the score from the training
set. Similar to the previous test, we performed two runs: one trained on 80% of the data and
tests on 20%; the other trained on 50% of the data and tests on 50%. According to the evaluation
metrics of the runs in Tables 4.3, the performance, compared to the corresponding evaluations in
Tables 4.2, declines. This shows that the score calculated to extrapolate true and false toponyms
in the toponym disambiguation has a dramatic effect on training the model, while excluding the
part-of-speech from the features list shows marginal changes in the performance, as can be seen
in Tables 4.4.

The evaluation might still be overfitting on the test set since the evaluation parameters can
be tweaked until the estimator performs optimally. Consequently, there is the risk of “leaking”
knowledge about the test set into the model, in which case evaluation metrics would no longer
report on generalization performance. One solution could be to hold out another part of the data
for evaluation, the so-called “evaluation set,” so that the model is trained on the training set,
evaluated on the evaluation set, and, if the evaluation shows successful results, the model will
be tested on the test set. Partitioning data into three parts reduces the size of data on which
the model can be trained. Therefore, we used cross-validation (CV) as an alternative validation
strategy, in which there is no need to hold out the evaluation set and instead the training set is
split into k partitions. Each time one partition is held out and a model is trained on the other
k − 1 partitions. The model is then evaluated on the hold-out partition and measurements give
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linear poly RBF sigmoid
Accuracy 0.70 0.71 0.97 0.71
Precision(true category) 0.68 0.71 0.98 0.69
Precision(false category) 0.71 0.71 0.97 0.8
Recall(true category) 0.88 0.88 0.98 0.92
Recall(false category) 0.15 0.13 0.96 0.12
F-score(true category) 0.80 0.80 0.98 0.8
F-score(false category) 0.24 0.25 0.96 0.22

(a) Test size 0.2

linear poly RBF sigmoid
Accuracy 0.66 0.66 0.92 0.65
Precision(true category) 0.63 0.65 0.93 0.77
Precision(false category) 0.69 0.70 0.92 0.79
Recall(true category) 0.85 0.88 0.93 0.9
Recall(false category) 0.13 0.15 0.92 0.12
F-score(true category) 0.78 0.82 0.92 0.8
F-score(false category) 0.22 0.22 0.91 0.21

(b) Test size 0.5

Table 4.3: Evaluation of SVM model for toponym disambiguation using features of part-of-speech of the recognized
token and its preceding token. This evaluation excludes the score calculated to extrapolate true or false toponyms,
explained above, and test the effect of the score on the performance of the trained model.

linear poly RBF sigmoid
Accuracy 0.94 0.96 0.96 0.95
Precision(true category) 0.96 0.97 0.96 0.97
Precision(false category) 0.95 0.92 0.95 0.96
Recall(true category) 0.97 0.95 0.97 0.97
Recall(false category) 0.92 0.94 0.92 0.95
F-score(true category) 0.97 0.96 0.96 0.97
F-score(false category) 0.94 0.94 0.93 0.95

(a) Test size 0.2

linear poly RBF sigmoid
Accuracy 0.9 0.91 0.91 0.9
Precision (true category) 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.91
Precision (false category) 0.93 0.91 0.91 0.91
Recall (true category) 0.92 0.93 0.92 0.92
Recall (false category) 0.91 0.91 0.9 0.9
F-score (true category) 0.94 0.92 0.92 0.91
F-score (false category) 0.91 0.91 0.9 0.92

(b) Test size 0.5

Table 4.4: Evaluation of SVM model for toponym disambiguation using feature of the score calculated to extrapolate
true or false toponyms. This evaluation excludes the POS of the recognized token and the preceding one to compare
the effect of those features with the score.
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Accuracy 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97
Precision 0.96 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97
Recall 0.96 0.97 0.97 0.96 0.96
F-score 0.96 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.96
Accuracy, using
shuffle & split 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97

Table 4.5: Cross-validation (CV): evaluating estimator performance of SVM model for toponym disambiguation
using k-fold approach with 5 folds. Each column shows the score of the ki fold as the test set.

Precision Recall F-score
0.96 0.97 0.96

Table 4.6: Performance metrics of a trained model of toponym recognition using statistical neural network

a list of k values that are the average of the values computed in the loop. Although there are
various CV approaches, generally the same principle is followed in all.

Table 4.5 shows the evaluation measurements that we performed on the dataset. In this
evaluation, we set k = 5, which splits the data into five partitions to generate possible (train,
test) pairs and gives five average values for each pair in an evaluation round. Moreover, as an
alternative to the basic partitioning approach, we evaluated the model using the shuffle and split
approach6, which iteratively produces random samples of the dataset for the training set and a
test set of an arbitrary size. Using this approach gives more control over the number of iterations
as well as the size of examples on each of the train/test split by randomly permuting the partitions
of data. Therefore, the number of independent training/test sets can be manually defined and
examples are first shuffled and then split into a (train, test) pair. The accuracy of this approach
tested on the dataset is shown in the last row in Table 4.5.

As an alternative machine-learning algorithm to recognize toponyms, we performed a training
process without predefined features, where instead, the model trains itself which toponyms are
mentioned in a text and where. The model takes the texts in which the toponyms exist as well
as the position of the toponyms and learns how to recognize the toponyms based on the context
in which they are mentioned. To perform this algorithm, we employed a SpaCy library that uses
statistical neural networks for various NLP applications, including NER. The samples that provide
training and test sets are then prepared only by specifying the position of toponyms in each sample
and there is no need to define features. As a result, we will have a list of sentences or passages
together with the starting and ending positions of characters of toponyms. The difference to the
previous prediction tasks that we discussed above is that here the problem is not formulated as a
classification problem. Instead, we give the machine a list of disambiguated toponyms in passages
to learn and predict the ambiguous toponyms in the rest of the dataset. Table 4.6 shows the
performance of a language model trained on 80% and tested on 20% of data. This approach can
be used as a way to recognize toponyms in a text that we have not been able to extract through
gazetteer matching. In other words, the toponyms that we match against gazetteer entries and
the disambiguation process produces a dataset by which we can train a model not only to extract
more matches against the gazetteer entries, also to efficiently recognize the toponyms that are not
in the gazetteer.

6An example implementation can be found at https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.
model_selection.ShuffleSplit.html

https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.model_selection.ShuffleSplit.html
https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.model_selection.ShuffleSplit.html
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4.1.2.3 Summary

In this section we discussed approaches to identify toponyms in a text and to disambiguate the
results. The approaches yield a list of disambiguated toponyms, which are identified through their
position in the text and the URI of the corresponding text. This list together with the position
of tokens in the text enables us to automatically access the toponyms, tag those occurrences in
the text, and produce an annotated corpus. It also means that the first attempt of toponym
matching and disambiguation produces a list of true toponyms that will be extended during the
further iterations that use new texts. In other words, the process, in addition to the toponym
identification and disambiguation, facilitates the tagging functionality of toponyms in the text.

4.2 Data Extraction and Structures
As mentioned before, annotating the information facilitates automatic data extraction and makes
data usable in computational processes. After annotating the hierarchical descriptions and route
network (Sections 4.1.1.1 and 4.1.1.2), we develop python scripts for extracting annotated informa-
tion and creation of data structures. We use regular expressions to extract toponyms and complex
entities in triples of data produced by annotating semantic patterns, such as route sections.

4.2.1 Administrative Hierarchy
Administrative hierarchy is characterized as a tree structure as explained before. The whole
area that is described in a source can be the root of a tree, which includes all the regions and
settlements. The area can be divided into multiple regions and each region can be divided into
subregions. Multi-level divisions of this area constitute the tree’s inner nodes, which can have
other nodes and settlements as the tree leaves. Two consecutive levels of the tree represent a set of
divisions as parent-child relationships. As described in Section 4.1.1.1, we annotate administrative
divisions as triples of:

SUBJECT > PREDICATE > OBJECT.

Each triple represents a relationship between a subject and an object, and in the tree it will be
represented as a parent-child relationship of two nodes at different levels. All the triples will then
shape the whole area that is described according to the following pattern, as noted before:

WORLD: PROVINCE > TYPE > (REGION) > TYPE > SETTLEMENT

After extracting the annotated information, we construct the tree structure from a list of
triples in a TSV (tab-separated values) file (see Figure 4.8), holding a multi-layer relation of the
entities. Each triple describes individual relations between two regions or a region and a settlement:
an upper level region of any type (of division) contains a lower level region or settlement. For
instance, Figure 1.2 demonstrates a part of the tree structure that the few lines of data in Figure 4.8
represents. This tree shows a part of the province called Jazīrat al-ʿArab and together with the
rest of hierarchical information will shape the complete tree of this province.

This structure gives us the flexibility of expressing arbitrary levels of hierarchical descriptions.
The tag set that we use in the annotation process (explained in Section 4.1.1.1, also shown in
Figure 4.8) helps to follow the right order of toponyms when building the tree. We take the list of
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triple as input and initialize the tree by defining a root node, which is the whole area of description.
To create the rest of the tree from the pieces of information in the triples, we gather all the highest-
level nodes that exist in the dataset, which are provinces (tagged by PROV in Figure 4.8) in our
dataset. Each province is then added to the tree as a child of the root. To add the descendants of
each province, we extract the triples of data that form a path from this province to the constituent
subregions and finally to the leaves, in a recursive procedure. Algorithm 3 shows this procedure
that recursively builds the paths from a province to the lowest level settlements and writes each
traversed path to the output file as a new line (Line 17). Therefore, each line in the output file
will represent a path from a province to one of it is settlements. At the end, we will have a CSV
file in which all the lines that start with a common root, constitute a macro-region (or province
in our data) in the tree—as a sub-tree in the tree of the world. A sample line for the example in
Figure 1.2 could be:

Fārs, Iṣṭaḫr, Darābaǧird

All the sub-trees together form the main tree. The output file can also be written into various
formats, such as JSON, and then be converted to any proper format for visualizations. Algorithm 4
shows how we can generate a tree structure that includes all the provinces by using the recursive
function in Algorithm 3.

Figure 4.8: Examples of triples of data extracted
from the annotated text in TSV format, show-
ing the administration hierarchical data. The data
is extracted from the annotated examples in Sec-
tion 4.1.1.1. The first line in this figure read:
PROV[INCE] Jazīrat al-ʿArab (the peninsula of the
Arabs) has a subregion of TYPE nāḥiyat (district)
REG[ION]1, which is called al-Ašjār. The translit-
erated names are available in the example given in
Section 4.1.1.1 and in Figure 1.2.

Figure 4.9a illustrates the administrative divi-
sions explained in al-Muqaddasī’s book and how
the descriptions nicely shape a tree. Figures 4.9b
and 4.9c depict other visualizations of the first
two levels of this structure. The former shows all
provinces in the inner slices together with the corre-
sponding subregions for each province in the outer
slices. The latter is the zoomed out view of al-ʿIrāq
province with subregions in the inner slices and next
level toponyms in the outer slices.

To represent the hierarchy of places and regions
in common formats, such as GeoJSON ([231]), we
consider two possible approaches as follows. One
approach is to treat regions as individual objects
separated from the contained places object, such
as settlements. In other words, one can represent
regions with structures such as polygons and multi-
polygons that include sub-ordinate regions or settle-
ments (see below for an example of a multipolygon
feature in GeoJSON format, used to represent a region, as a container object):

{ "type": "Feature",
"geometry": {

"type": "MultiPolygon",
"coordinates": [ [[[102.0, 2.0], [103.0, 2.0], [103.0, 3.0], [102.0, 3.0], [102.0, 2.0]]], [...], ...]

},
"properties": {

"prop0": "value0", "prop1": {"this": "that"}
}

}
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Algorithm 3: This algorithm recursively generates a tree structure of a province. The
province is the root of the tree and settlements are the leaves. The algorithm writes each
traversed path in the tree to an output file so that each line shows a set of toponyms
starting with a province and ending with a settlement. The available macro- and micro-
regions are then placed between the province and the settlement. Types toponym are
also preserved as edge labels in the tree, which then can be used in visualizations and
computations.

1 function makeProvGraph (graph, hierTriples, nodeLevel, nodeTraverse, pathsF ile)
Input : The graph to which the nodes and edges will be added; list of hierarchical

triples; current node level in the tree which is set to 2 in the first call of the
function and increases by 1 in later calls; an array holding the current node and
will be updated by adding its descendants; path to the file in which we save all
the paths from the province to settlements.

Output: A network graph as a tree structure. The traversed paths in the hierarchical
data will also be written to an output file.

2 graph← directedGraph()
3 for triple in hierTriples do

// Each triple has upper and lower level node, and lower level node label.
4 tri← [upperLevelNode, lowerLevelNodeLabel, lowerLevelNode]

/* Search for triples of the current node */
5 if tri[0] startswith currentNodeLabel then

/* nodeLevel is a global variable to count the levels in the tree of all provinces.
In the first call of this function for each province, this value is set to 2 (see
Algorithm 4) and in each recursive call it increases by 1. */

6 newNodeLevel← nodeLevel
7 graph.add_node(newNodeLevel, label← tri[2])

/* Generate an edge between the current (parent) node and new node. */
8 graph.add_edge(currentNodeID, newNodeLevel, label← tri[1])
9 nodeLevel← nodeLevel + 1

/* If the current triple gives subregions, add it to the traversed path and
recursively find the descendants for the current node. Then, remove it from the
traversed path. */

10 if newNodeLable is not STTL then
11 nodeTraverse.append(the new node and its label)
12 makeProvGraph(graph, hierTriples, newNodeLevel, nodeTraverse, pathsF ile)

13 nodeTraverse.pop(the new node and its label)
14 end

/* If current triple ends with a settlement, add the it to the list of descendants
and add the current path from the province to the current settlement to the
outF ile. */

15 else
16 nodeTraverse.append(the settlement and its label)
17 append nodeTraverse to outF ile
18 nodeTraverse.pop(the settlement and its label)
19 end
20 end
21 end
22 return graph
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(a) The whole hierarchical data, visualized as a tree. It in-
cludes all levels from provinces to settlements. As it can
be seen, two provinces—al-Mašriq and al-Maġrib—and a few
subregions are described in more levels.

(b) First two levels of hierarchical data, representing the
provinces and the corresponding subregions. In the main
implementation the user can click on each region to zoom
in and view the details. The provinces (inner slices) are:
Aqūr, al-Jibāl, al-Daylam, al-Riḥāb, al-Sind, al-Šām, al-
ʿIrāq, al-Mašriq, Jazīrat al-ʿArab, al-Maġrib, Ḫūzistān,
Fārs, Kirmān, and Miṣr.

(c) Zoomed view of al-ʿIrāq province together with sub-
ordinate regions and settlements. The inner slices (sub-
regions) are: al-Baṣrat, al-Kūfat, Baġdād, Ḥulwān, Sā-
marrāʾ, and Wāsiṭ.

Figure 4.9: Hierarchical data visualization as described in al-Muqaddasī’s book. In all visualizations, the inner
slices show the higher levels of the hierarchy. The data is according to the parts that we have tagged and extracted.
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Algorithm 4: This algorithm generates a tree of all the provinces (with a sub-graph for
each province), using Algorithm 3

1 function buildHierarchicalTree (hierTriples, pathsF ile)
Input : Hierarchical triples and path to the file to which we write all the paths from

provinces to settlements.
Output: Hierarchical tree of all provinces as a graph structure.
/* Generate the list of provinces. */

2 provinces← getSetOfProvinces(hierTriples, ”PROV ”)
3 for prov in provinces do

/* Initialize a directed graph for the current province. */
4 graph← directedGraph()

/* Add the root node with id 1 and label prov */
5 graph.add_node(1, label← prov)

/* Global variable for node count starting at 2 as 1 is the root node. */
6 nodeLevel← 2
7 graph.add_node(nodeLevel, label← prov)

/* Initialize the list of traversed path for the graph of this province by adding the
prov. This list, which will be populated in makeProvGraph, holds all the paths from
the root to leaves. */

8 provTraverse← []
9 provTraverse.append(prov)

10 graph← makeProvGraph(graph, nodeLevel, hierTriples, provTraverse, pathsF ile)
11 write graph to a file;
12 end

This approach, despite its applicability, adds complexities to the design, data management,
modeling process, and the changes in the data. Moreover, it will make data unnecessarily volu-
minous and redundant. A simpler way is to represent all toponyms of various types (e.g. region,
settlement) with the same object and interconnect them to represent the hierarchy. More clearly,
we do not introduce new structures for container toponyms (i.e. regions) and use GeoJSON points
as for settlements and use a property to connect settlements to the corresponding container to-
ponyms. This is effective to introduce arbitrary levels of hierarchies without any need to define
container objects for regions. Besides, it simplifies the process of applying changes in the hier-
archical order and divisions. As an example, to add a new subregion at a specific level of the
hierarchy, we just define a new object with a connection to the parent and set it as the parent
of the containing regions and settlements. Accordingly, we can extract a specific level of hierar-
chy where multiple levels are available and construct regions and subregions in a simple process
without pre-defining and storing them as separate data.

4.2.2 Routes and Distances
Route section descriptions have a similar triple structure of data: each explains a route of a specific
length between two settlements. A network of routes can be represented by a graph data structure
in which, unlike a tree structure, there is no ascending/descending order of the nodes. Hence, a
list of route sections, as extracted from the annotated source, is adequate to build a network graph
of routes. The network graph is, in fact, a set of nodes that are connected by edges, which can
have properties, such as length, direction, name.

Figure 4.10 shows a few lines of the data file that is extracted from the tagged text of al-
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Muqaddasī’s book. Each line holds information on a single route section: source, destination,
and distance, which provides all the required data to build a graph. In other words, each line
represents an edge in the network graph and the places (sources and destinations) are the network
nodes. Nodes (settlements) in a route network, unlike hierarchical data, are not connected only
to their parents in a single connection, rather to multiple settlements to shape the neighborhoods
and connectivity of the sites according to the original descriptions. The graph of routes is then
created by adding each pair of nodes and the connecting edge. This algorithm can use any network
creation package to build the graph by adding edges and nodes. The current implementation uses
NetworkX7 package that is developed in python for creating, manipulating, and analyzing the
networks.

Figure 4.10: Examples of triples of tagged route
sections extracted from al-Muqaddasī’s book in
TSV format. For example, the top line reads:
FROM Makkat (Mecca) TOWA[RD] Baṭn Marr
DIST[ANCE] is one-day-of-travel (marḥalat)

We use CSV for both input and output data for-
mats while other common formats such as JSON,
are easily adaptable. The same approach is appli-
cable to form the itineraries since an itinerary is
a linear path through a network graph. Hence, the
principles of creating and manipulating are the same
for both cases.

7https://networkx.github.io

https://networkx.github.io


Chapter 5

Modeling Geographical Data

In Chapters 3 and 4, we have established categories for geographical data and outlined approaches
to data annotation and extraction and argued how one can apply those approaches to similar cases.
The data extracted from narrative texts represent an abstract description of detailed explanations
contained in the sources. These explanations are also represented in some pre-modern maps to
illustrate regions, settlements, and other geographical entities. Figure 5.1 is an eleventh-century
map from Maḥmūd al-Kašġarī in his book Divânu Lügati’t-Türk in 1074 CE with North on the left
and south on the right. He drew a circular map that has all the regions of the Turkish tribes from
Europe to Chin as well as regions around the Persian Gulf. To better understand the pre-modern
representations, we use the data that we extract from the pre-modern descriptions and redefine
entities like regions according to our modern understanding of the region.

Having offered a detailed explanation of the process we used to extract this data, we will
now introduce the computational approaches that provide the basis upon which to design and
implement models for geospatial analysis and visualizations. For instance, (1) estimating the
actual territory of an admin district from the point-level info about towns within it, and (2)
estimating geographical coordinates for the lost places or the places that do not exist anymore.

In so doing we will build upon the overview of geographical types given in Chapter 3, where
we argued that administrative hierarchies and route networks are higher level entities built upon
atomic entities (settlements). The implementations and visualizations in this chapter use the
test dataset derived from Cornu’s Atlas du monde arabo-islamique à l’époque classique: IXe–Xe
siècles ([130]) and, partly, al-Muqaddasī’s book ([212]). Despite the specificity of this use case, the
approaches offered here are not limited to any geographical space or language and can be applied
to other datasets that supply similar types of data. Furthermore, the visualizations have been
prepared in order to provide a visual insight into the relevant model using a test dataset and are
enriched with a geographical map view.

In the first part of this chapter, we will propose models for representing, visualizing, and
comparing complex geographical entities such as administrative districts and route networks. The
first section introduces models for hierarchical data and evaluates them by considering advantages
and disadvantages as well as discussing possible improvements and modifications. The second
section offers approaches for comparing hierarchical data and route networks described in various
sources. Additionally, in the final section, we will introduce a model to estimate geographical
coordinates for pre-modern places whose geographical location is unknown for any reason (e.g.,

51
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places that do not exist anymore).

Figure 5.1: Maḥmūd al-Kašġarī’s map of the world (Divânu Lügati’t-Türk, translated into Turkish by Rifat Bilge,
Istanbul 1917, 3 vols). Image source: [232].

5.1 Mathematical Models for Administrative Hierarchies
Administrative divisions and hierarchies have been variously described in different sources and
different eras, because changes and developments in geography, space divisions, and administration
occur in pre-modern societies over time. The models in this section allow us to investigate various
aspects of regional, historical, and geographical topics, such as:

• The shape, geographical positions, and spatial extension of administrative hierarchies and
divisions in the (Islamic) empire during different historical periods

• Geographical areas and locations that divisions cover

• Spatial and geographical changes over time

• Geographical interconnections between the regions
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5.1.1 Sample Data
The sample dataset for the models described here can be in the following formats:

• GeoJSON ([231]): a format, based on JavaScript Object Notation (JSON), that encodes spe-
cific geometric types, such as point (e.g., locations), polygon (e.g., provinces and countries),
line (e.g., boundaries, streets, and routes). Sets of geometric objects, such as MultiPoint,
MultiPolygon, can also be represented as collections of objects. Objects can have non-spatial
properties.

• TopoJSON1: an extension of GeoJSON, in JSON format, that reduces 80% or more of the
size in GeoJSON.

• CSV: a format for storing comma separated (or any other separator) values. CSV has, in
fact, a tabular structure.

In our case study, we have used the sample dataset derived from Cornu’s Atlas in two data files
in GeoJSON: settlements and routes. Settlements, as Point features in GeoJSON, are specified by
geographical coordinates as well as several properties including various names (original, translated,
and transliterated), the corresponding region. Below is a sample showing an arbitrary place as a
Point:
{
"type": "Feature", // feature for a point geometry in GeoJSON
"geometry": {
"coordinates": [44.35693, 33.35932], // geographical coordinate
"type": "Point"

},
"properties": {
"althurayyaData": { // data based on the Cornu’s Atlas

"URI": "BAGHDAD_443E333N_S", // unique identifier
"coord_certainty": "certain",
"language": ["ara","eng"],
"names": {

"ara": {
"common": "�����",
"common_other": "�����",
"search": "�����", // used for search in Arabic
"translit": "",
"translit_other": ""

},
"eng": {

"common": "",
"common_other": "",
"search": "Baghdad", // used for search in Latin script
"translit": "Baġdād",
"translit_other": "Baġdād"

}
},
"region_URI": "Iraq_RE", // belongs to Iraq region
"source": "cornuData",
"top_type": "metropole" // type for major cities
},

"references": {
"primary": {

// file identifier for the material from the primary source relevant to this place. The source book URI
// is also included in the identifier. The content of this file will be shown to the user.

"0900AbuCabdAllahHimyari.RawdMictar.Shamela0001043-ara1.000285-000.json": {
"language_manifestation": "",

1https://github.com/topojson/topojson

https://github.com/topojson/topojson
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"language_orig": "Arabic",
"match_rate": 100, // the match rate of the fuzzy

search for the place in the current source. The value of 100
shows that an exact match of this place has been found in the source.

"match_status": "na",
"title": "�����" // title of the content from the source

}
},

"secondary": { // available secondary sources related to this place
"ei2_COM_0084.json": { // Unique identifier of the file in which we keep the search result.
//The file name includes the unique id of the source, which in this example is Encyclopedia of Islam 2 (IE2).

"language_manifestation": "",
"language_orig": "English",
"match_rate": "",
"match_status": ""

}
}}}}

Route sections, as LineString in GeoJSON, are represented as a feature by a list of coordinates
and a set of properties including source and destination. Source and destination are connected to
the settlements data file through the place identifiers—URI in the above example. A sample route
section in GeoJSON is given below, which connects Riḥā to Nābulus in al-Šām (Greater Syria)
and is 48, 742 meters in length:
{
"type": "Feature",
"geometry": {

"type": "LineString",
"coordinates": [[...,...],[...,...], ...]]

},
"properties": {

"sToponym": "RIHA_354E318N_S", // start toponym (point) of the line
"eToponym": "NABULUS_352E322N_S", // end toponym (point) of the line
"id": "CR0001_FROM354E318N_TO352E322N", // unique identifier
"Meter": 48742 // length of the line in Meters

}
}

As noted above, Cornu’s Atlas consists of provinces, which include settlements. Therefore,
there are only two levels of hierarchy and there are no subregions. In the atlas the provinces are
defined by separate maps—one map per province. Figure 5.2 is the map of the Peninsula of the
Arabs province (Province D’Arabie) in this Atlas, which shows places and connections. The maps
are georeferenced (by Dr. Maxim Romanov) and in the datafiles, each region consists of a set
of settlements and route sections. This means that each place is associated with a region, as a
property of the place, through a region id (region_URI in the above example). Nonetheless, the
models are generalizable to multiple layers of hierarchical divisions where provinces are divided
into subregions.

As explained before (see Section 4.2.1), a tree is an appropriate structure to represent hierar-
chical relations between entities. The root of a tree is the geographical area that covers our data;
here we call it the entire area. The entire area is then divided into macro-regions and micro-regions
(subregions) in the lower levels in which the settlements are placed as tree leaves. Implementing
the tree structure, Figure 5.3a illustrates how the current sample dataset of provinces and sub-
regions looks for the two levels of hierarchy that Cornu’s Atlas provides. Figure 5.3b shows the
subregions of the al-Šām (Greater Syria) province derived from the same dataset.

In what follows we will employ mathematical models to describe and visualize hierarchical
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Figure 5.2: The map of the Peninsula of the Arabs (Jazīrat al-ʿArab) from Cornu’s Atlas, including places and
route sections that belong to this region.

(a) Provinces and subregions. Note: Name of the smaller
regions are not rendered at the current resolution level of
the visualization.

(b) Subregions of al-Šām (Greater Syria) province

Figure 5.3: Hierarchical structure of data from Cornu’s Atlas
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divisions. For each model, we have implemented, using D3.js2 library, a visualization using the
sample dataset to illustrate and , if required, tweak the models or to discover a new one. Specifi-
cally, we offer the following mathematical models and examine them closely: quadtree clustering
([233]), Voronoi diagram ([234]), convex hull ([235]), and concave hull ([236]). After applying
these models to our sample data, we introduce a new model that meets our requirements. In a few
visualizations of the above models, we have partially reused implementations from Elijah Meeks’s
Blocks3.

5.1.2 Quadtree
Sometimes gazetteers provide information about hierarchies: for instance, we can infer from such
data that Leipzig is a city in Sachsen, which is a state in Germany, which is a country in Europe.
But what happens when we do not have such information (i.e., all we have are the locations of
settlements)? This is a common problem with archaeological data, especially from prehistoric
periods. Quadtrees in spatial data help to form the possible regions according to the distances
between the locations in the two dimensional space. This means, using quadtree we can infer
regions for a set of locations.

Space divisions that are described in geographical texts produce at least two levels of hierarchy:
regions and settlements. Quadtree that is based on a recursive subdivision of space, properly
represents hierarchical data. It is a two-dimensional space segmentation method that recursively
subdivides space into four equal-size regions with a square or rectangular (or arbitrary) shape
at each level. The data in this space will then be placed within these regions. Each region has
a certain maximum capacity of data to contain. The capacity can either be specified when the
model is being implemented or the minimum capacity will be considered, which is one unit of
data. Each region is divided when the capacity is reached and divides the containing space into
four subdivisions, which are called NW, NE, SE, SW. Therefore, each node has either four or zero
children. In other words, in the first division step, the root is divided into four child regions and
then any generated region that contains more data than the capacity allows, will produce four
subregions (subdivisions) by dividing the containing space.

Figure 5.4 illustrates an example of space decomposition using quadtree together with the
corresponding tree structure, in which only one particle is placed in each cell. Assuming each
particle in this figure is a settlement in a two-dimensional space, quadtree partitioning will locate
the settlements in the container regions at each level and divide the regions into four new subregions
once they contain more than one settlement. At the end, each individual settlement will be placed
within a region, which can be either an internal node or a leaf in the tree. As can be seen in this
figure, only those (sub)regions that reach capacity are divided.

In the example in Figure 5.4, the quadtree space segmentation algorithm forms regions accord-
ing to the spatial position of settlements and decides which settlement or set of settlements should
be placed in the same region. The model might produce a multilevel structure: macro-regions
appear at the highest-level, subregions and micro-regions at the internal levels, and settlements
in the leaves. This generates various levels of regional and hierarchical divisions for a specific
geographical area.

This model relies on a fully computational approach of space segmentation based on the po-
2https://d3js.org
3https://bl.ocks.org/emeeks

https://d3js.org
https://bl.ocks.org/emeeks
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(a) A set of points on map

(b) Quadtree spatial and logical space segmentation

Figure 5.4: Quadtree space segmentation example: (a) a set of locations (points) on map; (b) segmentation in
spatial (left) and logical (right) arrangement using the above set of locations. This figure shows how the quadrants
become as detailed as they need to be to place each location in a separate quadrant.
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Figure 5.5: The settlements in Cornu’s Atlas on which we implement the models in this chapter.

sitions and density of settlements in different parts of the space. In other words, it does not use
hierarchical information that might be present in the underlying dataset. Applying this model to
our sample dataset (initial points can be seen in Figure 5.5), Figures 5.6a and 5.6b illustrate how
quadtree divides the entire area and groups the settlements into larger circular cells according to
their positions in two zoom levels. Circles in the figures appear with different radiuses and shades
of green color, according to the zoom level and the density of the underlying data at the corre-
sponding zoom level. The smallest circles represent individual settlements and themselves also
make up the larger circles in darker colors. Figure 5.6b demonstrates, for example, the way that
the size, density, and shades of the circles represent Egypt (Miṣr) as a province. More densely
settled areas contain larger circles in darker colors and less densely settled areas have smaller
circles that show areas with fewer settlements.

Quadtree clustering efficiently depicts the density of settlements in various parts of the space.
It is well suited to research where one needs to contrast settled and unsettled areas. For instance,
Northern Egypt, Yemen, and the Levant emerge as population centers while al-Andalus (Spain)
has a range of settlements but less density. Furthermore, since this algorithm does not need
hierarchical information and clustering is based on the spatial proximity of objects, the datasets
that do not have hierarchical information (i.e. there is no mention of regions), can take advantage
of the regions that this model offers. In the case of existing hierarchical information, the regions
computed through this model can be compared with the existing regional divisions in the data.

However, while useful and appropriate for datasets without hierarchical information and for
neighborhood operations4 ([218]), we discuss other models in the following which engage hierar-
chical information to shape more precise regions.

5.1.3 Voronoi Diagram
When we discuss the extension of regions, an analytical view of the accessible area in a region
can be of great value to model routes, divisions, and coverage. Voronoi diagram is another space

4Examples of neighborhood operations are: comparing—i.e., if neighboring cells share the same attribute;
intersections—i.e., finding the intersection of cells; union—i.e., finding the combination of cells; and finding neigh-
bors of a cell (or settlements).
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(a) Zoomed out view

(b) Zoomed in view

Figure 5.6: Quadtree visualization of regions and settlements using the set of points in Figure 5.5. The size, density,
and shades of the circles corresponds to the density of the initial places.
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Figure 5.7: Voronoi partitioning and diagram in a two-dimensional space P . (Left): A Voronoi cell of the point pi;
(Right): Voronoi diagram of the points pi.

partitioning algorithm in computational geometry, which is identified by a set of points. It has a
wide range of uses, including geographical optimization, such as searching for the closest neigh-
bor/feature to any given point and analyzing patterns of urban settlements5.

A Voronoi diagram of a set of points (or settlements in the geographical context) is a collection
of regions that divide the space in which the points are located. Voronoi diagrams shape regions
according to their position in space. Each region contains exactly one settlement, called the
seed. The regions divide the space so that all points in each region are closer to the seed in this
region than to the seeds in other regions. In other words, each region is shaped around a specific
settlement and contains all points whose distance to this settlement is shorter than to any other
settlement. Below is the definition of a Voronoi diagram:

Assume we have points pi, 0 < i ≤ n, in the space P . A Voronoi cell is a set of all
points from P that are closest to point pi and a Voronoi diagram is the union of all
Voronoi cells as shown in Figure 5.7 (Left) and Figure 5.7 (Right), respectively.

In geospatial studies, Voronoi diagrams are often used to show spheres of influence. Each
Voronoi cell forms a region around a place so that the shortest spatial way to reach the different
parts of the region is through this corresponding place. For instance, this could be a region that
represents a district around its capital. The union of the calculated Voronoi cells of settlements
that belong to the same region constitute a higher level region, like a country.

Applying this model to our sample dataset produced a Voronoi diagram of the settlements. In
order to form regions for a group of settlements that belong to the same region, we identified all
the polygons (Voronoi cells) of a region and applied the same color to them. The union of the
Voronoi cells of settlements of a region thus shapes this region. The idea of merging cells or regions
to shape higher level regions can be applied to different levels of hierarchy. Figure 5.8a depicts the
Voronoi diagram implemented using the sample dataset. Cells of the same color represent specific
regions.

The classic implementation of a Voronoi diagram corresponds to the whole plane on which the
partitions are expanded. In the current implementation, the diagram covers the whole geographical
space of Earth. However, our dataset is only limited to a relatively small area. As can be seen in
Figure 5.8a, the diagram expands beyond the area that all the settlements in this dataset belong
to and covers all of the Earth, with unexpectedly large partitions where the settlements are sparse.

5An example of finding the closest school in a neighborhood can be found at https://github.com/shakasom/
voronoi. This implementation uses python libraries, such as Geopandas and Geovoronoi.

https://github.com/shakasom/voronoi
https://github.com/shakasom/voronoi
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(a) Voronoi diagram partitioning the plane based on the settlement positions

(b) Voronoi diagram in which the cells larger than a specific value are filtered out in this visualization to hide very large
Voronoi cells that completely cover large bodies of water. Filtering excludes those cells from the coloring process while
the seeds for those regions are still shown on the map. Thus, the points that do not belong to any colored cells are in fact
in the filtered cell. We selected the value for filtering by try and error to achieve the best view of the regions.

Figure 5.8: Implementation of Voronoi diagram for regions in the Cornu’s Atlas
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To solve this problem, we limited the Voronoi diagram to the entire area by clipping the Voronoi
diagram using the bounding box of this area.

Limiting the calculated Voronoi diagram to the bounding box of the entire area solves this
problem in specific cases where settlements are close to the borders of the bounding box. However,
the size of partitions in some cases is still problematic. In Figure 5.8b, we have filtered out the
cells whose area extends over a certain value, excluding unnecessarily large partitions from the
visualization. We specify this value for visualization experiments considering the average area and
the outliers of the polygons, which may vary for different datasets. This figure shows an example
of filtering that removes some of the large cells from the sparse areas and water bodies.

For a set of places with specific classifications, such as capitals and metropoles, the correspond-
ing Voronoi diagram can be used as an analytical tool to visualize travel routes. The classifications
of places with Voronoi diagrams allows one to gain an insight into areas that potentially fall under
the influence of a power located in a specific place.

Voronoi diagrams, unlike quadtree, utilizes the hierarchical data and the divisions it offers are
based on the existing contextual data. Compared to quadtree, the shapes of regions are more
meaningful. Regions are formed without any overlap. However, it leaves no unpartitioned space
and, as a result, suggests more modern-type regional representation where borders divide the entire
territory, leaving no “space” for “no man’s land”. Additionally, the model overextends regions into
uninhabitable areas such as water bodies and deserts (although, for the former, a dataset with
waterbody boundaries can be used to clip the Voronoi diagram or this can be done in GIS software
using the clipping feature). To address these problems we suggest some modifications to this model
in the following section.

5.1.4 Voronoi Clippings
Clipping a Voronoi diagram by a bounding box of the entire area produces a rectangular plane
partitioned by Voronoi polygons. However, a box/rectangle is not a genuine demonstration of our
entire area. A polygon that tightly encloses the area and encompasses all the sites would be a
more reliable method to clip. Thus, we consider two methods to achieve this.

5.1.4.1 Convex Hull

A convex hull that encompasses all the settlements is a model that can be used to form a polygon
that would “wrap” settlements belonging to a specific region. In computational geometry, a convex
hull is a common structure and can be used to compute the envelope of a set of points on a plane.
The convex hull of a set of points is defined as the smallest convex polygon that contains all the
points (Figure 5.9). A particular property of a convex hull is that every straight line or edge that
connects any two arbitrary points is inside the polygon (i.e., no internal angle is greater than
180°), as shown in Figure 5.10 (Left). According to the following definition, every set, or more
specifically polygon, with this property is convex:

A set P ⊆ R is convex if pq ⊆ P, for any pq ∈ P, (5.1)

where R is the space to which the set P belongs and pqis a straight line between two arbitrary
points p and q. To visualize a convex hull, imagine a set of nails on the wall. Stretch a plastic
rubber band around the nails (the black hull in Figure 5.10 (Right)) and let it go to snap around
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Figure 5.9: Example of convex hull: (Left) A set of points P ; (Right) The convex hull of set P .

Figure 5.10: Convex hull: (Left) Every straight line between two arbitrary points is inside the convex polygon. In
other words, there is no internal angle greater than 180°; (Right) the elastic rubber band analogy. Stretch a plastic
rubber band around the nails (the black hull) and let it go to snap around the nails and enclose an area. The shape
that the plastic band forms is the convex hull of the nail (point) set.

the nails and enclose an area. The shape that the plastic band forms is the convex hull of the nail
(point) set.

We then used the convex hull of the settlements to clip the Voronoi diagram that is implemented
in the previous section. As shown in Figure 5.11a, the diagram is drawn on a tighter area that
is no longer rectangular, as it happens when we clip it by the bounding box of the entire area.
The polygons are expanded and limited differently at the edges so that the shapes of the regions,
in contrast to the previous implementation, are closer to what the underlying data expresses.
Therefore, some regions that were hidden in the previous visualization due to the filtering of large
polygons, are now present because they are pruned. However, some large empty areas are still
formed as regions, as it can be seen in Figure 5.11b that shows a filtered view of the diagram. The
reason for this issue, besides the large Voronoi cells, is the shape of the convex hull with which we
clipped the Voronoi diagram. The convex hull of a set, depending on the position of the points,
can leave some empty spaces around the points that it contains. In other words, some space in
the enclosing area of a convex hull might be sparse or empty because the resulting hull has to be
convex. For example, the convex hull in middle in Figure 5.12 produces an empty space inside,
which is shown with the area covered by the inner polygon, while the actual coverage should be
similar to the polygon on the right in this figure. The inner polygon represents the empty space
that is the result of keeping the convex property of the result. In fact, the convex hull does not
represent the boundaries of a given set well. Therefore, the clipping procedure might not be able
to precisely cut out all the empty areas, which contain an insignificant amount of data (or no data
at all) either at the edges or between the regions.

5.1.4.2 Concave Hull

The above-mentioned issues prompted us to investigate using concave hulls instead of convex hulls
for clipping the Voronoi diagram. Concave hull, similar to convex hull, is a polygon that embraces
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(a) The original diagram clipped without any post-processing

(b) Large cells are filtered by using transparent colors

Figure 5.11: Voronoi diagram clipping implemented for the Voronoi diagram of Cornu’s Atlas, using a convex hull
of the entire area. As it can be seen, in populated areas we can find fine-grained regions, such as Aqūr (al-Jazīrat),
al-ʿIrāq, Badiyyat al-ʿArab, al-Jibāl, and Ḫūzistān (in modern Iraq, Syria, and part of Iran) while in North Africa,
which is more deserted compared to the eastern parts, region borders do not show the real shape of the regions,
such as Miṣr (Egypt) and Barqat (Lybia).

Figure 5.12: The area of a convex hull may not precisely show the area that the set of points covers. In this example,
the convex hull (outer polygon in the middle) leaves some empty space, which is represented by the inner polygon
drawn with dashed lines, while a polygon showing a tighter area of coverage should be similar to the left one.
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Figure 5.13: An example of convex and concave hulls of the same set of points. The convex hull encloses a much
tighter area when compared with the convex hull.

an arbitrary set of points and computes a polygon with a smaller area, when compared to convex
hull. Figure 5.13 demonstrates an example of both convex and concave hulls of a set of points.
As this figure shows, the concave hull minimizes the enclosed area and shows the area occupied
by the points more precisely.

Using concave hull, instead of convex hull, can improve the exclusion of larger areas and, to
some extent, solve the problem of the outer boundaries. Compared to a convex hull, it does not
enclose large empty spaces and, consequently, offers a much smaller polygon for the same points.
However, it only trims the regions at the edges and the issue of inner boundaries still exists. We
therefore need an approach that can be applied to each province instead of the entire area.

To achieve this, we employed the convex hulls of each province instead of the hull that contains
the whole place. This model is a combination of two different models to improve the original idea
of clipping: we form regions with the Voronoi diagram and hulls, and then utilize the hulls to clip
the Voronoi diagram. In addition to excluding areas at the edges of the entire area, this approach
removes areas that do not belong to any of the regions. Consequently, the whole diagram fits
into the convex hulls of the regions. Figure 5.14 depicts how this model generates more compact
regions, leaves out the areas that have no settlements, and, therefore, can be considered a more
precise representation of our sample dataset. Nevertheless, the visualization shows that not all
the empty parts are properly clipped and that there are overlaps of the hulls, which are formed
due to the convex property of hulls.

5.1.5 Convex Hulls
Computing a polygon that accurately shows the area that a set of points occupy is a classic
problem ([237]). Although convex hulls are not usable in combination with the Voronoi model, as
demonstrated above, they can be used on their own as an effective model to represent divisions.
We can therefore use convex hulls of a set of settlements that belong to a region as a model to
represent that region. The implementation of this model on the sample dataset in Figure 5.15 uses
settlements to represent the provinces in a two-level hierarchical dataset, as mentioned above. One
can apply this model to any levels of hierarchy in the bottom-up approach. At each hierarchical
level, points or subregions that belong to a higher-level container region, form a convex hull. As
Figure 5.16 shows, there are subregions inside a province and each is represented by a convex
hull. The implementation should consider building entities (settlements or regions) for each level
to create the hulls.

Convex hull offers an easy-to-implement and practical model in visualizations; however, it may
produce overlapping regions. Regions do not overlap in the real world and a settlement can only
belong to one region at a time. Thus, overlaps are the major issue that needs to be resolved.
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Figure 5.14: Voronoi diagram clipping by a convex hull of each region, implemented using Cornu’s Atlas data.
Each set of Voronoi cells that shape a region are clipped individually. Thus, the areas that contain no settlements
are not shown as part of a region. Clipping removes irrelevant spaces, as, for example, in Miṣr (Egypt). Al-ʿIrāq,
Aqūr (Northern al-ʿIrāq), al-Yaman (Yemen), Ḫūzistān, and Fārs (both at Southwest Iran) emerge with more clear
borders.

Figure 5.15: Convex hulls for visualizing regions of Cornu’s Atlas
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One major reason, as can be seen in Figure 5.15, is the property of the convex hull that leaves
unnecessary empty spaces (see Figures 5.12 and 5.13) and empty areas that cause overlaps.

Figure 5.16: Nested convex hulls of subordinate regions

It should also be mentioned that the accu-
racy of data (i.e., all the coordinates are certain
and accurate) that may cause overlap, is not our
focus here. We assume that the data is clean
and accurate and only evaluate the model ac-
cording to the implemented visualization. How-
ever, this model could be a visual way to find
those inaccuracies and problems in the data. A
basic example of such problems is when a point
of a region is misplaced in the middle of another
region and causes an unnecessary overlap. This example could be a case to investigate any inac-
curacies in the coordinates in the data.

5.1.6 Concave Hulls
We aim to tweak the process of computing a hull so that it effectively encompasses a set of points
by replacing convex hulls with concave hulls. Concave hulls supposedly generate tighter polygons
around the points. Therefore, the result, in comparison to the former models, will be regions with
more nuanced shapes that do not overlap, as can be seen in Figure 5.17. Compared to the convex
hull for the same set of points, the concave hull offers regions with minimum overlaps. Figure 5.18
provides a closer view of the two provinces, Si[ji]stān and al-Sind, represented with convex hulls
(left) and concave hulls (right). As shown in this figure, the overlaps of the convex hull model
are minimized using the concave hull model. Concave hulls include smaller empty areas, which
contain no sites (see Figures 5.12 and 5.13). A perfect example of such areas are deserts in which
no settlements are located: those areas are not computed as a part of a region in this model.
The deserts in modern (Central) Iran and the Peninsula of the Arabs (shown with red ellipses in
Figure 5.19) are left out of the concave hulls, while the convex hulls cover most of those areas.
Thus, this model offers a more precise visualization of regions, effectively excluding “no man’s
land”.

This model resolves almost all the major inefficiencies of the previous models. However, the
regions still need trimming. Water bodies are partly covered by some regions while, based upon
the underlying data, they are not part of the enclosing region. Moreover, closer study of the data
reveals some discrepancies. In other words, some computed regions do not reflect the corresponding
explanation of data. For example, the province of Miṣr (Egypt) is described along the delta and
valley of the Nile and this model does not produce the precise representation of it (shown by a
green ellipse in Figure 5.20). The calculation of the concave hull, which encompasses all the points
in this province, attaches some extra parts to this province in the shape of triangles. It also leaves
some settlements out of the relevant region. Therefore, the demonstration may go beyond the real
territory or exclude some parts of the region. We observe this effect in other regions with complex
geometries.
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Figure 5.17: Concave hulls, visualizing the regions of the Cornu’s Atlas

Figure 5.18: The Provinces of Si[ji]stān (upper, smaller) and al-Sind (lower, larger) visualized in two different ways:
(Left) concave hulls; (Right) convex hulls. Concave hulls minimize the overlap.

Figure 5.19: Examples of empty spaces (deserts in modern Iran and the peninsula of the Arabs with no settlements)
that are excluded from regional representations computed with the concave hull model.
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Figure 5.20: The province of Miṣr (Egypt), represented with the concave hull model.

5.1.7 Route Network
The models that we have discussed in the previous sections are based on the settlement data,
coordinates, and their regional categorization. In other words, we have always used places and
their position in space to model regions, as this is the most relevant information to define a region
in the first place. Moreover, settlements are the building blocks of regions at various levels of the
administrative hierarchy.

However, the models covered in the above sections also have disadvantages, as we discussed.
In addition, they do not utilize the route network. A route network is an important entity that
can be seen as another building block for regions in addition to settlements. In this section, we
will therefore propose an approach that benefits from combining settlements and routes when
modeling regions, by defining a region not only through settlements, but through routes.

To implement this model, we clustered entities that belong to the same region. We assigned a
particular color to each set of nodes and edges that form a region. In a complete graph of nodes
and edges of a route network, each set of nodes and edges of a region is assigned a distinct color.
In fact, this approach models regions by highlighting objects that are described as belonging to
it. It can thus be seen as the clustering of nodes and edges by specific properties.

Figure 5.21 illustrates the complete map of regions that this model produces. Each region
is depicted by a set of nodes and edges in the same color. The route sections that connect to
locations from two different regions are colored in gray (Figure 5.22). This approach inserts visual
gaps between regions, without recourse to borderlines. The extent of each region is precise and
clear without overlaps with other regions or water bodies. Additionally, areas that are clearly
not parts of regions are completely pruned. Accordingly, this model reflects our data that does
not concretely explain the expansion and shape of regions and offers precise visual and spatial
representation, which is applicable to multiple levels of administrative hierarchy—for example,
micro and macro regions.

5.1.8 Summary of Models for Administrative Hierarchy
In this section, we offered models for representing administrative hierarchy and provided imple-
mentations for each model. Through the development of adjustments and changes, the models
evolve from analytical tools, which provide a deep insight into particular historico-geographical
questions, toward a wider model that serves the general requirements of historical and geograph-
ical visualization. Thus, through the examples given above, we have shown that quadtree is an
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Figure 5.21: Modeling and visualizing the extent of provinces by assigning the same color to settlements and routes
that belong to the same administrative unit (province).

Figure 5.22: Route sections that connect two regions are gray to add a visual gap between regions and show a more
precise representation of the area that belongs to the regions according to the data. This helps us to highlight the
area of the regions with the corresponding settlements and routes in distinct colors. This example shows two routes
that connect Sanbīl in Ḫūzistān province (in brown) and Āsak to Arrāǧān in Fārs province (in pink), are in gray.
The above-mentioned settlements are shown with blue arrows.
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effective representation of density of settlements in space and that Voronoi diagrams offer a pow-
erful visual tool to analyze the changes of territories controlled by competing dynasties throughout
the course of their rule. We have also shown that convex and concave hulls enclose the regions
that encompass a set of settlements and, consequently, give effective results for adjusting Voronoi
diagrams. Finally, by integrating route networks, we have shown that we can visualize the extent
of regions, avoiding the imposition of the modern concept of borderlines.

5.2 Comparison Models
In this section, we will offer two models for the comparative study of geographical sources which
describe geographically similar hierarchical data and routes. The first model converts hierarchical
data into a matrix for a binary comparison. The second model proposes a method that simplifies
route networks so that the visualization and comparison of different networks is more straight-
forward. The models allow one to identify and then interpret descriptive patterns and spatial
understanding of various sources at the macro level. As in the first section, we will again use
Cornu’s Atlas and al-Muqaddasī’s book for testing the entire process. What we offer here allows
for not only the comparison of specific geographical sources, but also an approach to computation-
ally study differences, resemblances, and corresponding relations between complex geographical
descriptions from textual sources.

5.2.1 Hierarchical Data
We will now introduce a model to compare hierarchical data, which can be seen as an abstraction
of the description of administrative hierarchies. This model structures the hierarchical data and
includes lower-level objects in the containers as a set of binary vectors. The parent-child relation
in a tree structure for hierarchical data is represented by the binary values of a matrix. The
binary values are the minimum information required to similarly define the relations and make
them computationally comparable. Therefore, the number of all toponyms and all regions in two
(or more) sources will be m and n, respectively. This model proposes a two-dimensional binary
matrix A ∈ 0, 1m.n with toponyms as matrix rows and regions as columns to represent hierarchical
descriptions. This means, for a source with five provinces, the corresponding matrix will have
ten columns to hold the provinces and the total number of toponyms (in all provinces) will be
the number of rows. Therefore, a cell ai,j of the matrix A represents inclusion or exclusion of the
toponym i in the corresponding region j with 1 and 0 values, respectively (see Table 5.1a).

One can generate a matrix for both sources, meaning the number of columns is the total
number of regions in both sources and the number of rows is the total number of toponyms in
both sources, as the example in Table 5.1b shows. In this table, region1 and region2, which occur
in both sources, are represented in two columns: one for each source (reg1-s1 and reg1-s2 for
region1 and reg2-s1 and reg2-s2 for region2). Also, those toponyms that are not common in both
sources are indexed to represent the corresponding sources. For instance, topo1, topo2, and topo4

are common, while topoi-s2 and topoj-s1 are only present in source2 and source1, respectively.
Instead of one matrix for both sources, we have generated a matrix for each source and have used
both matrices in calculations. The union of toponyms as row labels is the key point to make the
matrix columns—which are regions—comparable. We will explain the details later in this section.
We use a matrix for both sources in the current implementation.
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reg1 reg2 reg3 reg4

topo1 1 0 0 0
topo2 0 1 0 0
topo3 0 1 0 0
topo4 0 0 0 0
topo5 1 0 1 1

(a) A matrix representing toponyms in regions
with binary values in one source.

reg1-s1 reg2-s1 reg1-s2 reg2-s2

topo1 1 0 1 0
topoi-s2 0 0 0 1
topoj-s1 1 0 0 0
topo3 0 1 0 1
topo4 1 0 0 1

(b) A matrix representing regions and toponyms in two
sources. Rows and columns are all the toponyms and regions
in both sources, respectively.

Table 5.1: Examples of matrices for representing hierarchical data in a single source (a) and in two sources (b).
Value 1 in a cell means the toponym in the corresponding row is in the region in the corresponding column and 0
means the opposite.

reg1 reg2 subregion1 subregion2 subregion3

toponym1 1 0 1 0 0
toponym2 0 1 0 1 0
subregion1 1 0 0 0 1
subregion2 0 1 0 0 0
subregion3 1 0 0 0 0

Table 5.2: A matrix that shows a hierarchical division. In addition to the toponyms that are in regions (or
subregions), it shows which subregions belong to higher level regions.

A matrix that thoroughly represents an administrative hierarchical tree will include all to-
ponyms from various levels of the tree. Rows are all settlements and subregions that belong to
a higher level region. Columns are all “container toponyms” including regions and subregions
(all container toponyms). Each container toponym will have a column to represent included set-
tlements and other subregions as well as a row to represent higher level regions in which they
are included. As in Table 5.2 subregion1 and subregion3 are in reg1, subregion2 is in reg2, and
toponym1 is in subregion1. To use this structure, one should select two consecutive hierarchical
levels in comparison, which we will describe later in this section.

Given two hierarchical datasets, we implement the above-mentioned comparison model by
building a binary matrix of both datasets. Then, we mathematically compare matrix columns
as pairs of vectors, where each vector is an abstract mathematical notation that we create from
textual descriptions. As mentioned above, we only need the sub-matrix, which includes only
toponyms from the same levels of corresponding hierarchical trees to compare descriptions of the
same regions in different datasets. We can take any two consecutive levels from both hierarchical
trees that correspond to each other. For example, in the hierarchical tree in Figure 5.23 we can
compare either provinces and subordinate regions or subordinate regions and settlements of these
trees. In other words, the model takes two container objects from two data sources, which are
regions from any level in a hierarchical tree, and compares their divisions.

We populate row and column labels with toponyms and regions from both sources and initialize
a matrix with 0 and 1 values. The union of toponyms and regions of both sources are computed
for the row and column labels, respectively. This will produce extra rows and columns for the
toponyms and regions of a source that are not mentioned in the other one. As an example,
toponyms in Regioni in both sources A and B in Table 5.3a form vectors as in Table 5.3b. As
in this table, the string values of toponymic names are then replaced by 0 and 1 values and the
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Figure 5.23: Comparing the hierarchical trees occurs at two consecutive levels to show how similarly or differently
two higher-level regions (tree nodes) are described in two different sources.

Regioni A Regioni B
toponym1 toponym3
toponym2 toponym4
toponym3

(a) Toponyms of a region in two different
sources A and B

Regioni A Regioni B
toponym1 1 0
toponym2 1 0
toponym3 1 1
toponym4 0 1

(b) Vector structure of each region, holding all
toponyms of both sources

Table 5.3: An example showing the creation of vectors for each region in a matrix structure for two sources. The
comparable vertices have the same length.

comparison process will deal with binary values instead of words and strings, which considerably
simplifies the comparison process.

The higher level nodes—the container regions/objects—in each comparison case (e.g., the sub-
ordinate regions level in Figure 5.23 in comparing each region’s subregions or settlements) should
be an identical list for both datasets, as mentioned above, to make the comparison meaningful.
This means that each comparison case shows how a certain level of divisions is described. If the
lists of regions are not identical in the sources, a preprocessing step is required to prepare a list
of provinces for the matrix. Differences in the list of regions might occur for various reasons: two
sources might label the same geographical and administrative region differently; a region might
not be in the hierarchical description of one source while described in another; or sources might
describe the divisions of the same geographical area differently (for instance, an area is described
as one region in one source while another source describes the same area with multiple regions).
One can prepare such a list by mapping regions of both sources that map each region in the first
source to zero, one, or multiple region(s) in the second source (or vice versa).

5.2.1.1 Test Data

As mentioned earlier, we have used this model to compare Cornu’s Atlas with two levels of hi-
erarchy and al-Muqaddasī’s book with multiple levels of hierarchy. In order to make these two
datasets comparable, we simplified the multi-level structure of the al-Muqaddasī’s data by remov-
ing subregions (inner nodes) of the hierarchical tree and then connecting the higher level regions
directly to the settlements. Figure 5.24 illustrates the tree nodes that we have eliminated. In this
implementation, this means that we converted the input file, which has the whole tree data struc-
ture, into a CSV file with three columns: “province,” “type,” and “settlement”. Then, we created
a dictionary of containers (here, provinces) in which lower level toponyms (here, settlements) are
located. This modification gives a tree structure of depth three for both datasets.
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Figure 5.24: Removing the inner nodes (subregions) to simplify the hierarchical data and create corresponding
levels for comparison.

While preparing hierarchical data, we need to make sure that geographical entities are consis-
tently identified in both datasets. The current implementation assumes that all the toponyms are
normalized and uniformly identified, which is done in the pre-processing step. This step is different
for various datasets, depending on the language used in datasets and required normalization. For
example, various spellings of the same toponyms and multiple names for the same place need to
be normalized and/or unified6. The map of regions will be the column labels and cell values are
then populated using both the regions and toponyms list.

We stored the data from Cornu as a JSON file from which we prepared a dictionary of regions
containing toponyms. Similarly, we prepared the al-Muqaddasī data using the type column in
the above-mentioned CSV file. Then, we create a dictionary for each region containing all the
toponyms as dictionary keys assign 1 and 0 values to the keys according to their inclusion/exclusion
in the corresponding region. The result can be a matrix for both sources or separate matrices for
each source, depending on the structure of the input data. Figure 5.25 is an example of a column
vector in a matrix that we created for the provinces of Miṣr (Egypt) and al-ʿIrāq from the al-
Muqaddasī data: settlements with value 1 belong to the corresponding province and those with
value 0, do not. As mentioned earlier, in a matrix holding both sources, for each common region
in either of the sources a separate column is allocated. For example, Miṣr (Egypt) is a province
in both sources in our dataset and two columns point to this province: one to Miṣr (Egypt) in
Cornu’s Atlas and the other to Miṣr (Egypt) in al-Muqaddasī’s book.

Using the matrix of top-level provinces, researchers will now be able to undertake one-to-one or
one-to-many mapping of the corresponding provinces. Figure 5.26 depicts the comparison between
the provincial divisions in both sources, which we have built from the comparison matrix created
above. The inner circle shows provinces in Cornu and the outer one corresponds to al-Muqaddasī.
This comparison depicts how two groups of provinces, al-Mašrīq and al-Maġrib, are represented in
al-Muqaddasī as macro-regions. Al-Muqaddasī considers Ḫurāsān, Sijistān, and Mā warāʾ al-nahr
(Transoxiana) of Cornu’s Atlas as al-Mašriq.

This type of comparison and visualization (Figure 5.26) is meaningful for provincial level de-
scription, where the number of toponyms are limited and data preparation is scalable. However,
it is not suitable for comparing hierarchical data at the toponym level. Therefore, we have offered
another application for comparison of sources at the lower levels of hierarchical trees (e.g., set-

6In our experience, the preparation step, even when done manually, might not be perfect. For example, there
might be some cases that we miss or we cannot recognize the multiple names of a place. This comparison model
can be used as a normalization/verification tool to identify what is missing, make corrections, and then repeat the
whole comparison process. This underscores the iterative nature of the algorithm where the model, which is based
on the data, helps to study the context and improve data consistency. Particularly, development of the theoretical
approaches helps data preparation and, conversely, the models evolve as the data improves.
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Figure 5.25: A two-dimensional matrix structure for hierarchical data for Miṣr (Egypt) and al-ʿIrāq provinces in
al-Muqaddasī’s book. The data partially shows two columns in the matrix and the corresponding rows dedicated
to the regions. Settlements are the row labels and the provinces are the column labels and 1 and 0 values specify
if a settlements is in the corresponding province or not, respectively.

Figure 5.26: Provincial divisions in Cornu’s Atlas (outer circle) and al-Muqaddasī’s book (inner circle). As it can
be seen, both sources often describe the same region, such as al-ʿIrāq, al-Jibāl, and al-Šām. Cornu (outer slices)
sometimes represents a single region in al-Muqaddasī’s book as multiple regions and never has a region that overlaps
two regions in al-Muqaddasī’s book.
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tlements) in Figure 5.27a. The underlying matrix of this implementation explains the provinces
composed of settlements and based upon that we develop the one-to-one comparison of the regions.
This application depicts how similar or different are Cornu’s Atlas and al-Muqaddasī’s book in
describing settlements in each region by showing absolute numbers of common and different to-
ponyms for each source. Each group of three bars in this figure corresponds to a region or a set of
regions. The red and blue bars indicate the number of toponyms mentioned for the corresponding
region in each source. The green bars show the number of toponyms that both sources describe
in the corresponding region, stating the number of common toponyms. It should be noted that
in this example, the number of toponyms from Cornu’s Atlas is 2, 175 while we have only 1, 090

toponyms from the annotated parts of al-Muqaddasī’s book7, thus, makes it hard to draw any
concrete comparative conclusion. However, this example shows the applicability of the model.
Figure 5.27b illustrates a normalized view of this data, as a complementary visualization.

This model, as discussed above, offers a new perspective on the geographical source case studies
and an effective approach to develop comparative workflows of hierarchical divisions data. It can
also work as a general model for comparison of multiple sources. In this case, assume we have
n > 2 number of sources and each has multiple regions R and each region has a set of toponyms T .
The process of generating the comparison matrix of regions and toponyms starts with preparing
the list of toponyms of all regions and mapping the regions. The mapping step creates a map of
regions of the same administrative divisions from different sources in order to make a comparable
list of regions. As mentioned before, a region in a source might map to zero, one, or multiple
regions in another source, as described below:

• If a specific geographical area is not described in one of the sources, then we can either
exclude it from the comparison process or include it in the process, but all the row values
for that column in the comparison matrix will get the value of 0. It then will show zero
overlap of those regions in the comparison, which is a way of representing the difference in
describing an area in both sources.

• For the regions in one source that map to exactly one region in the other source, we yield a
one-to-one mapping of the corresponding regions. This case is straightforward, as discussed
above. The only complication in this case could be differences in the names of corresponding
regions, which should be removed by normalizing and mapping the names.

• The other case is that one (or multiple) region(s) in one of the sources correspond to multiple
(or a different number of) regions in the other sources at the same level of the hierarchy.
This can be resolved by mapping the region(s) in one source to the region(s) in the other
source so that each mapped case describes the similar geographical and administrative area.
This will create a one-to-many or many-to-many mapping of the regions.

The preparation process, as described above, can then be followed by creating the matrix
structure, as described, and applying the comparative computations and visualizations.

5.2.2 Route Networks
In this section we will introduce a model to assist with the comparison of route network descrip-
tions. This model converts curved paths in a network to more straightened paths which will allow

7The annotated file is available at: https://raw.githubusercontent.com/OpenITI/0400AH/master/data/
0390Muqaddasi/0390Muqaddasi.AhsanTaqasim/0390Muqaddasi.AhsanTaqasim.MSG20191024-ara1.

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/OpenITI/0400AH/master/data/0390Muqaddasi/0390Muqaddasi.AhsanTaqasim/0390Muqaddasi.AhsanTaqasim.MSG20191024-ara1
https://raw.githubusercontent.com/OpenITI/0400AH/master/data/0390Muqaddasi/0390Muqaddasi.AhsanTaqasim/0390Muqaddasi.AhsanTaqasim.MSG20191024-ara1
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(a) Absolute values show the number of common and source-specific toponyms for each region

(b) Normalized view, shows percentages of common and source-specific toponyms for each source

Figure 5.27: Application of the model for comparing hierarchical data. This chart represents the absolute number of
common and different toponyms that Cornu’s Atlas ([130]) and annotated parts of al-Muqaddasī’s book ([212, 213])
describe for each region, with 2, 157 and 1, 090 toponyms from each source, respectively.
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for the production of less complicated network visualizations. The benefit of this is that simplified
networks make it much easier to compare different networks with each other.

This model is based on the assumption that descriptions of routes between major cities in both
sources are similar. For instance, both Cornu and al-Muqaddasī describe the paths that connect the
capital cities in Islamic provinces. Although the detailed descriptions of routes between destination
points are not the same, there are still certain similarities in descriptions, which our model can use
to simplify both networks and align them with each other. As just mentioned, simplified versions
of networks can be used for visual comparison of networks in order to identify similarities and
differences between them, which otherwise are not easy to spot.

Simplification in the context of this model focuses on the visual aspect. The idea, as described
earlier, is to reshape the network so that its edges (route sections) appear in less curved shapes,
while the routes still represent the same connectivity as the original network. This model, in fact,
uses route sections and their lengths together with the positions of nodes in a network to redraw
curved paths into straighter paths by repositioning the nodes along the paths. Despite the changes
that occur in the spatial positions of the nodes while reshaping the network, the model is designed
to preserve the proportional distances as a fundamental property of the route network and to
produce a scaled version of the network. Unlike line simplification algorithms ([238, 239, 240])
this model does not reduce or eliminate the nodes, but rather employs a different method of
polygonal approximation of the simplified paths in a network; however, a general analogy between
the core ideas reveals similar objectives shared by this model and the line simplification algorithms.

In graph theory, the degree of a vertex (node) of graph G = (V,E), where V is the set of
vertices and E is the set of (undirected) edges, is the number of incident edges to that vertex. In
the example in Figure 5.30, vertices u and v have the degree of 3 and 2, respectively. Given graph
G, the incident edge is defined as below:

Let u, v ∈ V be vertices of G. Let e = u, v ∈ E be an edge of G. Then, e = u, v is
incident to u and v, or joins u and v. Similarly, u and v are incident to e, as Figure 5.28
illustrates.

The implementation of this model starts with reconstructing the paths between the high-degree
nodes8 in a network. The rationale is that such nodes are often major centers or settlements and are
usually mentioned in various geographical descriptions as are the paths connecting them to other
centers or settlements. For example, Baġdād, Dimašq, and Fusṭāṭ are all high-degree nodes in
both Cornu’s and al-Muqaddasī’s route networks. In addition, high-degree nodes, because of their
centrality, are often identified by the geographical coordinates on which we base our calculations.

The idea is to redraw the paths between the centers on a straight line and repeat this process
until we cover as many network nodes as possible. In other words, we reconstructed the paths
by putting the locations along the path on a straight line from the source to destination (see
Figure 5.29). We did this by placing the geographical coordinates and bearing of the nodes
together with a path that connects them. We have assumed that the distance of the route sections
are given. Since these paths partially or completely—depending on the network data—shape the
network, a simplified form of the paths will shape the simplified network.

8To implement the algorithm, we started with nodes that have the highest degree and then, according to the
number of the nodes that the algorithm can generate with those initial nodes, we chose lower degrees. This threshold
may vary based on the characteristics of the network, minimum and maximum degree of the network graph, and
number of vertices with minimum or maximum degree. One can try the algorithm with various threshold values
and see which value gives the best result by analyzing the resulting graph. The aim is to traverse the graph so that
the simplified graph holds all the vertices and edges of the original.
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Figure 5.28: Incident edge in a graph.
Edge e = u, v is incident to u and v, or
joins u and v. Similarly, u and v are
incident to e.

The process starts with the high-degree nodes in a network
to find all the existing paths between them. Using the exact
coordinates of the high-degree nodes (i.e., source and des-
tination), we calculated the shortest geographical distance9

between the source and the destination, which is the length
of the straight line connecting them. Thus, we generated a
hypothetical line between the source and the destination on
which we can then pin places along the path. To achieve this,
we need to know how far we should move from the current
location toward the destination to reach the new location of
the next place along the path. To calculate this, we assumed that there is a line connecting n1 to
n2 with length Dd, as in Figure 5.29 (Left). The proportional distance of point n1 from P1, d′1,
on the straight line is calculated in 5.2:

d′1 =
d1 ×Dd

Do
, (5.2)

where d1 is the original distance of the route section from P1 to d1 and Do if the length of the
original path from P1 to P2, which is sum of the length of all route sections along this path.
Then, we calculate the geographical bearing (navigation)10 (Figure 5.30) of P2 (destination) from
P1 (source) to know towards which direction we should move to find a new coordinate of n1 at
distance d′1.

Now, we have derived all the required values to calculate the new location of (n1) along the path
on the above-mentioned hypothetical line: coordinates of the current point P1, the distance and
bearing from P1. This process repeats every time that new coordinates are attained by replacing
the previous location, P1 in the above example, with the newly calculated coordinates (n1) to
find the next location along the path (n2) until it reaches the destination (P2). The details of the
process are given below:

1. Choose the source and destination.

2. Find a path from the source to the destination.

3. Find the source and destination coordinates.
9Geographical distance is measured along the surface of the earth and can be based on flat, spherical, and

ellipsoidal abstractions of that surface. The flat surface measurement may be useful over small distances and the
accuracy of the measurement decreases with greater separation of the points and in areas close to the geographic
poles. Spherical and particularly ellipsoidal approximations with less error rate. However, calculating the exact
distance is unattainable if one attempts to account for every irregularity on the surface of the earth. Here, we have
used The Great Circle distance ([241, p. 322-326]) in the calculations with almost 0.5% error rate (not more than
0.5% for latitude and 0.2% for longitude ([242, p. 10])). There are various methods and formulations to calculate
this distance ([243]), from which we have derived the following formulation:
Let ϕ1, λ1 and ϕ2, λ2 be the geographical latitude and longitude in radians of two points 1 and 2, ∆ϕ, ∆λ be their
absolute differences, and R the radius of Earth; then the distance can be computed as

2R · arcsin
√

sin2(
δϕ

2
) + cosϕ1 · cosϕ2 · sin2(

δλ

2
).

10Bearing is the measurement of direction, with reference to North, towards which we move to reach a geographical
location form the current location. It is expressed in miles or degree that specifies the horizontal angle clockwise to
North between two locations or objects. The direction in calculating the bearing is crucial. It means the bearing
of location A to location B is completely different from location B to A. Thus, we have to set the source and
destination carefully in calculating the bearing (see Figure 5.30). Otherwise, we may locate the places in wrong
geographical direction.
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Figure 5.29: Calculating new distances for lower-degree nodes based on the direct distance between two higher-
degree nodes (D) and original distances mentioned in the source (di). (Left): An arbitrary path in a network;
(Right): Simplified version of the path on a straight line. The original distances (di) on the original path are
converted to new distances (d�i) on the straight line with the same proportions.

Figure 5.30: Bearing shows the direction from one location to another, as an angle measured clockwise from the
North direction. (Left): Bearing of B from A; (Right): Bearing of A from B.

4. Calculate the direct distance, which is the length of the connecting direct line (Euclidean
distance).

5. Calculate the geographical bearing/navigation between the source and destination.

6. Calculate the length of the path by accumulating the length of the individual edges from
the source to destination in the distance in the network.

7. If the next (neighbor) node on the path is not yet processed—source and destination nodes
are recognized as processed nodes—perform the following steps:

(a) Calculate the distance to the next node in the path: if the previous node(s) has/have
been skipped because they had been processed in previous iterations, the calculation
must consider the skipped distances. Otherwise, the distance needs to be calculated
between the previous node to the current node.

(b) Calculate the proportional distance to the next node on the direct line from source to
destination according to the original distance between the node and the next (neighbor)
node on the path and length of the direct line.

(c) Calculate the possible coordinate according to the computed proportional distance and
the bearing.

(d) Add the node to the list of processed nodes.

8. If the node is already processed:

(a) Update the distance variable by adding the distance of the current node.

(b) Move to the next node in the path and repeat 7 until the destination is reached.
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Figure 5.31: Traversing paths between higher-degree nodes (in red) to meet lower-degree nodes (in blue).

9. Start the next iteration from 2 until all possible paths are traversed.

10. Iterate over the list of the initial node list in 1 to process all the high-degree nodes.

Figure 5.29 illustrates the calculation of proportional distances and the new coordinates for
lower-degree nodes based on the graph traversal (Figure 5.31). The traversal of all the paths
between higher degree nodes meets lower degree nodes. One can set a minimum value for the
node degree.

5.2.2.1 Post-processing

The above process traverses all the possible paths between the high-degree nodes to position the
nodes in the first iteration. However, it might not cover the whole network since, depending on
the network, it might leave the paths connected to the low-degree nodes non-traversed. Thus,
it requires a post-processing step to identify the nodes that are not yet processed. This step is
meant to populate the network with as many missing nodes as possible. Keeping in mind that a
node without exact coordinates in the network might alter the process, the underlying premise of
the model assumes that all (source/destination) nodes have coordinates. However, we only need
source and destination coordinates in each path. Then, we can discuss modifications to the model
that should be considered if a network includes nodes without coordinates. Below are the steps
to perform:

1. Gather the list of unprocessed nodes.

2. Order the list based on the ascending node degrees; thus the lowest-degree nodes, namely of
degree 1, will be processed first. This is done to traverse the longer paths, which process more
nodes along the way. Therefore, the path traversal iterations and thus the whole process will
be shorter. Besides, traversing a longer path once puts the nodes on straighter lines than
traversing the same path in smaller subordinate paths, which constitute the longer path, in
multiple iterations.

3. Find all the paths from high-degree nodes to these nodes.

4. Follow steps 3 to 10 in the process described above.

5. Update the source and destination and repeat the iteration from step 3.
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Figure 5.32: An example illustration of applying simplified networks in network comparison.

As mentioned above, this procedure might not thoroughly re-create the network if there are
nodes without geographical coordinates at the source or destination positions in pathfinding, since
the shortest distance and geographical bearing calculations require coordinates. This leads to
missing the nodes along the paths that do not have coordinates for source and/or destination
points. To minimize this outcome, we processed those paths by searching for the nearest node
to the source/destination that has coordinates and by traversing the shortened path that ends
at this node instead of the destination. As soon as the path is traversed up to the latest node
with coordinates, the rest of the nodes along the path can be located based on the forthcoming
distances as the path is being traversed at the same geographical bearing. This method, conse-
quently, covers the nodes in a path along which at least two nodes have geographical coordinates.
Despite the fact that the new coordinates might not be as accurate as the paths with source and
destination coordinates, this re-creates a simplified version of a network that is intended to be
used in comparisons rather than for locating the exact coordinates of places for which we do not
have coordinates—here called unknown places. In other words, the model is originally based on
the approximate location of the places and proportional distances. For this reason, the above-
mentioned issue does not affect the objective inasmuch as the model is able to create simplified
versions of networks suitable for comparison.

5.2.2.2 Applications

This model, as mentioned, can be applied in comparative visualizations of various networks to
represent similarities and differences. A simplified version of a network offers a more schematic
view, but without the loss of major information. Figure 5.32 illustrates an example of visualization
to compare part of the data from two networks. In this figure, points n1, n2, and n3, occur on
the path P1P2 in Network A and the same points occur on the same path in Network B, but n1

is in a different distance to P1 and n2. In addition, Network B has two more points on the same
path: n′

1 and n4. This example shows how the model allows one to eliminate all the unnecessary
visual complexities and details to represent the similarities and differences. Figure 5.33 is a
visualization of Cornu’s Atlas route network in its original (Figure 5.33a) and in a simplified shape
(Figure 5.33b).

Another application of this model is estimating the geographical location of unknown places,
but whose place in the network is specified. Since the simplification model relocates the places
along the paths, all of these places will be assigned a coordinate, regardless of whether they have
coordinates or not. Therefore, places that already have coordinates will be given a new coordinate
and unknown places will be assigned geographical coordinates. The coordinates, as mentioned
above, are proportionally computed by using the distances between the unknown places and their
neighbors.
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(a) Original network

(b) Simplified version

Figure 5.33: The route network of Cornu’s Atlas
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5.3 Unknown Places
The process of identifying the classical toponyms—after the extraction, matching, and disambigua-
tion steps—often leaves a list of unknown places, as first mentioned in Section 5.2.2.1. Unknown
places are those without any exact geographical locations, as there is no possible geographical
reference to locate them on a map by means of straightforward automatic or manual approaches.
Places that no longer exist and for which we cannot find any reference in historical gazetteers
are examples of such places. Unknown places are significant from a research perspective because
they leave gaps in data structures, models, and visualizations and may interrupt computational
processes. However, some contextual information in the textual description of these places could
be used to identify them. In this section, we will introduce another model11 to approximate
geographical locations for unknown places based on the underlying route network.

Depending on the contextual information and the purpose of the study, the approach toward
identifying unknown places may vary. For example, in archaeological studies, where the result
of mapping will be used in excavations, the approach should aim to obtain precise coordinates.
([244]) introduces an approach to find the exact location of sites mentioned on a tablet to be
used in historical and archaeological investigations. This approach takes into account the mere
mention of two toponyms on the same tablet as the contextual information for unknown places. It
then defines a relation between them where there is no itinerary. Tobler assumes that places that
are frequently mentioned together are geographically closer than places that are not frequently
mentioned together. Hence, he fills the gap of geographical distance by calculating the social
interaction between the places using the gravity model ([245]).

Distance is a basic geographical relation. The model we have introduced here adopts the
distances and existing coordinates in a network to estimate the geographical coordinates. In other
words, it utilizes the existing quantitative information, which has been already extracted and is
applicable to similar datasets. It is applicable to the places with a measured connection to one or
more places in the underlying network or itinerary data.

There are various cases of connections between the unknown and coordinated places in a
network. The first case is that the toponym in question is connected to only one coordinated
toponym. Figure 5.34 (Left) illustrates this case, where u1, an unknown place, is only identified
by a connection of length d1 to p1, an exact location. In this case, u1 could be any point on the
circle C(p1, d1), as Figure 5.34 (Right) depicts.

The second case is when an unknown place is connected to at least two other coordinated
places. Suppose we have two points, p1 and p2, at d1 and d1 distance from a third point, an
unknown point, respectively. Accordingly, the possible points at which the unknown point could
be located are the geometric intersection points of two circles, one with center p1 and radius d1,
C(p1, d1), and the other with center p2 and radius d2, C(p1, d1). Figure 5.35 (Left) shows a case
in which the unknown point u1 is connected to two identified places p1 and p2. In Figure 5.35
(Right) the intersection of the two circles C(p1, d1) and C(p2, d2) represents the possible positions
of u1.

We test this approach on a sample dataset from al-Muqaddasī’s route networks, implementing
Algorithm 5. The algorithm creates a graph of nodes (Line 2) and then searches for the nodes
without coordinates that have more than one neighbor with exact locations to start the compu-

11The first model is discussed in Section 5.2.2.2, where we introduced the application of network simplification
model.
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Figure 5.34: (Left): Unknown place u1 (in red) is defined by a single connection to the identified location p1 at
the certain distance d1; (Right): All the points on the circumference on the circle C(p1, d1) represent potential
locations of u1.

Figure 5.35: (Left): Unknown place u1 (in red) is defined by two connections to the identified locations p1 and p2
at the distances d1 and d2, respectively; (Right): Two intersection points of the circles C(p1, d1) and C(p2, d2) are
the possible locations of u1.

tation (Lines 6 to 9). These nodes have “null” values for the coordinate property in the graph g.
Having the coordinates of their first two closest neighbors, the algorithm projects them using the
predefined projection coordinate system12 (see Figure 5.36). We use epsg:26915 projection system
in the example (Line 3). Then, it draws a circle with a radius of the distance from the neighbors
and intersects the circles (Lines 22 and 23). If the circles intersect, it re-projects the intersection
points back to the WGS system,13, which yields the coordinates on earth (Lines 24 to 26). This
obtains a pair of coordinates for each place of null coordinates. Then, a quick calculation for
finding the coordinates on the middle of the line that connects the two new coordinates is done to
assign the new coordinates to the unknown node in the graph as a property (Line 27).

The sample dataset has 1, 146 nodes, according to the annotated data that we have generated,
of which 447 nodes are unknown. The number of nodes that are connected to zero, one, two, three,
and four coordinated neighbors are 110, 212, 112, 10, and 3, respectively. We ran the algorithm
on the nodes that have two neighbors, which yields new coordinates for more than 43% of the
unknown places (49 new coordinates out of 112 unknown places). Figure 5.37 visualizes the result
of the implementation in which known places are represented in green and new coordinates for
the unknown places are represented by red circles. Figure 5.38 represents a closer view on part of

12A Projected Coordinate System (PCS) is based on a Geographic Coordinate System (GCS) and is defined on a
flat, two-dimensional plane. It is used to translate the physical objects on the three-dimensional spherical and curved
surface of earth to a two-dimensional surface (see Figure 5.36). The translation is commonly called “projection”
and produces constant lengths, angles, and areas across the two dimensions. Ellipsoidal or spherical surfaces work
best to represent and approximate the surface of earth. These surfaces are then formed into cylinders, cones, or
flat maps. From the mathematical point of view, it is the transformation of geodesic positions into rectangular
grid (Cartesian) coordinates (x, y) values, called the x- and y-coordinate, respectively. The former represents the
horizontal position and the latter is the vertical position of an entity relative to the center of a grid. The center of
the grid is at the (0, 0) position.

13WGS is a Geographic Coordinate System (GCS). A GCS defines the locations on earth using a spherical
three-dimensional surface that is used to specify the real world points. WGS belongs to this category.
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Algorithm 5: This algorithm uses the triangulation approach to approximate the loca-
tion of the unknown places that are connected to two places with exact coordinates in a
route network. It yields two coordinates from which one can either choose one of them or
use a custom function to specify a point between them as the new coordinates and assign
it as a property to the node in the underlying network.

1 function findLostCoordinates (routesF ile)
Input : CSV file of route sections with source and destination coordinates of known

places, and distances.
Output: A graph of routes including newly found coordinates for the unknown places.

2 g ← createGraph(routesF ile)
3 proj ← Proj(epsg : 26915)
4 found← numberOfNullCoordinates
5 prevFound← 0
6 while found ̸= prevFound do
7 prevFound← found
8 for node in g do
9 if node has null coordinates and len(neighbors(node)) > 1 then

10 neighbors[node]← []
11 for neighbor of node do
12 if neighbor has coordinates then
13 neighbors[node].append(n)
14 end
15 end
16 nei1← closestNeighbor[0]
17 nei2← closestNeighbor[1]
18 x1, y1← proj(nei1[coordinate])
19 x2, y2← proj(nei2[coordinate])
20 r1← distance(node, nei1)
21 r2← distance(node, nei2)
22 circle1← Point(x1, y1).buffer(Decimal(r1)).boundary
23 circle2← Point(x2, y2).buffer(Decimal(r2)).boundary
24 if circle1.intersects(circle2) then
25 newCoord1← proj(intersectionPoint1, inverse = True)
26 newCoord2← proj(intersectionPoint2, inverse = True)

// Find the middle point between the new coordinates and set it as the new
coordinate of the node.

27 node[coordinates]← findMiddlePoint(newCoord1, newCoord2)
28 found← found− 1

29 end
30 end
31 end
32 end
33 return g
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Figure 5.36: Map projection is a transformation of the entities on the spherical sur-
face of earth to a two-dimensional plane (Image source: http://what-when-how.com/gps/
datums-coordinate-systems-and-map-projections-gps-part-2).

Figure 5.37: Result of the triangulation approach in Algorithm 5 tested on a sample dataset from al-Muqaddasī’s
book. The red points represent the new estimated locations for the unknown places that are connected to two
coordinated places in the network.

the data that is visualized on different map tiles with modern cities names available.
The third case is when an unknown point is connected to more than two coordinated locations;

for example, to three points (Figure 5.39). The new information that the third connection adds is
the lost piece of the puzzle by which we can find the exact coordinates of the unknown place. The
premise in this approach is that the distances and all the calculations—such as converting classical
distance values to modern values and all the geometric computations and projections—are precise
enough to compute the coordinates. Nevertheless, if the circles do not intersect for any reason,
such as the imprecise distances or projection of the coordinates, this approach may not be able to
estimate the location.

http://what-when-how.com/gps/datums-coordinate-systems-and-map-projections-gps-part-2
http://what-when-how.com/gps/datums-coordinate-systems-and-map-projections-gps-part-2
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Figure 5.38: A closer view of a part of the map in Figure 5.37, visualized on different map tiles.

Figure 5.39: (Left): Unknown place u1 (in red) is connected to three exact locations p1, p2, and p3 at the distances
d1, d2, and d3, respectively; (Right): The intersection point of the circles C(p1, d1), C(p2, d2), and C(p3, d3) is the
possible location of u1.



Chapter 6

Al-Ṯurayyā, a Gazetteer and a
Spatial Model of the Classical
Islamic World

In historical research, gazetteers play an important role which has not been largely acknowledged.
Many historical places no longer exist and place names and spellings might have significantly
changed through time. Digitization of historical texts and improvements in the algorithms used
for extracting place names makes the enormous potential of indexing that data more feasible.
Gazetteers provide an authoritative reference to geographical entities (not just “place names”)
stored in the form of stable URIs. They map spatial entities to real available geographical places
and may also provide a classification of place types. Using maps, gazetteers also allow researchers
to place people and events in spatial context. Modern geographical studies and investigations are
often based on maps which make the gazetteers a complement to maps ([127]). An increasing
interest in digital gazetteers in recent years has been building bridges between the geospatial
web and the semantic web. This is the first reason and motivation of the growing interest in
developing and using digital gazetteers, as ([127]) explains. More and more digital humanities
research projects have been extensively using digital gazetteers as a backbone and an established
resource.

In this chapter, we introduce a gazetteer, al-Ṯurayyā1 ([9]), which also features a spatial model
of the classical Islamic world, including over 2, 000 toponyms and route sections georeferenced
from Cornu’s Atlas. According to ([127]), since the information on the web is not necessarily
geographical but semantic, the idea of linked data ([246]) proposes connecting related information.
Al-Ṯurayyā, therefore, is also designed to facilitate collecting and engaging related geographical
information by providing links to external sources.

1The name al-Ṯurayyā, “Pleiades” in Arabic, is a tribute to Pleiades Gazetteer (https://pleiades.stoa.org/),
which was the main source of inspiration at the early stage of development of this project.
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6.1 Introducing al-Ṯurayyā

Al-Ṯurayyā is the new version of the project2, using Cornu’s Atlas to represent geographical infor-
mation of the classical Islamic world in different provinces from Spain and North Africa to India.
The project’s original aim was to develop an extensive gazetteer of the Islamic Empire where a pri-
mary attribute of collection objects is their location, represented by their geographical coordinates.
Coordinates can be attached to any type of available information about a geographic location—
any georeferenced piece of information. Providing the above-mentioned essential elements of a
gazetteer entry, al-Ṯurayyā supports several functions to answer the “where is” question by pro-
viding contextual information and key factors as attestations, like administrative hierarchy of
locations. The current implementation expands the gazetteer features and serves as a spatial
model through which one can visualize geographical entities; that is, places, routes, itineraries,
paths, and networks. The programmatic shell of the gazetteer can be reused with different data:
that is, researchers can use their own data sources prepared according to al-Ṯurayyā’s data model
and benefit from the full functionality for that specific dataset. Data preparation, which has been
done in the early version, has taken the contextual factors into account and represented them in
the underlying models and algorithms.

Visualization of travel and movement allows one to explore the Islamic Empire from differ-
ent perspectives. Additionally, one can perform pathfinding inquiries, such as searching for the
shortest—whether the shortest path is always the desired one depends on the travel condition—
and/or the shortest safe path to travel from one location to another. More abstract questions and
aspects could be covered according to this model, such as visualization of reachability from a center
in the entire Islamic Empire and territories of control. Al-Ṯurayyā combines simulation models
for navigation with distance information from Cornu’s Atlas. Its data model takes into account
connectivity and spatial relations of entities, various types of settlements and divisions in classical
geography, and additional evidence and references provided by the context. It is designed to serve
as a starting point for visual representation and analysis of spatial data in the written sources,
and as a tool for answering meaningful, complex research questions about the pre-modern world,
its geographical shaping, and spatial mentality. Al-Ṯurayyā is also designed to be connected to
available secondary sources related to the geographical entities as well as to primary sources.

The list of settlements and routes as well as the distances are produced during the digitization
and georeferencing process of Cornu’s Atlas using QGIS software3. Settlements are assigned a
category that specifies a geographical/administrative type, such as capital, metropole, city, town,
or village, and the routes are specified with the connecting points and length (lengths of path
sections were calculated in QGIS). The data model also enables representation of multiple levels of
hierarchical divisions, such as provinces, regions, settlements. In the current version of al-Ṯurayyā,
the spatial model is limited to a static representation of pathfinding and network reachability.

6.2 Gazetteer
Creating a map with relevant geospatial details for the classical Islamic world requires an effort
to design a proper data model and representation of the data, while for modern transportation

2The previous version, developed at Tufts University is [247]
3A free and open source Geographic Information System (https://www.qgis.org/en/site).

https://www.qgis.org/en/site
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networks it is relatively straightforward by using modern Application Programming Interfaces
(APIs) and Geographical Information Systems (GIS). Precise coordinates of places for primary
use in al-Ṯurayyā are obtained by georeferencing from Cornu’s Atlas. Each location is stored
together with technical and historical information from the source atlas with links to contextual
information in primary and secondary sources. Al-Ṯurayyā provides the required components of
a gazetteer entry: a geographic name; a geographic location represented by coordinates; and a
type designation. With these attributes, it can function as a tool for indirect spatial location
identification through names and types. Below is a detailed description of the gazetteer’s features:

• Information of the places as in Figure 6.1:

– Coordinates of the underlying geometry

– URI of the current gazetteer entry

– Coordinate certainty

– The region URI to which the toponym in question belongs

– The source, from which the technical data is provided

– Settlement type according to the source, such as metropole, capital, town, and village

– Names in English and Arabic, and their transliterated forms with the possibility to add
other languages

– Any additional available information and description in the data (e.g., Figure 6.1 shows
a short passage about Baghdād together with the technical data.)

• Descriptions of the toponym in question from primary sources and links to the available
secondary sources: al-Ṯurayyā facilitates inclusion of references to preprocessed entries from
primary and secondary sources. The entries are stored and retrieved in separate data files.
The reference information is then displayed together with other technical information on a
toponym in question (Figure 6.2). In the current dataset4, matching records from the pri-
mary sources are automatically matched using the fuzzywuzzy5 python library. The certainty
of the matching record is shown as a percentage value next to each item (see Figure 6.2b).

• Search a toponym in Arabic or transliterated form (see Figure 6.3)

6.3 Spatial Model
Building a spatial model requires more information than that which gazetteers usually provide.
Routes that connect sites are the key elements for generating a route network, which can be used
for simulating and visualizing travels and movements. Accordingly, al-Ṯurayyā offers a set of
functionalities implemented in two main modules of the spatial model. The model then facilitates
studying the space segmentation, administrative divisions, and various forms of pathfinding. One
module represents paths and itineraries of various complexities and the other one models the
flood network of one or multiple center(s). This section positions this spatial model as a tool

4The current data provides the description only from al-Ḥimyarī’s Rawḍ al-Miʿṭār. However, any number of
other sources can be added to the data model.

5https://pypi.org/project/fuzzywuzzy

https://pypi.org/project/fuzzywuzzy
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Figure 6.1: A place (Baġdād/Baghdad) is selected in al-Ṯurayyā and the available information of the place is shown
on the left panel, including a short description of the place (at the top), links to the existing secondary sources, an
the technical information (at the bottom).

(a) List of matching records about the toponym in question from primary sources

(b) Description from a source in expanded view

Figure 6.2: Entries from the primary sources matching a selected toponym in al-Ṯurayyā. (a) List of primary
sources from which relevant information to the place is being shown; (b) Expanded view of one of the sources,
showing the relevant content from that source.
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Figure 6.3: Search panel and possible matches from the list of toponyms in al-Ṯurayyā

for answering meaningful and complex research questions about the classical Islamic world and a
starting point for visual analysis of similar data.

We will explain this model through a general overview of features. The underlying data is
prepared with regard to the historical evidence as described in ([248]). It contains sites of various
types organized in different administrative divisions and routes, each specified with a length.
Route networks and hierarchical geographical entities are complex objects modeled from atomic
entities—sites and route sections.

6.3.1 Provinces and Administrative Divisions
As discussed in Section 4.2.1, administrative divisions build the relations between atomic entities
(i.e., settlements), without introducing complex objects, such as polygons, in the dataset. In other
words, we leveraged this relation to model divisions and depict them as individual higher-level
geographical entities. Thus, places that belong to the same category of divisions form a region.
Additionally, the route sections also represent another type of relation between places in the same
region.

Regions in al-Ṯurayyā are represented in a map of regions/provinces using the model described
in Section 5.1.7, where each region is visualized with a specific color. Thus, the places and
routes in the same color illustrate the geographical position and administrative extent of a region
(Figure 6.4). A list of regions is also populated on the left panel, from which the user can select
a specific region to highlight and display an isolated view of a region (see Figure 6.5).

This feature is not only a simple visualization of the data, but also a model for administrative
divisions. The current data specifies only one level of division, which is considered as the main
provinces for a specific era. However, the data model can be used for more granular levels of hier-
archical divisions with arbitrary types of macro- and micro-regions. This model suggests a method
for representing regions which perfectly fits the existing data without causing any abnormalities
that interfere with modeling and analyzing the real world phenomena and historical evidence (see
Section 5.1.7).

6.3.2 Pathfinding and Itineraries
Route sections data underlies the route network upon which we implemented the pathfinding fea-
tures to visually describe travels and movements. The features include finding the shortest and
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Figure 6.4: The map of regions in al-Ṯurayyā where each region is represented by a specific color.

Figure 6.5: The map of regions, now focused on the province al-Šām (Greater Syria) in al-Ṯurayyā, showing a user’s
selection (shown at the left and highlighted in red).
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Figure 6.6: Pathfinding feature in al-Ṯurayyā computing both the shortest (red) and optimal (green) paths from
Baġdād (Baghdad) to Fusṭāṭ (Cairo).

optimal paths between a source and a destination in the underlying route network as well as form-
ing an itinerary with specified stops along the way. The shortest path is calculated and visualized
by implementing Dijkstra’s single source shortest path model ([249]). The implementation is also
adjusted to contain a number of arbitrary stops on the way from the source to the destination
that the user chooses to shape an itinerary.

The optimal path is a modified version of the shortest path where the constituent routes are
not longer than a threshold value. It enforces the length of a day of travel as the threshold in the
computations. This limitation is to avoid the routes that do not take the travelers to a way station
within a day to overnight and survive the brutal conditions of travel and, thus, are considered
“dangerous.” Accordingly, the calculated optimal path has the highest number of stops along
the way. This approach obtains a more realistic view of travel in the pre-modern period, where
different paths of travel had to be considered and the facilities, infrastructures, and conditions
limited the choices available.

The shortest-path algorithm constructs the path step by step by selecting the shortest possible
route section to take at each step. The optimal path tweaks this algorithm and biases the selection
of routes by engaging the threshold value. This value is in fact within-a-day travel distance, which
has been calculated by [248] based on the descriptions of the routes and distances in relevant
primary sources.

Figure 6.6 is an example of pathfinding in al-Ṯurayyā where the algorithm computes the
shortest and optimal paths from Baġdād to Fusṭāṭ, colored in red and green respectively. In
this example, the former takes travelers through the Syrian desert without considering any safety
measures while the latter computes a “safer” shortest path. The optimal path avoids the risk of
taking the longer routes through the desert with a smaller number of settlements along the way.
It is also the shortest safe path, thus called optimal.

In addition to the pathfinding options, al-Ṯurayyā models more complex paths with arbitrary
stops. This model finds and visualizes itineraries which pass through the stops (maximum ten)
that users can specify. The implementation customizes the pathfinding computation model in a
similar manner to the optimal path calculation with a number of stops. It chooses the shortest
route section to take at each step so that the path goes through the stops. Figure 6.7 shows the
same example of pathfinding where the user seeks a path from Baġdād to Fusṭāṭ (Cairo) along
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Figure 6.7: Plotting an itinerary from Baġdād to Fusṭāṭ (Cairo) via al-Mawṣil (Mosul) and Ḥalab (Aleppo) in
al-Ṯurayyā.

which one can stop at al-Mawṣil (Mosul) and Ḥalab (Aleppo). In another use case, Figure 6.8
plots the itinerary that Nāṣir-i Ḫusraw took from Naysābūr (Nishapur) to Fusṭāṭ (Cairo), as he
describes in his Book of Travels (Safar-nāmah) ([215]). The itinerary runs through the places that
he mentions (the ten places to stop, which is given as input on the left tab). Furthermore, it also
suggests locations that he has not mentioned, but that he may have visited on his way.

The pathfinding feature also calculates the distance information of both shortest and optimal
paths and average distance of each as well as the direct distance between the source and the
destination, as can be seen in Figures 6.6 and 6.7.

6.3.3 Flood Network
Al-Ṯurayyā introduces a method to model the reachability in the underlying network of routes.
The flood network forms a network of reachable settlements from a specified settlement. It shows
how reachable the other places are from a center, and also shows the unreachable places. It
underscores both reachability and limitations of reach from a selected center to find answers to
abstract questions related to: the spread of power, unity, and reach of an empire in the historical
context, such as seizing the territory of control after conquering a metropolitan center by a ruler.

Representing a flood network, compared to pathfinding, requires more complex graph analysis
and visualization. The flood network of a given center (or a set of centers) shapes layers or
categories of locations based on their distances from selected locations(s). Each layer represents
the same distance or level of accessibility from the center to the locations in the layer. More
clearly, each layer is a category of places that can be reached within the same number of days [of
travel]. The calculated flood network represents how travel was possible from a central place to
other parts of the network. For example, Figure 6.9 demonstrates the flood network of Baġdād
that is reachable within five days’ travel. Each layer in the figure is displayed in a particular color
to highlight the corresponding area in which all places lie the same number of days of travel away
from Baġdād. The geographical extent of each layer is determined by the value of the number of
days to travel in each layer that the user specifies. Therefore, the number of days to reach the
places in each layer from the center is calculated by this value multiplied by the number of layers
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Figure 6.8: Plotting the itinerary from Naysābūr (Nishapur) to Fusṭāṭ (Cairo) from Nāṣir Ḫusraw’s Book of Travels
(Safar-nāmah) in al-Ṯurayyā.

closer to the center. For instance, if this value is set to two days, it means that places in the closest
layer to the center are reachable within five days, and the next farthest layers are reachable within
four, six, and eight days respectively. As Figure 6.9 depicts, locations in red, orange, yellow, and
green are reachable within five, ten, and twenty days, respectively. The pale-colored points are
unreachable locations; that is, they are out of reach locations according to the search criteria in the
underlying network of routes. The implementation engages the value of a day of travel in meters
in Dijkstra’s single source shortest path algorithm. Then, the classification is defined based on
the calculated distances from the center.

This model also facilitates computation and visualization of the flood network of multiple
centers, as shown in Figure 6.10. The calculated network describes the same concept of reach
from multiple centers instead of one. Accordingly, the example in this figure shows layers which
are reachable within certain days of travel from either of the centers: Naysābūr or Marw. The
implementation incorporates the network of multiple sources to calculate the integrated flood
network. This method can also be combined with other models, such as the Voronoi diagram
(Section 5.1.3), to simulate the accessibility of an area.

6.3.4 Path Alignment Tool
Using the spatial data that al-Ṯurayyā provides based on the Cornu’s Atlas, we implement a tool
for matching the location of the unknown places to a toponym or approximating its coordinate as
an alternative way of identifying unknown places. The objective is to align a path from a source to
the same/a similar path in Cornu and to facilitate the coordinate selection for an unknown place.
Given aligned paths between a geographical source and the Cornu’s Atlas which is visualized on
the gazetteer map, we can see the differences or similarities of the path descriptions and neighbors
of an unknown place in both. We take advantage of al-Ṯurayyā’s spatial model to integrate this
tool and represent a source path—a path from a source text—as a list of consecutive places and
the similar or equivalent reference path—the path that al-Ṯurayyā’s pathfinding algorithm finds
on the map.
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Figure 6.9: Flood network of Baġdād within five days of travel: the red points show the places that can be reached
in five days, orange points are those that can be reached in ten days, the yellow points are in fifteen days of travel
distance, green ones can be reached in twenty days, and the pale-colored points are places that can not be reached
from Baġdād in this network of routes.

Figure 6.10: Flood network of multiple arbitrary centers, Naysābūr and Marw (Mary): the red points show the
places that can be reached in five days, orange points are those that can be reached within ten days, the yellow
points are in fifteen days of travel distance, green ones can be reached in twenty days, and the pale-colored points
are places that can not be reached from these centers in this network of routes.
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Figure 6.11: Alignment of a path, including unknown places (shown together with an input box), from al-Muqaddasī
on the left and the same path from Cornu’s Atlas on the map in al-Ṯurayyā. The places with a gazetteer identifier
and geographical coordinates in the Atlas are shown with the corresponding id while unknown places (i.e., without
a gazetteer identifier and geographical coordinates) are shown together with an input box to insert the newly found
id and coordinate and save it to a file.

Assume places A,B, and C are consecutively mentioned in a source path with definite distances
while on the map there is only one path from A to C and, therefore, B is considered as an unknown
place. Hence, one can estimate the location of B according to the distance to A and C on the
route between A and B. The example in Figure 6.11 shows a path from Ḥawzān to Šawkard from
al-Muqaddasī’s book on the left while the same path from Cornu’s Atlas is visualized on the map.
The map visualization represents the geographical extent and neighboring places around which an
unknown place might be located. At the same time, the consecutive list of places in the left tab
represents the unknown places along the path (from al-Muqaddasī’s book), common places, and
their neighbors in order.

Investigating the position of an unknown place, it can be seen in this figure that the first
unknown place along the path is mentioned right after Kanǧābāḏ and the same happens in the
path on the map. As a part of the contextual data, the corresponding region of the places is also
mentioned together with the toponyms which disambiguates the similar place names in various
regions. Accordingly, Ṭalaqān that comes after Kanǧābāḏ on the map is the exact match to the
unknown place on the left path.

Having various paths, along which an unknown place happens, enables investigating an un-
known place description with more geographical contextual data that each path partially provides,
such as neighbors. Furthermore, visualizing the reference paths on the map in some cases helps
to approximate the locations more accurately. For instance, if a path connects two places on
different sides of a water body and one is seeking a place along this path, then the approximate
location cannot be over the water, unless it is an island, that might happen in fully computational
approaches. However, this tool is limited to be used for small datasets.

6.3.5 Data Structure
As stated in Section 6.2, data is stored in GeoJSON to benefit its spatial specification as a com-
mon format for geospatial purposes and to enable expansion and flexibility of the data for each
geospatial feature. The data structure is expandable for revisions and future modifications. It
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Figure 6.12: Detailed information of a route section connecting Dimašq to Suwaydāʾ in al-Ṯurayyā.

allows one to augment the contextual information of locations and route sections as references and
geographical features, such as other names in different languages, if available.

6.3.5.1 Places

On the map, places are represented by GeoJSON features of type Point. Relevant data is part
of the properties, including names, identifiers, type, the region to which the places belong, and
links to references to primary and secondary sources. References are stored in external data files
in JSON format to avoid unnecessary complexity of data files and keep the size of data as small
as possible, which also makes the process of data preparation for both GeoJSON and reference
data files easier and cleaner. Moreover, for future developments, we can keep the same structure
and links to the references to store the data in a document-oriented database (e.g., MongoDB6).

Besides the references and geographical specification, places are specified by various names
of a toponym in the available languages, an identifier (URI), the type of the toponym, and the
identifier of the region it belongs to. The region information in fact shows the relations between
geospatial entities. The examples of data for places in Section 5.1.1 represents the structure of a
single location of type Point in GeoJSON format. We add to this structure an archive record that
enables adding data from different sources in future.

6.3.5.2 Routes and Distances

Similar to the places, route sections are stored as GeoJSON features of type LineString (see the
example in Section 5.1.1). Beside the geospatial specification of the geometry, the identifier and
length of the section in meters, as well as the locations that are connected through the section are
included in the data. By clicking on a route section on the map, one can access the corresponding
information of the route on the left panel (Figure 6.12).

6https://www.mongodb.com

https://www.mongodb.com


Chapter 7

Conclusions and Further Work

Pre-modern geographical descriptions provide various categories of information as textual descrip-
tions. In this dissertation we explain ideas, based on the prior research in the field of Geospatial
Humanities, that take us from the descriptions to the maps, modern tools, and visualizations,
which helps us to get meaningful insights into findings. We discuss four major cases of geograph-
ical data, which include gazetteer, administrative hierarchy, routes and distances, and toponyms
associated with people. We closely explain administrative hierarchy and routes based on the exam-
ples from pre-modern sources. To start the data gathering process, we use OpenITI mARkdown
to annotate sophisticated patterns of descriptions of hierarchical administrations as well as route
sections. The mARkdown is specifically useful for right-to-left languages, where the existing stan-
dards, such as TEI XML, make the annotation process overlay complicated. The mARkdown is
however convertible to the conventional standards, such as TEI XML. Additionally, we discussed
an ML-based approach, SVM approach, to identify the toponyms and represent the effectiveness
of this approach. As a future work, one can examine other machine learning approaches to the
pre-modern corpus that we use here as well as more recent POS tagger tools, such as CAMeL
Tools, and compare the results to the SVM approach.

Annotation makes the data ready to extract. After the extraction, we represent the annotated
data with proper data structures, which then can be used in the state-of-the-art tools and ap-
proaches. We completely implement the annotation and extraction process on a classical Arabic
source and partially on a Greek and Latin source to show the generality of this approach. To ex-
pand the mARkdown, a future work is to fully apply the process to the sources in other languages
to cover new patterns of descriptions as well as the language-specific patterns.

Having ready the geographical data, we then introduce models for representing administrative
hierarchy. Regions, territories, and administrative divisions in pre-modern sources do not fit into
the modern concept of political maps. The models that we explain here help us visualize the pre-
modern description of regions and divisions on modern maps, based on our modern knowledge. In
doing so, we discuss the pros and cons of each model after visualizing them on a map to revise the
ideas to achieve improved models. The models include the quad-tree, Voronoi diagram, convex
hulls, concave hulls, and a model that uses both settlements and route networks. Since the models,
except the last one, cover some water bodies, one can use the waterbody boundaries to cut those
areas. Another work is to implement the models for multiple levels of hierarchical data.

The modeling chapter also offers comparison models for administrative divisions and route
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networks. They could be used to show the similarities and differences of various descriptions of
the same area. We use a sample dataset to implement the models and show the practicality and
generality of the model. For administrative divisions, the model converts textual descriptions to a
2D matrix with toponyms as rows and regions as columns. The zero and one values in the matrix
show which toponym belongs to which region. This means, each region is a matrix column that
is a two-dimensional vector. We then show how we can compare the region by mathematically
comparing the vectors and achieve a normalized view of the corresponding sources. Vectors offer
various ways to compare the sources on various levels of hierarchy and can produce different levels
of statistical data. For instance, one can compare the number of the divisions at each level of
hierarchical data and find the overlapping ones. Similarly, this can happen at the settlement level,
as the model can give an overview of the (non)overlapping settlements in a region in different
sours. An example of this phenomenon is changes of borders of a country through time. The data
structure of this model provides enough information to develop visualization of the overlapping
borders on the map as a future application. The model can be applied to multiple sources. Matrix
structure is capable of providing a high-level view of multiple sources in comparison, which can
be implemented in future work. With multiple schemes compared, we can cluster the schema and
potentially build a consensus tree of sorts that would tell us which geographers are closer to each
other based on how they describe regions.

We propose a model for comparing the route networks as an approach for simplifying the
networks and preparing them for comparison as well as a method to estimate a geographical
location for unknown (lost) places. The model rebuilds the network by connecting the high-degree
nodes with straight lines and putting the lower-degree nodes on the lines at proportionate distances
based on the original distances, thus, converts the paths to straight paths where applicable. The
shape of the simplified network then depends on the number of high-degree nodes and the position
of the nodes. Therefore, the model would work best, in our experiment, on small parts of the
network and helps to use the relatively straight paths in visualizations. The shape of the network
differs by setting different values for high-degree nodes to start the process. Depending on the
network, this can be done by trying different values. Another variable that affects the simplification
process is the number of unknown places, if there are any in the network, specifically among the
high-degree nodes as this model relies on the existing certain coordinates to build the network.
A future work is to implement the comparison process for this model. Also, interactivity in the
implementation of this model could be another work to do as selection of the nodes to start the
simplification process is critical. This model also offers an approach to locate the unknown places
with approximate coordinates that are computed, during the simplification process, based on the
proportionate distances of the nodes.

In the last section of Chapter 5, we introduce an alternative approach for estimating geograph-
ical coordinates for unknown places using triangulation. A sample implementation shows the
output of the model for the places that are geographically connected, at a specified distance, to
two known places (i.e., places that have geographical coordinates). As a future work, one can test
this method on places where all the places have coordinates, but withhold a subset of coordinates
(e.g., by randomly removing the location data for a part of the data and then approximate the
locations) to evaluate the accuracy of the new coordinates when the answer is available. Also, one
can implement and evaluate the last part of the model that covers the unknown places connected
to more than two places.

The last chapter introduces al-Ṯurayyā, a gazetteer and a spatial model for the classical Islamic
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word. The gazetteer includes more than 2,000 toponyms as well as route sections and distances. It
provides search function, region visualization, path finding, and flood network. As a future work,
time dimension can be added to al-Ṯurayyā in order to cover the data from various eras so that
users can select a time period and accordingly the data will be loaded. This requires the time
specification in the dataset as well as new data from various periods to make the implementation of
this feature possible. Also, as a gazetteer of the pre-modern Islamic world, al-Ṯurayyā can cover
more corresponding areas, such as the Ottoman Empire and relevant places from the Pleiades
gazetteer. At the moment, al-Ṯurayyā works with the dataset from Cornu’s Atlas. However, the
structure is ready to digest data from different sources and can be expanded by adding more data
from different sources. Another approach to increase the area of coverage of the gazetteer as well
as the functionalities that we offer is to add import functionality. This approach will allow the
users to load their data into the gazetteer and use the existing models and features.
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